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The need for utmost preparedness to meet
calamities at short notice cannot be overstressed. The
preparation of revised edition of Disaster Management
Plan Booklet is a step in this direction. A prompt, well
coordinated and effective response mounted in the
aftermath of disaster not only minimizes loss of life
and property but also facilitates early restoration of
normalcy.

I am sure that officers and staff of Mumbai Division
would benefit from the revised Disaster Management
Plan and organize the resources accordingly. They
should always be in a state of complete preparedness
for quick restoration and minimizing the impact of
any disaster.

FOREWORD

(Shailendra Kumar)
Divisional Railway Manager,

Mumbai Central, Western Railway.
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MESSAGE

With the advent of Railways in India in 1853 after inaugural run of the first train from
Kurla to Thane, handling train accidents  has been a  priority area for the railways.  Historically
railways have been handling rescue and relief operations in accidents  rising to the expecta-
tions of public.

Disaster in railway is defined as a major train accident leading to serious casualties and
long duration of interruption  to traffic.  A complete definition of disaster may be 'an event,
concentrated in time and space, which threatens a society or a  relatively self sufficient
sub division of a society with major unwanted consequences (Turner). Many serious trains
accidents are also disasters and hence, every railway staff should be in a  position  to identify
the characteristics  of different disaster situations.  The Basic essence of Trauma Management
is speed & expediency -- " Most trauma patients die of shock, which comes from sluggish
or non-existent circulation and the resulting chemical changes in the body".(Dr. R Adams
Cowley, Maryland Institute for Emergency Medical Services).

This compendium of instructions in this revised Disaster Management Plan have been
prepared for meeting  with such disasters, and not only normal train accidents.  The present
version has been drafted by updating all information/contact numbers and road approach
diagrams etc have been  included  guidance for approach by road.  The purpose of these
instructions  are to ensure that the response of division, in the event of a disaster, should be
swift and orderly.  Therefore, the basic steps for quick and effective rescue and relief operations
are following:

* Rapid access to the  site  of accident.
* Quick extrication of victims and effective on-site medical management.
* Stabilization of condition.
* Expeditious extraction and shifting.

        Disaster Management Plan is inter alia an endorsement of our commitment  to remain
prepared '24 hours' for any crisis and exercise  most prompt  response in  providing quick
rescue/relief to affected passengers.  This  plan does not in any way supercede any statutory
guidelines enlisted in railway Manuals & Policy circulars.  It is expected  that all BOs/other
officer and all supervisors will go through this Plan and explain the  contents to their subordinate
supervisors/staff so that each member of railway family of our division is clear  about their
role and responsibility and use this document for handling any eventuality with utmost
promptness, seriousness and above all ….. devotion.

     Additional Divisional Railway Manager/O
Mumbai Central, Western Railway.

(R.K.SHARMA)
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Disasters do not serve any notice. The objective of this revised
Disaster Management Plan is to make the system prompt, receptive and
efficient enough to respond quickly in case of any disaster and to establish
a disaster management culture while making officials at all levels aware
of their respective roles, rules and responsibilities.

Accident Manual, Accident Management guides and various
instructions issued by Railway Board and Head Quarter office from time
to time provide adequate information and guidelines for the action to be
taken by each and every railway official in the unfortunate event of a
railway accident. Successful accident management, however, depends
upon well-planned and coordinated team work. Though the information
specific to Mumbai division is available in bits and pieces at various
places, an effort has been made to compile most of it at one place in the
form of this booklet.

Another area which is generally neglected is the good public relations
to be maintained with accurate and expeditious dissemination of
information regarding the disaster on the affected section to the
passengers not only at stations en-route but also at the terminating
stations. This has also been adequately addressed in this plan.

It is my sincere thought and belief that this revamped plan will help,
co-ordinate and channelize our efforts in a much more focused and
effective manner and provide valuable guidance to  officials of various
departments in facing the challenges during disasters.

(Sandeep Rajvanshy)
Additional Divisional Railway Manager,  (T)

Mumbai Central, Western Railway.

MESSAGE
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INTRODUCTION

The Disaster Management Plan of Mumbai Division has been prepared
by dovetailing with Disaster Management Plan of  Western Railway so that
prompt relief  to the affected people can be provided.

The Disaster Management Plan enunciated in this document aims to
achieve the following:

a. Prevent any avoidable loss of lives

b.  Expedite rescue and relief

c. Protect Railway property and that of its users

d. Preserve clues and evidences

e Speed up restoration of traffic

f. Ensure post accident care of injured passengers and their relatives.

g. Providing information regarding passengers through various modes
including media.

This plan does not supersede or alter in any way the statutory guidelines
enlisted in different Railway Manuals and Policy circulars. I request all Officers
and staff  of Mumbai Division  go through this  Disaster Management Plan and
organize  the resources towards complete preparedness for  quick restoration.

 (N. V. Joseph)
Sr. Divisional Safety Officer

Mumbai Central, Western Railway
          .
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(A) DEFINITION

Based on the Disaster Management Act 2005, Railway Board have adopted the definition of
Railway disaster as under.

"Railway Disaster is a serious train accident or an untoward event of grave nature, either
on the railway premises or arising out of railway activity in that area, due to natural or
man-made causes, that may lead to loss of many lives and/or grievous injuries to a
large number of people, and/or severe disruption of traffic, necessitating large scale
help from other Government/Non-Government and private Organizations"

(Rly.Bd's letter No.2003/Safety (DM)/6/2 Pt. dated 06.01.09)

Many serious train accidents are also disasters and hence, every Railway staff should be in a
position to identify the characteristics of different disaster situations.

(B)  GOLDEN HOUR:

"If a critical trauma patient is not given definite medical care within one hour from the
time of accident, chances of his ultimate recovery reduces drastically, even with the
best of Medical attention thereafter.  This first one hour period from the time of accident
is generally known as The Golden Hour."

During the Golden Hour period every effort should be made :

i. To Render definite medical care to the extent possible preferably by qualified medical
practitioners.

ii. To Stop bleeding and restore Blood Pressure.
iii. To Ensure that persons under shock should be relieved of shock immediately.
iv. To Transport INJURED to the nearest hospital so as to reach within this Golden

Hour period.

For being effective, any Disaster Management system should aim at recovering as many critical
patients as possible and rushing them to hospital within this period.

(C) TYPES OF DISASTER CAUSING INTERRUPTION TO TRAIN SERVICES:
Human/equipment failure:

The following disasters/accidents may be caused by human/equipment failure, which may affect
normal movement of train services with loss of life or property or both.

 Collisions
 Derailments
 Level crossing accidents at Manned/Unmanned level Crossings.
 Fire on Train

CHAPTER – 1

DISASTER AN INTRODUCTION
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Natural Calamities:

Natural calamities also cause serious disruption to traffic with loss of life / property.

 Landslide

 Earth quakes

 Floods

 Storms/Cyclones/Tornadoes

Sabotage

Sabotages cause deliberate loss of life and/or damage to property

 Setting fire to train/railway installations and railway property.

 Bomb blasts.

 Placing of obstructions on track to cause disruption to traffic.

 Tampering with railway fittings to cause accidents.

 (D) LEVELS OF DISASTER CAUSING INTERRUPTION OF TRAIN SERVICES:

Railway accidents can be categorized into different levels.

Level-I Accidents of a magnitude which can be managed by the concerned Divisional
Authorities.

Level-II Accidents of a magnitude which may require assistance from neighboring
divisions but can be managed by the Zonal Railway: and

Level-III Disasters of a magnitude in terms of their severity of  scale  of  casualties  that
require active involvement of multiple agencies of the Central Govt. (Ministry of
Railways and  other Ministries).

Category                                Description              Stage

Minor 50 or more causalities (inclusive of death and injuries) Yellow

Medium 51-99 deaths Orange

Major 100 or more deaths or where additional assistance is sought by Red
the Ministry of Railway.

(E) General Manager, Additional General Manager or Chief Safety officers are the approved
nominated authorities for declaring an untoward incident as a Railway Disaster.
The preparation of the Disaster Management Plans on the Zonal Railways in co-ordination with
the different departments of the railway, other Central/State Govt. agencies, NGOs, Private
agencies etc. has to be done by the Safety Department on the Zonal Railway.
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(F) Declaration of Railway accident/situation a Disaster:

In case of a serious accident or any other extra ordinary situation leading to disruption of traffic
,  the administration would take a conscious decision whether the situation is to be classified as
a disaster or not. General Manager, Additional General Manager or Chief Safety Officer are the
approved nominated authorities for declaration an untoward incident as Railway disaster.  Such
declaration will be issued to all concerned.  If the Accident is declared as a disaster, all instructions
as contained herein the Disaster Management Plan would automatically come into force and
officers and staff of all departments would take action as laid down in this book. All Officers and
Supervisors concerned should be fully conversant with various duties listed therein and carry
them out without fail.

 (G) Strengths of the Railways to handle a Disaster :

In handling disasters, Indian Railways is in a unique position as it has a number of Strengths
whice are not available with many other departments of  Government of  India.  These include:

 Railways' own Communication Network.

 Operating Control on each Division linked with each Station.

 Territorial Army Units.

 Uniformed force of RPF/RPSF.

 Railways' own Medical Infrastructure.

 Civil Defence Organization.

 An army of Gang men spread out all over the Indian Railways.

 Scouts and Guides. They can provide best background support.

 Dedicated Rescue/Restoration and Medical Equipment on Rails.

Each of the above can be made use of to handle adversities depending upon requirement to
handle the disaster.

***
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CHAPTER - 2

INSTRUCTIONS OF THE BOARD
(Boards's letter No.89/Safety-I/4/3 dt.4.3.89)

1. All railway men  traveling in a train involved in accident  should report immediately to
the guard.

2. All staff at accident site should wear Arm bands.  Accordingly all passenger carrying
train should be provided with 10 Arm bands, to be kept with guard.

3. A permanent check list to be displayed in all SLRs, regarding duties of guard during an
accident

4. Division should nominate controlling  stations in each section of their jurisdiction.  SMs
of these controlling stations  on receiving information of accident will rush to the site of
accident.

5. Every Railway should have fully equipped road ambulance vans in identified areas where
a good road infrastructure  has developed.

6. A minimum of two telephones with STD facility should be provided in the control.
Facsimile facilities  should also be provided in the Division.

7. All ARME, Scale -I should be provided with old cutting  equipment and  should be
periodically tested, as also staff in sufficient  number should be trained in handling this
equipment.

8. Relief train should be  given over  riding priority  with stranded passengers.

APART FROM THE ABOVE

1.  Division should keep a list of Doctors and  medical units available nearer to all stations including
their  distance, which are to be displayed at all stations on a conspicuous place.

2. Divisions should keep a list of  all ARME/ART sidings with double/single exit facilities in the
control  office.
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CHAPTER - 3

FUNCTIONING OF DISASTER MANAGEMENT CELL

The Officer representing Safety Department shall coordinate the functioning of Disaster
Management Cell.  He shall report the accident to Railway Board/CRS/GM and update the
restoration details from time to time.  He shall also ensure ordering of Relief Train for evacuation
of involved passengers from the site of accident.  The Officers attending Disaster Management
Cell shall obtain the full details of the accident from Divisional Control/Site of accident and shall
monitor the movement of Brake Down Train and Relief Train.  Top most priority is to be given for
rescue operation, for transferring the injured passengers from site of accident to nearest
Hospitals, and for sending medical aids from Civil, Military, Private Medical Hospitals.

The Officer representing Medical Department shall obtain all details regarding casualties/injuries
of passengers involved in accident and shall maintain liaison with Accident Site, referral Hospitals
and Dispensaries and shall consolidate the list of injured/casualties in minimum time so that the
same can be faxed to concerned Station/Division for display in Emergency Control and
Emergency Information Booths.

 The Officer representing Commercial Department shall ensure ordering of refreshments for the
passengers of involved train, payment of ex-gratia to the injured/killed passengers, arranging
for transshipment of goods and passenger’s luggage, hiring of Private Buses for transfer of
passengers from site of accident to the nearest Rail head etc.  The Commercial Officer shall
also ensure transmission of detailed information regarding destination Railways.  He shall also
ensure opening of Emergency Information Booths at important Junction stations enroute within
the Railways.

The Officer representing Mechanical Department shall assess the requirement of additional
Medical Van/Brake Down Trains and shall liaison with adjoining Railway/Division for ordering
the same.  He shall also monitor the movement of Brake Down trains.  He shall obtain the details
of Rolling Stock involved in accident and their PRO particulars.  He shall obtain the restoration
details regarding re-railment/topping of wagons/coaches by each individual Brake Down Train.
He shall obtain the bio-data particulars of the crew involved in the accident.

The Officer representing Engineering Department shall obtain the information regarding damage
to track and shall ensure ordering of material train, if required.  The details of track structure and
other relevant details such as USFD particulars, last inspection, profile of the track etc. shall be
obtained within minimum time.  He shall organize ordering of additional labour special as per
requirement at the site from the adjoining divisions.

The Officer representing Electrical Department shall obtain the details of extent of damage to
OHE/Loco/Coaches ( TL/AC Portion) respectively. He shall obtain the bio-data particulars of
crew involved in the accident.  He shall assess the requirement of additional material at the site
of accident and shall organise movement of Tower Wagon/Material Spl. to the site of accident
Power Officer will arrange for quick lighting at site..

The Officer representing S&T Department shall ensure better communication to the site of
accident.  A line should be dedicated for the emergency transmission from site of accident/
Divisional control to Disaster Management Cell at HQ.  He shall ensure installation of MTNL/
Telecom. Department Public Phone/Railway Phone at the site of accident involving passenger
carrying train.  He shall coordinate with Test Room and Microwave Centre for faster and efficient
communication.  He shall obtain the information details of S&T gears involved, if any, in the
accident.
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CHAPTER - 4

DISASTER PREPAREDNESS- AVAILABILITY OF RESOURCES

In case of a serious accident or any other extra ordinary situation leading to disruption of traffic,
the administration would take a conscious decision whether the situation is to be classified as a
disaster or not. General Manager, Additional General Manager or Chief Safety Officer are the
approved nominated authorities for declaration an untoward incident as Railway disaster.  Such
declaration will be issued to all concerned.

Railways are generally self-reliant in carrying out rescue and relief operations as a result of
having a well organized set up including ARMEs and ARTs.  However, major accidents involving
heavy casualties in remote areas or in difficult terrain or under adverse weather conditions are
possible to be managed efficiently only by mobilizing Non-Railway resources.

Disaster Management mechanism in Railways can be maintained at a high level of preparedness
and efficiency by keeping all resources readily available and in a good fettle.  Resources imply
both Railway and Non-Railway men and material including medical, personnel, transport,
volunteers, police and fire services. Details of these resources, their location, contact numbers
and other details have been identified, compiled and placed in a 'Data Bank'.  This Data Bank
is available in the divisional DM Plans of Mumbai Central Division.   These are also being
put on WR's Web site (www.wr.indianrailway.gov.in & under Safety Department of
10.3.2.55,10.3.4.2.55) for ready access. Resources available in case of a major accident may
be grouped into 4 different units, depending on the time frame within which these can be made
available after an accident.  These are as follows:

1)  Resource Unit I Railway and non railway resources available on the train, and at
nearby surroundings.

2) Resource Unit II Railway resources available at ARME/ART depots and elsewhere
within the Division.

3) Resource Unit III Railway resources available at ARME/ART depots and elsewhere
on adjoining Zones and Divisions.

4) Resource Unit IV Non-Railway resources available within or outside the Division.

1. Resource Unit - I:
(a) On trains carrying Passengers following resources are available:

I. First Aid box available with the Guard.
II. First Aid box available with Train Superintendent and in the Pantry car.
III. Portable Telephones, Fire extinguishers in Brake Van.
IV. Portable Telephones in Locomotives.
V. Walkie-Talkie/CUG mobile phones with Guard and Loco Pilot.
VI. Cell Phones/Mobile communications with Passengers.
VII. Information collected by Train Superintendent/ Traveling Ticket Examiner about Medical

Practitioners traveling in the train.
VIII. Information collected by TS/TTE about Railway Officers traveling in the train.
IX. Railway staff traveling in the train-either on duty or on leave as passengers.
X. Passengers traveling in the train who volunteer their help for rescue and relief work.

http://www.wr.indianrailway.gov.in
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(b) Non-railway resources available nearby:
I. Volunteers from nearby villages and towns.
II. Transport facilities available at site or passing through  nearby LC gates.
III. Tractors with trolleys from nearby villages both for transport purposes and for lighting up

the accident site.
IV. Station staff and local Railway administration should  requisition help from Non-Railway

sources before Railways own rescue team arrives.
V. Such local networks are most effective in rushing assistance immediately, especially with

regard to:
 medical succor,
 additional manpower,
 rescue equipment,
 lighting arrangements,
 transport services,
 fire fighting tools etc.

(c) Railway resources available nearby:
I. Engineering gangs.
II. OHE staff and signal staff available.
III. Other resources such as medical facilities, communication facilities.

(d) At adjoining Stations:
I. Staff available at adjoining or nearby stations.
II. Railway resources as given in respective Divisional DM Plans.
III. Non-Railway resources as given in respective Divisional DM Plans.
IV. Resources should be mobilized to send medical  team  at  short  notice  as  given  in  the

respective Divisional DM Plans.
2. Resource Unit - II :

I. AMREs, ARTs with 140 T crane are stabled at nominated  stations.  (Their  locations are
given in Chapter - 6.)

II. Railway medical and departmental resources.

3. Resource Unit - III :
I. Location of AMREs, ARTs with 140T crane based on adjoining Zones/Divisions are given

in Chapter - 6.
II. Section wise chart of which ARMEs/ARTs are to be requisitioned from adjoining Zones/

Divisions is given in Chapter - 6.
III. Resources of men and material available on adjoining Zones/Divisions are given in their

data bank and included in the Zonal Divisional DM Plans of respective Zones/Divisions.
IV. Copies of DM Plans of  adjoining  divisions  shall be available with the Divisional control

office.

4. Resource Unit - IV :
I. Non-Railway resources available within the division-as given in the data book and included

in the Divisional DM Plan.
II. Non-Railway  resources  available  outside  the  division - as  given  in  the  data  bank  and

included in the Divisional DM Plans of adjoining Zones/Divisions.
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Phase-I :
In the period immediately after the accident, the following action has to be taken on warfooting
by Railway Officials/Officers.

i. Guard, Driver, conductor and TTEs. etc. must pass on the information quickly to the nearest
station or to control, about the accident.  Being trained in first aid, they should simultaneously
render every possible medical aid to injured people.

ii. Senior most Officer travelling by the affected train, whether on duty or on leave shall take charge
at site.

iii. At Railway Officers and staff available on train must report to the Guard and work as per the
directions of senior most Officer.

iv. SMs of the adjoining stations must inform Control about the happening.

Phase-II: (Arrival of Relief Train).

Phase-II begins with the arrival of relief train.  (The Senior Most Officer who reaches the site
first becomes the 'Officer-in-charge (site)’.  All staff and Officers work as per the directions of
the Officer-in-charge (site).

Site Organization:

 Medical relief camp

 Security of luggage

 Clue preservation

 Relief Rescue and Restoration

 Co-ordination with civil & press

 Liaison with control.

 Communication - STD phones, Walkie- talkie

 Lighting arrangements

 Commercial - information booth, arrangement of Food and Water, evacuation of
passengers including road vehicles, payment of ex-gratia etc.

The medical team reaching the spot must comprise of adequate number of doctors and staff.

CHAPTER - 5

PHASES OF DISASTER MANAGEMENT
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The Senior Most Doctor & Officer at site should have all details about dead/injured and hospitals
where they have been sent.

Special Task Teams:

i. Medical Medical Relief and transportation to hospitals

ii. Commercial 1. Catering-food and drinking  water

2. Liaison with Civil administration and Press.

iii. Commercial & RPF Security of luggage

iv. Operating Liaison with Control and arranging logistics including shunting.

v. S&T Establishment of communication and free telephone booths.

vi Mechanical Relief operations including rescue and re-railment and preservation
of clues.

vii Electrical Lighting arrangement

viii Personnel Assist Doctors.

WLIs to assist injured passengers admitted in the hospital.

Arm Bands:

Rescue team members must wear armbands and jackets.  Armband for doctors should be a
White cross in Red back ground.

Cold cutting:

Extreme care must be exercised while tackling damaged coaches.  Cold cutting equipments
should be used on coaches with passengers to avoid burns to passengers by use of flame
cutting.

Handling dead/injured:

i. Dead body should be handled with care and respect.

ii. Cover dead bodies with white shrouds, which should be available in ARME.

iii. Expeditious issue of death certificate.

iv. List of dead and injured must be passed on from time to time.

v. A Photographer should take colored photographs of the dead and injured.

Free food, drinking water, tea etc:

Food and clean drinking water must be rushed from the nearest source.  Free food and beverages
must be supplied.
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Correct picture to Media:

Press and other media should be given correct picture in time. Only GM, DRM and CPRO are
competent to interact with press and electronic media.  Apart from the above any other
Officers authorized by GM is competent to interact or give interview to press/ electronic media.

ACTION TO BE TAKEN AT DIVISIONAL /HQ LEVEL:

 Opening up of Special enquiry booths at originating, terminating and en-route Stations.

 Phone numbers should be relayed through TV, Radio and Press.

 Setting up information centre  to organize  collection of  data , statistics, to assess magnitude
of damage  and level of  arrangements  for rescue operations.

 Make arrangement for evacuated passengers to be sent to destinations. Co-ordinate with
MCGM Control room for mass transport requirement or transport vehicles may be hired.

 Co-ordination with MCGM control room for draining of flood water from railway track or
any other addition resources required as per site condition.

 To co-ordinate with medical and first aid facilities with Railway hospitals and MCGM control
room.

 Furnishing updated position of dead, injured and evacuated passengers.

 Arrangement for issue of free Railway passes for relatives.

 In case of major disaster, DRM can requisition helicopter/Aeroplane.

 Press should be briefed properly and quickly.

 HQ/Board should be advised quickly of the factual position and site condition.

Phase-III: (Handling Injured Passengers)

Mainly refers to dealing with injured passengers.  Following action must be planned -

i. Relief trains clearing injured or stranded passengers must get overriding priority.

ii. Road vehicle can also be arranged for stranded passengers.

iii. List of injured, hospital-wise, should be conveyed to all concerned.

iv. Ex-gratia payment should be arranged.

Phase-IV: (Restoration of Traffic)

Without affecting the relief operations, restoration of normal traffic should be planned and acted
upon.  Restoration of passenger's services gives a sense of normalcy besides, providing means
to relatives of victims to visit and attend to them.

***
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CHAPTER - 6

BCT Mumbai - - - - - - - -
Central

- BA B 1 1 BRNA (HS) - 1 1 RT 100
DSL Shed 1BCNA (HS)

- BA B (Self 1 - - 1 - 105
DSL Shed Prope

lled)

Valsad BL C&W B 1 1BRNA    (HS) - 1 1 RT 100
(BG) Depot 1BCNA (HS) 1 SLR

Udhana UDN A 1 1BRNA (HS) 140 T 1 2 RT 100
(BG) C&W 1BCNA (HS) DHBD 1BRNA

Depot (HS) (for
Crane
material)

ACCIDENT RELIEF MEDICAL EQUIPMENT AND ACCIDENT   RELIEF TRAIN

 Div. ARME ART

Scale-I
Medical
Van &

Auxiliary
Tool Van

Location
Of  ART

Class
of ART

ART COMPOSITION

Max.
Speed
of ART
(kmph)Generator

and  Staff
Van

P.Way
Material

Van

Crane
Capacity

in
Tonnes

MFD
Van

Tool &
Staff Van

&
Other

Vehicle
1   2           3    4       5               6         7                 8          9            10

On Narrow Gauge C Class ART is located at Billimora (BCT Division)

SOUNDING OF HOOTER FOR BREAK DOWN

Two long blast each of 45 seconds duration with 5
seconds break in between.

Three long blast each of 45 seconds duration with
5 seconds break in between.

Four long blast each of 45 seconds duration with 5
seconds break in between.

One long blast each of 90 seconds duration.

For accident in Loco Sheds/Traffic Yard
at home station requiring only ART.

For accident outside the home station
requiring only ART.

For accident requiring both ART and
ARME.

For cancellation of ART and ARME.

Note: The alarm signals/sirens/hooter requiring ARME/ART shall be sounded as prescribed  above
and shall be repeated once more after interval of 5 minutes.
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Target time for movement of Accident Relief Train
During Day Time for turning out 30''

Time for Despatch 15''

Target time from ordering to departure. 45''

During Night Time for turning out 45''

Time for Dispatch 15''

Target time from ordering to departure. 60''

Target time for movement of Accident Relief Medical Van
In case of double exit Time for turning out 15''

Time for Despatch 5''

Target time from ordering to departure. 20''

In case of single exit Time for turning out 25''

Time for Despatch 5''

Target time from ordering to departure. 30''

RUSHING OF ARMEs AND ARTs TO ACCIDENT SITE

1 Movement of ARME and ART should never be clubbed together. ARME should be started
first and moved separately for faster movement.

2 If an engine is not readily available, the nearest engine of any train including Mail/Express
trains should be released and utilized for expeditious despatch of these.

3 ARME and ART must be given precedence over all other trains while proceeding to the site
of accident.

4 ARME/ART should not be detained for want of Guard but may leave in the charge of any
responsible Traffic/C&W/Loco Official.  A guard may be sent by the quickest possible means
later on.

5 ARME/ART or any special relief train, carrying injured persons to hospitals, must also be
given top most priority.

6. The Accident Relief Trains after completing relief operations must be marshaled properly
(the crane should never be at the rear) at adjacent station before worked back to their base
stations without  any delay and must be given precedence  over all goods trains.  Prior to
stabling at base station train must be marshalled as per crane marshalling order at any
suitable stations.

ART/ARME OF ADJACENT ZONE/DIVISION

CENTRAL ARME: - MUMBAI DIV.  KALYAN (Self propelled) -010-63068/9004411304
RAILWAY

Bhusawal - ART with 140 T Crane- 011-55423
(O),011-554224 (R) 9422781670,09503011427

VADADORA SPARME-09724091435 , ART- 09724091428
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CHAPTER -7

SECTION CONTROLLER'S BEAT / PHONE NUMBERS

CONTROL    RAILWAY       P&T

NDBBLBCT

RAILWAY       P&T    RAILWAY          P&T

CTNL 44615 23070564 49003 (02632) 42333 02564-222113
44625 23099684 49106 254098 42336 --
Mob. Mob. Mob.

9004499936 09724099913 09004471906

DY.TNL 44624(G) 23094064 49004 254098 42335 -
44630(G) 49125 42336
44619 (P) Mob. Mob.

44617 (Chg.) 09724099099 09004471909
Mob.

9004499099

ENGG. 44415 23017350 49207 - 42281 -
44428 49269
44429 Mob. Mob.
Mob. 09274099288 09004471265

9004499270

MECH. PCR CCR PCR CCR TLC CCR
44507 44515 49227 49228 42308 42309
Mob. Mob. 42304 Mob.

9004499424 09724099432 09004471407

SIGNAL 44815 23017403 49288 - 42374 -
44834 Mob. Mob.
Mob. 0972409989 - 09004471899

9004499899

CMI 44215, 44216, 49081 42203
     Mob.
9004499990

EMU 44651, 44652,
    45644

RPF 44915, 44925,
      Mob.          23075082

                       9004499718

TLC 44608, 44609    23011107

TPC 44398, 44391   23070551     49034

***
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Instant Action Team comprises:

i) The Guard, Crew, TS, TTEs, AC coach attendant, Asst. Guard, RPF and other railway staff
on duty on the accident involved train.

ii) GRP staff travelling on the train on duty.
iii) Railway staff travelling by the accident involved train either on duty or on leave as

passengers.
iv) Doctors travelling by the train.
v) Passengers travelling on the train who volunteer for rescue and relief work.
vi) Railway staffs working at site or available near the site of the

accident.
vii) Non-Railway personnel available at or near the accident site.

CHECKLIST OF ACTIONS TO BE TAKEN:

1. Duties of Engine Crew:

i) To check that flasher light is on.
ii) Arrange to protect the train in accordance with G&SR 6.03.
iii) If adjacent line is obstructed by any vehicle, inform SM  to raise signal or ensure that the

signals are put back to 'ON' and also inform TPC to switch off power on adjacent line to
avoid movement on adjacent line.

iv) Convey information by quickest means to control with details as per Para 502 & 503 of
Accident manual.

v) Ensure that the portions of the track, rails, fishplates, bolt and other fittings which appear to
have been tampered with are not touched or moved by any person and closely watch them
and give report to Civil and police authorities on their arrival.

vi) To take such technical precautions as may be necessary or prescribed to render his
locomotive and train safe.

vii) Not to give any statement to the press, unless authorized to do so.

2. Duties of Guard:

i. Ensure securing of vehicle by application of hand brake etc. as per rules.
ii. Arrange protection of adjacent line(s) and same line, as per G&SR 6.03.
iii. Assess nature of accident, take action to save lives and render First Aid.
iv. In case OHE has been damaged, prompt steps should be taken to get the same de-

energized and traction wires earthed & protected.
v. Call for doctors if any in the train, and seek their assistance.
vi.  Install PCP/ECP or send information through train engine after taking all precautions or

stop train, trolley, tower wagon in either direction or send information through other means
and convey information as per Para 503 of chapter V Accident Manual to Control/Station
Masters.

CHAPTER - 8

DISASTER RESPONSE-INSTANT ACTION TEAM
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vii.  Ask for :

(a) Medical assistance/ART
(b) Arrangements for transportation of dead/injured/stranded passengers.
(c) Assistance if required, for unloading wagon/parcels etc.

viii.  Attend to injured & arrange their transportation by front non-derailed vehicles if possible
or by road or other means.

ix. Post an available Railway employee on the field telephone.
x. Send Railway servant(s) willing volunteers available on the train to the nearest station/

police station/hospital/village for seeking assistance.
xi. Organize group of Railway men or volunteers to assist in relief operations before regular

medical aid is available.
xii.  Asstt. Guard/RPF Sainik/Staff travelling on the train if any is utilized for rendering all possible

assistance to the affected passengers.  This includes carrying of injured to safe place for
first aid, arrangements for drinking water and securing the luggage and articles of the
passengers.

xiii.  Preserve all clues of possible cause of accident.
xiv.  Render help to conductors/TTEs in identification of the injured and dead
xv.  Arrange protection of property of passengers and Railway.

In consultation with Control check if front and rear portion of the train, not affected by
accident, can be safely drawn to the adjacent station so that medical van, relief train can
be received nearest to the accident site.

xvi In consultation with control arrange drinking water, food and onward journey of stranded
passenger.

xvii  Do not leave the site of accident till permitted by competent authority.

3. DUTIES OF  TTE/TRAIN SUPDT :
i.  Ascertaining if any doctor is travelling by Train either by scrutinizing reservation chart or

making verbal enquiry, and arrange for first aid to the passengers.
ii. Preparing list of dead and injured.  If doctor is available, the list should be classified as

under:-
a) Dead
b) Grievous injury
c) Simple injury

iii. Details of the dead and injured should be obtained from the reservation chart, tickets held,
(to and from) or co-passengers.  Assistance of Police travelling in the train to be also
obtained for identification.

iv. The following details should be collected:
a) Tickets of the passengers travelling (to and from)
b) Ticket numbers - Class
c) Coach no and its position from the engine
d) Address of injury (simple, grievous)
e) Custody of luggage and other belonging - in case of injury, this should be kept by the

TTE and in case of death, it should be handed over to GRP with full details and
acknowledgement obtained.
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v. He should record evidence of willing passengers with full particulars.  If some passengers
are willing to give evidence later on, their names and address should be recorded.

vi. He should record the number of dead and injured, (simple, grievous), if they are already
transported by the local people to the nearest hospital before the Railway Doctor arrives.

4. AC Mechanic / Attendant:

i) Switch off the power supply to avoid short-circuiting.

 ii) Assist the TS/TTEs in their duties at the accident site.

iii) Report to the guard of the train for assistance.

iv) In case of fire assist the operations by using fire extinguishers provided in the AC coaches.

v) Assist in providing lighting in affected coaches.

vi) Blankets and linen of the AC coaches is to be made available for use by   grievously
injured/dead.  The record of the same should be kept.

5 RPF/GRP Staff:
i) Try and rescue as many passengers as possible from the accident involved coaches.

ii) Render First Aid to injured.

iii) Arrange to shift injured persons to the nearest hospital.

iv) Protect passenger's luggage and  Railway property.

v) Preserve all clues and evidences regarding probable cause of the  accident and ensure
that these do not get disturbed.

6. Railway staff travelling on the accident affected train:
i) Whenever a train is involved in a serious accident with casualties/injuries to passengers,

all railway staff travelling on the train either on duty or on leave are deemed to be on duty
with immediate effect.

ii) Under no circumstances should any of them leave the accident site unless and until divisional
officers arrive, take over charge of rescue and relief operations, and permit them to leave.

iii) Railway staff on train/at site shall volunteer themselves to render assistance and report to
TS/TTE/Guard of the Train.

7. The senior most officers travelling on the train will assume charge as Officer-in-Charge
Site (OIC Site).
i) Normally the senior most officers will be travelling in either the 1AC or in 2AC coach, and

most probably in the Emergency Quota section of the coach.In any case the TS/TTE would
know whom are the Railway officers travelling in 1AC or 2AC.

ii) Similarly, other Railway staff will be travelling in 3AC coach, and most probably in the
Emergency Quota   section of the coach.

iii) Similarly, some Group 'D' Railway staff may be travelling in Sleeper coach, and probably
in the Emergency Quota section of the coach.

iv) In the absence of any officer, the TS or senior most TTE/Guard will discharge duties listed
out for OIC site.
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Duties of OIC Site (Immediately after the accident):
The senior most staff/officer traveling in the train is termed as OIC Site. He may be train
superintendent or senior most TTE, if, no officer traveling in that train.

(a) Note down the time of accident.

(b) Ensure protection of traffic by Guards and Loco Pilots.

(c) Ensure reporting of accident to nearest Station/Control.

(d) Roughly assess the extent of damage and likely number of causalities.

(e) Collect railway staff and volunteers from amongst the passengers and form different groups.
Each of these groups should be assigned work as detailed at item 6 below.

(f) Maintain a log of events.

(g) Till Divisional Officers arrive and take over charge of the situation, continue to discharge
duties of OIC Site.

(h) After Divisional Officers arrive, fully brief the DRM/ADRM(O)/ADRM(T) and hand over charge
to him.

(i) The on board OIC Site should ensure issue of a detailed message with following information
before leaving the site of the accident.

 Time/Date of accident.

 Location Km./between stations.

 Train number and description.

 Nature of accident.

 Approximate number of killed/injured.

 Extent of damage.

 Assistance required.

 Condition of the adjacent line, if any.

 Whether OHE is involved.

 From here onwards, the DRM of the accident involved Division takes over charge as
OIC site.

Formation of groups comprising members of Instant Action team:
(a) OIC Site shall immediately collect all Railway staff on train/at site and form separate groups.

(b) Passengers traveling by the same train who volunteer for rescue and relief work should
also be drafted into these groups.

(c) Passengers from accident-involved coaches should be directed towards unaffected
coaches.

(d) In the absence of OIC site, TS/TTE shall take steps to form such groups.

(e) In the absence of TS/ TTE, Guard/Assistant Guard shall take steps to form such groups.

CHAPTER -9

DISASTER RESPONSE FIRST RESPONDER
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(f) 5 or 6 groups should be formed depending on number of coaches involved.

(g) Ideally, one group should be formed for handling each coach.

(h) In case sufficient numbers of officers are present, then one officer should be made in-
charge of each group.

(i) Otherwise, Sr. Supervisors traveling by the accident-involved train should be nominated
as in-charge of each group to co-ordinate its working.

(j) In case sufficient numbers of Sr. Supervisors are also not present, one TTE should be
nominated as in-charge of each group to coordinate its working.

(k) Each group should rescue injured, entrapped passengers.

Duties of On board Railway staff immediately after the accident:
(a) Don't panic. Once the accident has already occurred and the train has come to a standstill

nothing worse can happen.

(b) In case you have a CUG Mobile/Mobile and it is working, inform the Divisional Control
Office immediately about the accident.

(c) Observe the position in which your coach has stopped; whether it is standing upright or
turned upside down or lying on its side.

(d) Try and see whether the coach has stopped on a bridge or whether there is level ground on
both sides.

(e) In case the coach is on a bridge or very high embankment or in case it is raining heavily,
then it is better to wait for some time and not be in hurry to leave the coach. You may be
jumping from the frying pan into the fire.

(f) Search your coach with your torch and try to determine the general position.

(g) See that passengers don't get panicky. Passengers sometimes make things worse for
themselves by panicking at this critical movement. Try to calm them and built up their
confidence.

(h) Ascertain whether passengers are injured or not; and whether any of them are trapped or
pinned down inside the debris.

(i) Call out aloud and find out whether there are any doctor(s) present.

(j) Doctors who are traveling in the coach should be asked to announce their presence so
that they can attend to and help injured passengers.

(k) Call out aloud and find out whether there are any railway staff present in the train.

(l) Railway staff who are traveling in the coach should be asked to announce their presence
so that they can attend to and help other passengers.

(m) For each coach, form a core team comprising of railway staff available, doctors and 3 or 4
volunteers from the same coach. This core team should take the lead in helping remaining
passengers both injured and uninjured.

Duties of members of Instant Action team - till arrival of divisional officers:
(a) If a person is bleeding and losing blood, or if he is unconscious, then in that case you have

to act quickly. 'Golden Hour' should be kept in mind. You may have at the most only one
hour's time on hand.
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(b) In such cases, immediately administer First Aid to the injured passenger and try to stop
further loss of blood.

(c) Persons trained in first aid may do 'Cardio Pulmonary Respiration'. This may save several
lives.

(d) If the door is open and is accessible, then uninjured passengers should be helped to come
out through the door.

(e) In AC coaches the windows panes should be broken open in order to let in fresh air for the
occupants, and thereafter to evacuate them.

(f) Non-AC coaches have one emergency exit window on each side. The position of this
emergency window is 5th from the left when facing the line of windows from inside the
coach. They are opposite berth nos. 23 and 57. In case the door is locked and jammed, try
and open these windows so that some of the uninjured passengers can come out through
the emergency exit.

(g) Special care should be taken while evacuating the old, infirm and children in order to ensure
that they are not separated from their family members as far as possible.

(h) Extrication of critically injured should be done under medical supervision as far as possible.

(i) In case medical supervision is not available, then critically injured passengers should be
made to lie down on a bed sheet and thereafter taken out by 4 persons holding the four
corners. This will ensure that no further damage takes place. (Bed sheets will be available
in AC coaches).

(j) Passengers who are bleeding from open cuts should be tied up with strips of cloths so as
to reduce bleeding as far as possible if cannot be stopped completely.

(k) It is better not to take out the luggage from inside the coaches at the first instance, for two
reasons. Firstly, passengers both injured and uninjured should get preference in this
evacuation process. Secondly, it may be safer for the luggage to be left inside where there
are less chances of being stolen or pilfered.

(l) After passengers have been evacuated from your coach, cross check with the reservation
chart and against the name of each passenger note down as to whether the passenger is
injured or not.

(m) After all passengers have been evacuated, water and eatables can be taken out gradually.

(n) Building up confidence of injured passengers by suitable advice is of great importance.

(o) After helping to evacuate all passengers from the reserved coach go over to the unreserved
coaches and provide similar help to those passengers also.

(p) Railway officials from divisional Hqrs. generally arrive at the site of the accident within 2 to
3 hours, depending on the distance of the accident site from the divisional Hqtrs. Wait for
them to come and make further arrangements.

(q) Grievously injured passengers who are bleeding or those who are unconscious require
immediate hospitalization. In case some local people have arrived by that time, their help
should be taken in shifting the grievously injured to the nearest hospital.

(r) In case your train has been involved in an accident but neither has your coach derailed nor
are any passengers of your coach injured, then you should go to the unreserved coaches
and carry out the duties as listed above.
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Duties of the Instant Action Team - In case of Fire:
(a) In case of fire, pull the Alarm Chain and stop the train immediately.

(b) Try to put out the fire before it becomes a big blaze by using either water/blankets/fire
extinguishers available with Guard's lobby, AC coaches and Locomotive.

(c) More people expire due to suffocation from smoke rather than due to actual burning. Advise
passengers to take a cloth, wet it in their drinking water and cover their nostrils.

(d) Instruct passengers to go to the other end of the coach which is away from the fire and if
possible cross over to the next coach through the vestibule.

(e) Insist that passengers should save themselves first and not to bother about their luggage
which can be retrieved later on.

(f) Make sure that no passenger lies down on the floor.

(g) After train has stopped, passengers should come down from the coach immediately.

(h) Building up confidence of injured passengers by suitable advice is of great importance.

Duties of  OIC SITE - Till arrival of Divisional Officers:

Having formed different groups consisting of available railway staff on the train and volunteers
from amongst passengers, the rescue and relief work should be got started in right earnest.
This entire exercise would take about 30" time. Once the rescue and relief work by the Instant
Action Team has got underway, the OIC site should devote his attention to contacting First
Responders.

(a) Locating nearby villages:
(i) There would be some villages nearby, either visible or out of sight.

(ii) In most cases, villagers turn up on their own having heard the sound of the disaster.

(iii) Otherwise, try and see if any light or any other signs from the village are visible.

(iv) In case none of the above is possible, then speak to either the control office or the
nearest station and find out the location of nearby villages as also their general
direction.

(v) Location of nearby villages as also their general direction will be available in the
Divisional DM Plans.

(vi) Having ascertained the general location of nearby villages, send messengers
(preferably railway staff) to inform villagers and seek their assistance.

(b)    Locating the nearest manned Level Crossing gate:
(i) The train Loco Pilot is the best and fastest source of information regarding location

of the nearest manned level crossing gate in either direction.

(ii) Send a messenger (preferably a railway staff) to the gate for contacting the gateman.

(iii) In most cases, the gateman will be able to give location of nearby villages.

(iv) The messenger should then try and stop a passing vehicle and go to the nearby
village, inform villagers and seek their assistance.
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c) Organizing assistance from local people available in nearby villages:
(i) Villagers should be asked to make an announcement from their loud speaker (generally

available in the local temple, mosque, gurudwara, church etc) informing others
regarding the accident.

(ii) Everybody should be asked to rush to the accident site with following.

 Tractor trolleys (both for transportation as also for general lighting)

 As many cutting implements, hammers, chistles etc. as are available.

 Ropes & Ladders.

(iii) If doctors or Para-medical staff are available in the village they should also be sent to
the accident site.

(iv) The messenger should stay back and try and organize opening of a big building
(preferably a school) for sheltering of injured passengers and /or preservation of
dead bodies.

Role of First Responders - Local people
At accident site:

(a) Tractors, which arrive, should be lined up in a row facing the track with their headlights
switched ON for illuminating the accident site.

(b) Tractors should be so spaced out that they illuminate the entire length of the accident
site. Such spacing would also depend on number of tractors that have arrived.

(c) Rescue and relief work should now be mounted under the available light.

(d) Villagers arriving for rescue and relief work should be formed into separate groups
for handling individual coaches.

(e) Group leaders of IAT who were earlier conducting rescue and relief work should co-
ordinate with the local people and guide them.

(f) Grievously injured passengers extricated from coaches should be sent to the nearest
hospitals in tractor trolleys.

(g) Passengers who have suffered Trivial injuries and uninjured passengers should stay
back at accident site and wait for arrival of railways DM team who would take charge
of them.

(h)  As a thumb rule, any injury requiring hospitalization of more than 48 hrs. is grievous,
hospitalization of less than 48 hrs. is simple, and any injury not requiring hospitalization
at all is trivial.

(i) The following priority should be adhered to while sending such grievously injured
passengers:

 Unconscious.

 Bleeding excessively.

 Having breathing problems.

 Grievously injured.

 In a state of shock.
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 Having fractures.

 Simple injury.

(j) Dead bodies, if extricated should be kept alongside the coach but away from the
track for proper tagging etc. before being dispatched for preservation.

(k) Bodies should be kept in separate lots, coach wise, so that they do not get mixed up.

(l) Tagging of dead bodies should indicate the coach number and also the cabin number,
if possible. (For example NCR 98127, cabin number containing berths 9-16).

In villages/towns:

(a) A big building, preferably a school building should be got vacated and made ready
for keeping of dead bodies and unclaimed luggage of passengers.

(b) They should be asked to bring the following to the accident site for train passengers.

 Tea and refreshments.

 Warm clothing, if required.

(c) Look after injured passengers who have been taken to the village.

(d) Take injured passengers to the nearest hospital by means of any transport available.
For this purpose, apart from tractor trolleys, even trucks passing on the highway can
be utilized.

***
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DISASTER RESPONSE FIRST RESPONDERS

Duties of First Responders - Railway Staff:

Gang Staff:

(i) On double/multiple line section stop any other train approaching the accident area by
showing hand danger signal.

(ii) Ensure that track alignment or lines are not disturbed.

(iii) Report to OC Site and assist in rescue and relief work.

(iv) Assist in extricating injured passengers from coaches.

(v) Assist in transporting them to nearest hospitals.

Gateman:
(i) Keep gate closed if the train has not cleared the gate.

(ii) He shall arrange to inform SM immediately under exchange of private number regarding
the nature of the accident.

(iii) Collect men and material available nearby and direct them to site.

(iv) In case the gate is involved in an accident, which obstructs and fouls the track and the gate
is provided with the gate signals, then the signals shall be put to 'ON' position immediately.

(v) If the Boom/Wing is broken he shall close the gate with Safety Chain.  Keep gates closed
if the train has not cleared the gate.

(vi) He shall immediately fix Red Banner Flag in Daytime and Red Lamp in Night time at both
ends of the gate, 5 meters away from the obstruction on either side.

(vii) On double/multiple line section he shall stop any train approaching the accident area by
showing Danger Hand Signals.

(viii) He shall rush with Detonators and Red Flag by Day to Red Hand Signal lamp by night in
the direct of the approaching train and place one detonator at a distance of 400 Mts.  on
MG & 600 Mts. on BG line.  Thereafter he shall proceed to a distance of 800 Mts. on MG
& 1200 Mts. on BG section and place three detonators on the track 10 Mts. apart.  After
that he shall return to the level crossing gate picking up the intermediate detonator on his
way back.  Thereafter he shall proceed towards the other direction and place the detonators
similarly.

(ix) On returning to the gate he shall not meddle with the clues and evidences of accident &
also not tamper with the interlock system

(x) Avail services of road vehicles waiting or passing through LC Gate.

(xi) Sent message to nearby village, informing them regarding the accident.

(xii) On double/multiple line section stop any other train approaching the accident area by
showing hand danger signal.

(xiii) Parting of Trains:  If a gateman notices that a train has parted he shall not show a stop
hand signal to the pilot, but shall endeavor to attract the attention of the pilot and guard by
shouting gesticulating and displaying a Green Flag by Day and white light by night in Up &
Down Vertically as High & Low as possible.
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(xiv) Gateman shall not leave his gate unless other gateman has taken charge of it.  If it is
necessary to leave his gate in an emergency, before doing so, he should close and lock
the gates against the public road and must inform and get permission from SM/competent
authority to do so.

Cabin man:
(i) In case of an accident first he shall put back the related signals to ON' position immediately

and put stop collars on the relevant points.

ii) He shall reverse the points against the train involved in the accident.

iii) He shall not tamper with the interlocking system.

iv) He shall preserve clues and evidences.

v) He shall keep readily available all the cabin records and do not tamper the entries made in
Train passing records.

vi) He shall be in close contact with SM/ASM on duty and strictly obey the orders/instructions.

vii) He shall not leave the cabin without his reliever and without the permission of the competent
authority.

Points man:

i) In case of an accident he shall be in close contact to follow the
Instructions of In charge SS or on duty SMs / ASMs.

ii) He shall help/assist the passengers in every rescue & relief operation.

iii) He shall report promptly/quickly if any defects is noticed in points, track, S&T gear, rolling
stocks involved in the accident which may endanger safety.

iv) He shall pilot the first train while dispatching on accident as per the instructions given by on
duty SS / SM / ASM.

v) He shall report the position of the adjacent line whether it is fouled or not and also ensure
clearance of fouling mark or not.

vi) If the train involved in an accident caught fire, he shall first ring the bell continuously to
inform 'ON' & 'OFF' duty staff and then use Fire Extinguishers, water buckets, sand buckets
provided at the station to extinguish the fire.

Station Superintendent/ Station Master/Assistant Station Master In charge.
i) He shall quickly & promptly convey all type of information to adjoining stations and section

control.

ii) He shall arrange protection of traffic by keeping relative signals at 'ON' position and also
arrange to preserve the clues/evidences of accident.

iii) He shall call for the 'ON' duty & 'OFF' duty staff at the site of all departments including RPF
& GRP staff.

iv) Communication with civil authorities, Village, Town, Cities, NGO Representatives/
Volunteers for possible relief assistance.

v) Call for assistances for medical aspects from civil/private doctors and Army medical
hospitals.  Mobilize local medical team and injured passengers to hospitals.  Quickly
transport of ARME Scale II equipments.
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vi) Passenger assistance:  Arrange drinking water beverages and refreshment free of cost
either from refreshment room and local resources. Open emergency counter and display
necessary information regarding dead/injured passenger and convey it.  Make frequent
announcement about diversion, cancellation and regulation of train services and arrange
for refund of fares as per extent rules.

vii) Transport assistance:  Arrange transporting injured passengers to nearest hospitals
apart from tractors, trolleys, Trucks, Buses passing on the Highways/nearby can be utilized
or by hiring road vehicles.

viii) Security assistance:  Arrange RPF/GRP/State Police to provide security to passengers
there belongings and Rly. Properties.  They should also be asked to assist in rescue and
relief work.

ix) Communication Assistance:  Direct passengers to PCO booths available nearby and
issue free telegram and make available STD phone to relatives of dead/injured.

x) Sending manpower:  Proceed to site of the accident by quickest means with trolleys,
coolies, lamps, vendors and any other equipment that is considered necessary.

xi) Preservation of clues and evidences:  Secure records related to accident in the Station/
Cabin.  Seal slides, levers, knobs and Relay room, if accident takes place within the Station
limit.

xii) Protection: Protect adjacent lines then protect the same line on either side.  Note the
position of points etc. and clamp the points against the line on which the train is affected.
Put "Line Blocked" lever collar in cabin / SM's slide control from where the lever is operated.

xiii) He shall not leave the site of accident till the Traffic Inspector or Divisional Officers relieves
him.

DUTIES OF CONTROL STAFF :

Section Controller :

i. He shall advise the Dy.TNL/CTNL and note important details in dairy and chart.

ii. He shall advice the TI, PWI, CSI, TLC/TPC, CMI, AEN, Railway doctor etc. of the section
immediately.

iii. He shall keep loop lines of adjacent stations clear of affected section.

Dy. TNL/CTNL -

i. He shall advise all concerned Officers, Supervisors, Inspectors and CMS/Railway doctor
in charge.

ii. He shall order ARME/ART at once.

iii. He shall inform police officials and collector concerned wherever required.

iv. He shall inform HQ Emergency control.

v. He shall maintain Accident Log Register in chronological order of information received on
right side page and information/instruction passed on/out on left page of the register.
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Duties of Safety Branch :
Sr. DSO
i. In case of major accident Sr.DSO will accompany ART/ARME or faster mode of transport

to reach the site.

ii. He will inspect the site and ensure preserving the clues for accident enquiry.

iii. He will keep liaison with the control to ensure early clearance of front and rear portion of
the accident involved train.

iv. He will assist the Officer-in-charge of the site regarding marshalling of ARME and receiving
ART at site etc.

v. In case of passenger train accident, clearance of passengers from the site by the earliest
mode of transport

vi.  Clearance of front and rear portion of accident involved trains.

vii.  Regulations and cancellation of passenger/Mail Express trains.

viii.   Providing all the assistance at site in the form of men and materials required by different
departments at site by rail.

ix.  Assistance required from adjoining divisions /zone

ADSOs:
i. One ADSO will come to Control & other  will reach at site by ARME/ART /fastest mode of

transport.

ii. He will ensure that the photographs/video graph of the site is taken.

iii. He will ensure that the measurement in the  standard format is taken at the accident site

iv. He will ensure that proper log diaries are maintained at accident site and field telephone
is manned.

v. He will keep liaison with the control and appraise the control regarding the progress of
restoration work at site.

SC (Traffic)
i. He will note down diary and timings of each event at site.

ii. He will assist in clearing the unaffected portion of the accident -involved train both in rear
and front.

iii. He shall man the telephone at site.

iv. He will assist  in keeping liaison with control office  and any other duties  given by Sr.DSO/
ADSO

v. He will take the statement of guards/operating staff and passengers if any in connection
with the accident in absence of TI

SC (Loco)
i. He will note down the bio-data, statement of driver and Asst. Driver of the accident  involved

train  and will show  to Sr.DSO

ii. He will also get hold of floppy / speedometer graph of the engine of the accident-involved
train jointly along with other supervisors.
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iii. He will also take charge of engine repair book in case of derailment of locomotives.

iv. Ensure that breathalyzer test of the driver and Asst. Driver is done.

v. Any other duties given by Sr.DSO/ADSO.

SC (C&W)
i. He shall make thorough inspection of the accident involved coaches/ wagons and assist

Sr.DSO in finding out the probable cause of the accident.

ii. He will ensure that the joint measurements of wagons/coaches are taken in proper
Performa.

iii. He will take down the PRO particulars of the derailed wagon/coaches and will show to
Sr.DSO.

iv. He will also check up the brake power   certificate and its validity of the accident involved
train and also seize the same.

v. Any other duties assigned by Sr.DSO/ADSO.

SC (P.Way)
i. He will ensure that the joint observation measurements of the track are taken in the standard

Performa as per the accident manual.

ii. He will ensure that proper sketch of the accident site is being prepared and jointly signed.

iii. He will inspect the site and also go through the track observations and measurements and
will assist Sr.DSO/ADSO in ascertaining the probable cause of the accident.

iv. He will seize the gang diaries and gang chart, curve register and other related documents
from the concerned PWI.

v. He will note down on the post statement of the P.Way staff working at the site if any at the
time of accident.

SC (S&T)
i. He will inspect the accident site particularly, if points and crossings & signal gears are

involved and will assist Sr.DSO/ADSO in ascertaining probable cause of the accident. He
will ensure that joint observations of cabin/panel are taken.

ii. In case of accident in station yard and on points, he will note down the gauge position of
the points and all levers/push button in the ASM rooms along with traffic inspector/SS of
the station.

iii. He will ensure that the communication between the site and the control is arranged at the
earliest.  He shall also ensure that the site telephone is manned by responsible S&T staff
to assist in making calls.

LI/TI at site:
i. He shall ensure that the joint measurements of the track,wagons/coaches, cabin and panel

are taken and recorded.

ii. He shall ensure that floppy / speedometer graph of loco is taken out jointly and seized.

iii. He shall seize all train passing record of station if warranted.
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iv. He will take statement of the ASM on duty of the station, cabin-man and any other operating
staff related with the accident.

v. He will keep liaison with the control and ensure reception of ARME and ART at site and
also ensure that all necessary shunting required to be done at site or at station is done
safely in the minimum time.

vi. Any other duty allotted by Sr.DSO/ADSO and Operating Officers at site.

Operating Department : Co-ordination shall be done by Sr. DOM/DOM
i. He will supervise and co-ordinate the duties given to other operating officers and

supervisors.

ii. He shall give  information about accident to COM,CPTM on telephone

iii. Timely departure of ARME/ART for the site and its proper running till reaching at site.

iv. In case of passenger train accident, clearance of passenger from the site by the earliest
mode of transport.

v. Clearance of front and rear portion of accident involved trains.

vi. Regulation and cancellation of passenger/Mail express trains.

vii. Providing all the assistance at site in the form of men and materials required by different
departments at site by rail.

Commercial Department : Co-ordination shall be done by Sr. DCM/DCM.
i. Sr.DCM shall proceed to the site along with ACM, DCM shall remain in the control office.

Assistance to the passengers :
i. Drinking water, catering etc.

ii. Issue of free telegrams

iii. Issue of complimentary passes.

iv. Information regarding alternative means of transport to the destination.

v. Assistance in protection of their luggage, valuables.

vi. Assistance to ladies, children and the injured.

Parcel, Mail, Goods etc.
i. Arrange stacking, protection.

ii. Preserve documents, cash etc.

iii. Arrange tarpaulins if necessary.
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Ex-gratia payment :
i. (A)  Arrange Ex-gratia payment on the spot:

The amount of ex-gratia relief to be paid to the dependents of   Dead or injured passengers
involved in only train accident as defined under section 124 of the Railway Act. 1989 and
to the road users who meet an accident due to Railway's prime facie liability at Manned
level crossing Gate Accident, which is as under :-

(B) The rate of ex-gratia for death/injury in untoward incident, as defined under section
124-A of the Rly. Act 1989 is as under:-

(C) No ex-gratia relief is admissible in case of accident at Unmanned  level Crossing
Gate.

Note:
(i) Display list of injured and dead at a prominent place at the Station/stations.  Also pass on

information to the control.

(ii) Announcement through public address system regarding arrangement for diversions of
trains, regulation, probable time of arrival of the relief train with stranded passengers etc.

(iii) If your station is an important on en-route, open information booth even if the accident has
occurred elsewhere.  Depute TCs etc.On special duty.

Engineering Department : Co-ordination shall be done by  Sr. DEN (Co.).
(Concerned Sr. DEN will proceed to site and Sr. DEN (Co.) in control Office)

i. All Engineering Officials shall report to the Senior most Officer at site.

ii. Arrange divers with proper equipment for under water rescue if necessary.

iii. Guarding and preservation of clues till Police or RPF personnel arrive at site and taken
charge.

iv. Arrange for water supply at accident site by drawing from adjoining station if required.

v. Cutting equipment available with PWI and BRIs and in Workshop are moved to site for
supplementing ones available in ART.

SN Type of accident Amount of ex-gratia 
for Death 

Amount of ex-gratia 
for Grievous injury 

Amount of ex-gratia for 
Simple injury 

1 In case of Train 
Accident(as 
defined under 
section 124 of the 
Railway Act 1989) 

Rs. 50,000/-  (Rs. 
Fifty thousand only) 

Rs. 25,000/- 
(Rs. Twenty five 
thousand only) 

Rs. 5,000/- 
(Rs. Five thousand 
only) 

2 In case of Accident 
at Manned Level 
Crossing(due to 
Rly’s prime facie 
liability)  

Rs. 50,000/-  (Rs. 
Fifty thousand only) 

Rs. 25,000/- 
(Rs. Twenty five 
thousand only) 

Rs. 5,000/- 
(Rs. Five thousand 
only) 

 

Type of accident Amount of ex-gratia 
for Death 

Amount of ex-gratia 
for Grievous injury 

Amount of ex-gratia for 
Simple injury 

In case of un toward 
incident (as defined 
under section 124-A of 
Rly.Act 1989) 

Rs. 15,000/- (Rs. 
Fifteen thousand 
only) 

Rs. 5,000/- 
(Rs. five thousand 
only) 

Rs. 500/- 
(Rs. Five hundred 
only) 
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vi. Utilization of bridge gangs for rescue work whenever the need arises.

vii. Assistance to other department in establishing communication and power supply at site.

viii. Assisting in transhipment of passengers and their luggage.

ix. Provision of tents and other temporary shelter at the site for

x. protection against elements of weather.

Mechanical Department: Co-ordination shall be done by Sr.DME.
           (Sr. DME will proceed to site and Sr. CDO/BCT in control Office)

i. Sr.DME/AME will ensure that the ARME starts to site at the earliest.  Supervise HRD
operations.

ii. DCWI will co-ordinate with other department and help to passenger for distributing available
water and beverages in ARME.

ART Staff:
i. Proceed to the site of accident. Assisting evacuating passengers if anytrapped  under/

inside coaches involved in accident.

ii. Record the details regarding brake power and other aspects of the rolling stock as per
prescribed Performa

iii. Should ensure the measurement of the rolling stock taken as per the prescribed procedure/
Performa.

iv. Should check the fitness of the stock, which are supposed to move from the accident site.

v. Should ensure that loco/coaches. wagons re-railed are in a fit condition to be taken from
the accident site.

vi. Plan for efficient movement of ART, Engine, Tower, wagon etc.  between site and station
for quicker restoration.

vii. Ensure safe and efficient working of cranes, hydraulic re-railing equipment and other rescue
devices.

viii. Ensure that the log/diary regarding restoration at the accident site is maintained properly.

Signal & Telecom Department: Co-ordination shall be done by Sr. DSTE-HQ (DSTE/ASTE
      will proceed to site and one Sr. DSTE/DSTE in Control Office).

i. Proceed to site by the quickest means available.

ii. Ensure portable telephone/emergency telephone set is provided at site.

iii. Wherever feasible, wireless sets to be installed at accident site for communication with
Divisional HQs and if possible with Rly. HQs.  Walkie-talkie sets, megaphone hailers to be
deployed as necessary.

iv. DOT telephone with STD facility to be arranged at the temporary enquiry office opened at
site and earnest location wherever possible.

v. Render all assistance as required by the site in charge in attending to the accident victims
and stranded passengers.

vi. Seal block instrument, relay room and note down position of levers, knobs, slides, indication
etc. as the case may be.
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vii. Arrange for early restoration of Signaling and Telecom. Equipments as soon as such
restoration is permitted.

viii. Extending communication facilities at the site without wasting any time.

Electrical Department : Co-ordination shall be done by Sr. DEE (P), Sr. DEE (TRD),
      Sr. DEE (O), Sr. DEE (Chg.), Sr. DEE (Sub.), Sr. DEE/RS or TRS:
      (Concerned Branch Officer will proceed to site & DEE/AEE in control Office)

Power:
i. Adequate lighting arrangements are provided at the site.

ii. DG sets for augmenting the power supply can be hired if required.

iii. In case of fire in coaches, any evidence of passenger should be recorded and other clues
preserved.  If some passenger is willing to give evidence later on, their names and
addresses should also be recorded.

OHE:
i. Arrange  for  adequate  number  of  brake  down staff / tower  wagon  and  Sr. DEE-TRD,

Sr. DEE (Sub.)  shall proceed to the site of accident by the quickest available means.

ii. Ensure that OHE is de-energized and slewed as required for ground/crane operations.

iii. Arrange and supervise restoration of OHE expeditiously.

In addition to the above, the Tower Wagon of nearest depot along-with staff will move to
site in emergency.

TRO:
i. Sr.DEE (TRO) shall proceed to site in case loco or MEMU is involved.

ii. Supervise restorations.

iii. Ensure that floppy/speedo graph/engine/MEMU logbooks are seized, sealed and kept in
safe custody.

iv. Note down his observation regarding the electric loco/MEMU and record measurements
as per the prescribed Performa.

v. Ensure that measurements of loco/MEMU are taken on the spot.  If it is not possible for all
types of measurement to be taken on the spot, then these should be taken in the shed.

Personnel Department: Co-ordination shall be done by Sr. DPO /DPO.
         (DPO will proceed to site and Sr. DPO in control office )

Welfare Inspector should be posted round the clock in shift duty to look after the welfare of the
injured persons in the hospital.

i. WLI should ensure that passes are issued to the relatives and escort of injured and visiting
them in the hospital and taking them back home.

ii. Sr.DPO/DPO shall depute welfare inspectors to assist the DMO/Sr.DMO in taking down
the name and addresses of the dead and injured and in shifting them to the hospital.
Welfare Inspector should also be deputed to the hospitals where the dead bodies or injured
has been transferred.  Such information should be passed on Sr.DCM by quickest possible
means.
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Security Department : Co-ordination shall be done by Sr.DSC.
       (Sr. DSC will proceed to site and  ASC in control office)

1. Liaison with local Police at site.

2. Ensuring security of passenger's belongings.

3. Security of parcel, damaged goods and parcel vans.

4. To follow any instructions as given by the Officer-in-charge at the accident spot in connection
with item 1 to 3 above.

RPF Control Room:

RPF Control Room on getting the message about an accident shall act upon this information.
Duty Officer/Divisional Security Control room will -

i. Inform the Sr.DSC & receive instructions.

ii. ASC concerned shall  act as Co-ordinator between Divisional Security Control Room,
Divisional Control & GRP.

iii. Inform the post in whose jurisdiction the accident has taken place.

iv. Inform the nearest IPF/SI along-with maximum staff to attend the site at once and reach the
place of occurrence by the quickest means.  The hiring transport can be done if no good
vehicle is available.

v. IPF/HQ, Reserve Company will deploy maximum no. of staff to accompany the ART/ARME
proceeding to the accident site.

vi. The IPF concerned too will rush to the spot with as many men as possible.

vii. Inform the Civil Police Control Room, GRP Control Room, concerning DM/SP/GRP/Fire
brigade/Bomb disposal squad.

viii. The RPF staff should proceed to the place of occurrence with the following items.

Flash light torches - At least 4 Nos.

Nylon ropes - 400 mtrs.

Walkie-Talkie sets - 4 Nos.

Tents and Ground sheets,

First Aid kit,

Stretchers,

Dragon lights,

Loud hailers,

Cameras,

Sniffer dog squad

Telephone numbers of the above should be kept in readiness and updated by the Divisional
Security Control Room.
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ACTION AT THE SCENE OF INCIDENT:

The senior most RPF Officer available at the scene of incident immediately starts the following
action.

i. Segregate the area of incident by establishing temporary barriers by use of nylon ropes or
any other makeshift device available at the scene.  It should be ensured that the on-lookers
and spectators do not enter the affected area to disturb the scene or hamper the rescue
operations.

ii. Baggage of passengers should be isolated and protected and consigned goods should
be taken care of till they are handed over to claimants or taken over by railway authorities.

iii. RPF personnel should respond to any call for assistance to rescue victims and transport
them to the nearest hospital.  A record of casualties sent to hospitals should be maintained.

iv. Hourly Stirrups will be sent by the Officer at the scene of incident to the Divisional/ Zonal
Control Room giving the latest situation.

v. A temporary RPF Assistance Post (shed or tent) with proper Board should be established
at a conspicuous location so that people needing help could approach the RPF.  If the
operation continues for a longer period, effort should be made to install a temporary
telephone connection through the Railway Telecom Department, so that the information is
passed on quickly. A Log Book should be opened and minute-to minute progress of action
by RPF on the Lines indicated above, recorded.

vi. The senior most officers available at the scene of incident will also ensure proper
documentation about the number of persons injured or dead, giving their identity and
address, if available.  In case the friends or relatives of the injured/deceased make any
querries, they should be properly guided.

Reinforcement -
Efforts will be made to get the reinforcement from the neighbouring posts/outposts.

Reserve lime, Divisional Headquarters or Zonal Reserve.  In case any RPSF battalion or company
is located in the vicinity, men can be requisitioned from there for dealing with such emergent
situations till additional force is available from other sources.

Duties of Medical Department Staff:

i. Alert blood donors clubs, Saint John Ambulance Brigade and Local Hospitals about arrival
of injured.

ii. Doctor(s) shall proceed to site by ARME or other faster mode of transport.  Taxi can be
hired if required.

iii. The emergency boxes from health unit to be moved to the spot.

iv. Use any available vehicle.

v. Check all equipments in MRV

vi. Get operation theatre ready.

vii. Attending to injured promptely & Making out list of injured.

viii. List out the dead.
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ix. Details should be recorded of the injured -

- Conscious

- Name

- Sex

- Age

- Identification mark

- Address

- Ticket No.

- Originating station

- Destination

Duties of Accounts Dept.

Sr. DFM/DFM should man the control office & make following arrangements:
i. Making available sufficient amount of cash for meeting emergent expense.

ii. Render all possible assistance as per the requirement of OIC  at site/ Divisional Control.

Duties of Material Management Dept.
                   (AMM will proceed to site and Sr. DMM in control office)

Sr. DMM to attend control office and co-ordinate with the Officer-in-charge site/HQ and
arrange local purchase according to the demands from site.

Duties of  TI/SE(P.WAY)/SE(SIGNAL)/SE(C&W)/LI:
Rushing to accident site with men and material
1. Before leaving for the site of accident organize maximum number of men to go to the

accident site along with their equipment.

2. Reach the site of accident by quickest available means.

Rescue and Relief
(a) Ensure that the obstructed line is protected.

(b) Direct all staff working under them to assist in rescue and relief work.

(c) All of them should work as per directions of OIC Site.

(d) Assess casualties and arrange to render First Aid.

(e) Shift injured to nearest hospital.

Joint measurements and preservation of clues and evidences :
(a) Collect and record all evidences relating to the accident such as:

 Condition of track, with special reference to alignment, gauge,   cross levels, super
elevation, points of mount and drop and any sign of sabotage etc.

  Condition of Rolling stock with reference to Brake Power and braking gear.
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 All marks on sleepers, rails, locomotives and vehicles etc. especially for preservation
of clues.

 Position of derailed vehicles.

 Prima facie cause of accident.

(b) Seize and seal the Train Signal Register, Log book, Private Number Book, Line Admission
Book, Speed Recorder Chart  Floppy and other relevant records.

(c) Note down the position of panel switches, indication, block instrument, condition of relay
room, status of data logger, etc.

(d) Condition of switches, ground connections, point locking, occupancy of track circuit, details
of damage to out door signal/point gears should be noted down.

(e) Seize and seal the Speed Recording Graph Floppy and all other registers and repair
logbook of the locomotive.

(f) Record details of Brake Power and other aspects of Rolling stock as per Proforma.

(g) Joint measurements of rolling stock should be taken. Note down observations,
measurements of Loco etc. at site. If it is not possible arrange for taking the reading at
shed.

(h) These can also be recorded on a video or digital camera subject to the availability.

(i) Details of all readings taken and position of all equipment noted should be jointly signed
by supervisors of all 5 departments at accident site.

(j) Obtain statement of staff involved in the accident.

(k) CWS/DCWI shall prepare a sketch showing position of Rolling stock.

(l) PWI shall prepare a final sketch indicating the position of track, with respect to alignment,
point of mount, point of drop, OHE mast, point number etc.

(m) Survey the situation, assess assistance required and issue message to Divisional Control
Office.

(n) Take charge of the situation pertaining to your own department and remain till Divisional
officers arrive at the site.

***
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1. Golden Hour:
"If a critical trauma patient is not given definite medical care within one hour from the
time of accident, chances of his ultimate recovery reduces drastically, even with the
best of Medical attention thereafter. This one-hour period is generally known as The
Golden Hour."

During  this Golden Hour period every effort should be made to:

(i) Render definite medical care to the extent possible preferably by qualified medical
practitioners.

(ii) Stop bleeding and restore Blood Pressure.

(iii) Persons under shock should be relieved of shock immediately.

(iv) Transport casualties to the nearest hospital so as to reach within this Golden Hour period.

For being effective, any Disaster Management system should aim at recovering as many
critical patients as possible and rushing them to hospital within this period.

2. Disaster Syndrome:

A victim's initial response following a Disaster is in three stages, viz. Shock stage, Suggestible
stage and Recovery stage. These initial reasons are called Disaster Syndrome.

(i) Shock stage: In which victims are stunned, dazed and apathetic.

(ii) Suggestible stage: In which victims tend to be passive but open to suggestions and willing
to take directions from rescue workers and others.

(i) Recovery stage: In which individuals may be tense and apprehensive and may show
generalized anxiety.

3. Different phases of Disaster Response:

Disaster Response in case of a railway accident consists of 3 phases. These 3 phases are
determined both by the time factor, as also by the extent of specialized assistance available.
Firstly, it begins with the spontaneous reaction of men available on the train at the time of the
accident. Thereafter the second phase continues with contributions made in rescue and relief
work by men and material available locally in nearby areas of the accident site. The third and
longest phase consists of meticulously planned action by trained DM teams who arrive at the
accident site to carry out rescue and relief operations.

The first phase, which is of shortest duration, last for about half an hour. It is an amateurish,
poorly equipped effort, but is nevertheless the most important phase. In most cases, this is the
only help available for a major part of the 'Golden Hour'.

CHAPTER  - 10

DISASTER RESPONSE -OVERVIEW
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The second phase which is of 2-3 hrs. duration is comparatively less amateurish and much
better equipped. Their contribution is vital since the 'Golden Hour' period comes to an end
during the working of this group. How many critically injured passengers can finally be saved
depends solely on the efficiency of this group.

The last and final phase of Disaster Response by railway's DM team continues for a few days.
It comes to an end not only with the restoration of traffic but also with the departure of most
relatives and next of kin from the accident site and disposal of all bodies.  Few of the grievously
injured that continue to be hospitalised for comparatively longer spells are then the sole
responsibility of railway's medical department.

With the above scenario in mind, it is necessary to take firm and quick decisions to save lives
and property.  To achieve these objectives Railways have a well-defined action plan that is
successfully executed by the coordinated efforts of different disciplines, all of who function as a
team.  The three groups which are active during the above mentioned 3 phases of Disaster
Response, may be classified as follows: -

i) Instant Action Team (IAT).

ii) First Responders (FR).

iii) Disaster Management Team (DMT).

4. First Aid in Emergency

a) Order of priority for dealing with and helping injured passengers should be as
follows:

- Unconscious.

- Bleeding excessively.

- Having breathing problems.

- Grievously injured.

- In a state of shock.

- Having fractures.

- Simple injured.

b) For assessing and handling injuries, acronym DR ABC is to be followed.

(i) D-DANGER:

Look for danger; Make sure that no further danger exists either for the patient or for
the First Aider.

(ii) R-Response

Check for consciousness.  Call by his/her name, slap, and pinch and shake gently.  If
there is no response, then it means that the patient is unconscious.
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(iii) A-AIR WAY :

Clear the airway (Trachea) if patient is unconscious, then the airway may be narrowed o
blocked making breathing impossible.  This occurs due to several reasons.  Mass food
particles or foreign body in the air passage, or the tongue may have sagged back and
blocked the air passage.

To open the airway lift the chin forward with the fingers of one hand while pressing the
forehead backwards with the other hand, now the tongue comes forward and the airway is
cleared.  To clear the other objects in the mouth press the Jaw, open the mouth put your
fingers or a clean cloth in the mouth and clear the things.  Now the air passage is clear.
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(iv) B-BREATHING:

Check for Breathing. Keep the back of your fingers near the nose of the patient.  You can feel
the warm air (or) keep your ear near the nose and look for the movement of chest, listen to the
sound from the throat and feel the warm air from the nose.

(v) C-CIRCULATION:

Check the pulse.  Normally we check the pulse at the wrist:  however, sometimes it is not felt
because of severe bleeding.  So, it is better to check the pulse at neck (Carotid Pulse).

After checking DR ABC, there may be two possibilities.

i) If patient is breathing has circulation but is unconsciousness, immediately turn him to Re
covery position and transport to hospital.

ii) If the patient has failure of breathing and circulation, then immediately start CPR (CARDIO
PULMONARY RESUSCITATION) the important life saving technique in First Aid.
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To revive the lungs you have to give artificial respiration by mouth to mouth (Kiss of Life) method.
Life the chin forward and press the jaw open the mouth with one hand and close the nose with
other hand keep your mouth on the casualty's mouth and blow:

To revive the heart you have external chest compression.  The casualty should be made to lie
down on a hard surface.  Keep heel of the palm on the chest (pit of stomach) of the casualty and
keep the other palm over that hand and compress.
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Mouth to mouth ventilation and external chest compression should be given in the ratio of 2:15.
This should be continued up to the revival of life or till reaching the hospital.  Once life starts,
immediately turn the casualty into recovery position and transport to hospital.  (Recovery posi-
tion or three quarter prone position means turn to one side, better to right side)‘

(vi)  Recovery position:

Recovery position is the safest position for unconscious patients.  Normally we keep the patient
in a supine position.  However, in case of unconscious patients, it is a very dangerous position
because the tongue can fall back and close the airway or saliva and other secretions may get
into windpipe.  To avoid that, turn the casualty into recovery position and transport to hospital.

Sometimes, you may not be in a position to do First Aid due to tense situation.  In such circum-
stances at least turn the casualty to Recovery Position, which would help to save many precious
lives.
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CHAPTER - 11

 Site Management Plan - I

Two aspects of Disaster Management work at an accident site:

a) First Aspect pertains to (Rescue, relief and restoration) operation which is carried out
by one set of functionaries.

b) Second Aspect pertains (to rehabilitation) of accident involved passengers, taking care
of dead bodies, dealing with their relatives etc. for which a different set of functionaries are
required.

For managing these 2 distinct aspects of Disaster Management work that are required to be
discharged by railways, two separate establishments should be set up at an accident site.

The outline schematic plan of (UCC / CAC /LCCs) at accident site is as below:

UCC : Unified Command Centre
CAC : Combined Assistance Centre
LCC-1 : Local Command Centre-1
LCC-2 : Local Command Centre-2

Unified Command Centre (UCC):

(a) Unified Command Centre (UCC) should be set up at the accident site.

(b) This will be some kind of a control office to be located near the centre of the accident site.

(c) This is basically meant for catering to operational needs of railway in rescue, relief and
restoration work.

(d) UCC is to be manned by staff of relevant departments such as :
a) Medical, d) Safety, g) Mechanical,      j)  Civil
b) Commercial, e) Security, h) Electrical,
c) Operating, f) Public Relations, i) S&T,

ACCIDENT SIDE

LCC- 1 UCC LCC - 2

CAC
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(e)     UCC will be provided with all facilities similar to a Control office.

(f) Adequate lighting with generator backup should be provided in the UCC.

(g) Adequate number of telephonic links to Divisional Emergency Cell and HQ Emergency
(a)Unified Command Centre (UCC) should be set up at the accident site.

Cell should be provided. Preferably each department in the UCC should be given an
independent telephone including satellite telephone.

(h) Satellite telephone should be installed in the UCC.

(i) S & T department should provide FAX, Loudspeakers, P.A. System with conference facility
for press briefing Mechanical Department should arrange Photocopier and PCs in
consultation with Sr. EDPM.

(j) PC / Laptop should be connected to internet (if feasible) for E-Mailing of detail update to
all concerned, including Divisional Emergency Cell, HQ Emergency Cell and Helpline
Enquiry Booths.

(k) A big banner displaying 'UNIFIED COMMAND CENTRE' should be put up at a prominent
place at the entry to the shamiana, with sufficient signage's indicating its direction or
approach road.

(l) UCC at the site will be manned by Sr. Supervisors on round the clock basis in 12 hrs. shift
duty.

(m) Officers will not be permanently stationed in UCC. They will move about the entire accident
site supervising and monitoring working of their department at different activity
centres.However, they will keep coming to the UCC off and on and will kept in touch with
their departmental functionaries in UCC.

(n) Various functionaries in the UCC will monitor and co-ordinate the working of their
departments, and assistance required by them, if any.

(o) Each functionary at the UCC will maintain a logbook. Flow of information both incoming
and outgoing would be recorded along with the time and names of officers / staff who were
given the message.

(p) UCC will basically supervise the working of 2 LCCs and coordinate with Divisional and
HQ Emergency Cells.

(q) Functionaries of different departments in LCCs should provide updated information
regarding progress of work to their counterparts in UCC.

(r) This updated information should be provided once every 3 hours as per the following timings:
- 1 Hour
- 4 Hours
- 7 Hours
- 10 Hours
- 13 Hours
- 16 Hours
- 19 Hours
- 22 Hours
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Local Command Canters (LCCs):

(a) Depending on the spread of the accident site, Local Command Centres (LCC) on the
same pattern as the UCC should be set up.

(b) If the site is spread out over 300 - 400 mts. 2 LCCs should be set up.

(c) Detail schematic plan of LCCs would be similar to that of UCCs.

(d) Representatives of same departments as in UCC should be present in LCCs also. However,
they should be either one or at most 2 men per department.

(e) LCCs will serve as co-ordination centres for various teams that are working spread out
over different geographical locations.

(f) Each LCC will oversee the working of Disaster Management teams at each end of the
accident site.

(g) Jurisdiction of each LCC will extend to all men and materials belonging to 2 ARMEs,
Break Down special and 1 ART at that end of the accident site.

(h) One officer of Mechanical department will be overall incharge of each LCC.

(i) LCCs should be provided with loudspeakers for making announcements.

(j) LCCs should be provided with direct telephone links to UCC.

1.   Medical 5.   Security 9.   Electrical

2.   Commercial 6.   Public Relations 10.   S & T

3.   Operating 7.   OC Site and Officers 11.   Civil

4.   Safety 8.   Mechanical 12.   Spare

DETAILED SCHEMATIC PLAN OF UNIFIED COMMAND CENTRE

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

11

12

1
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(k) However, LCCs should NOT be provided with telephone links to either Divisional Emergency
Cell or Headquarter's emergency Cell. This will ensure that there is minimum telephonic
disturbance from outside to teams, which are actually working at the accident site. It will
also ensure that outflow of information from accident site goes out from UCC only.

(l) Members of different teams of each department working at the accident site in rescue,
relief and restoration work should provide updated information regarding progress of work
to their respective functionaries at the LCC.

(m) This updated information should be provided once every 3 hours.

Combined Assistance Centre:
[Also, Combined Assistance Centre/PASSENGER ASSISTANCE CENTRE]

Need for setting up of Combined assistance centre:
(a) Relatives of passengers who arrive at an accident site are already traumatized by the

tragedy.

(b) They arrive at an unknown location with no place to stay, no friend or acquaintances and
not knowing whom to turn to.

(c) For taking care of relatives of passengers, providing them with succour in their hour of
agony and for guiding them sympathetically.

(d) The problem is made even more challenging since many relatives and next of kin come
from far-flung areas in some other states.

(e) Being semi-literate and from different parts of the country, some of them are not even
familiar with the local language. For them, even communicating becomes a problem.

(f) In addition to above, complex legal formalities & multiplicity of paper work is required to
be completed before dead bodies are handed over to their next of kin.

(g) For taking care of relatives of passengers, providing them with succour in their hour of
agony and for guiding them sympathetically, some kind of an assistance centre is required.
For this, a banner displaying "COMBINED ASSISTANCE CENTRE/PASSENGER
ASSISTANCE CENTRE" should be displayed prominently.

Formalities required to be completed by relatives of  passengers:
(a) Sequence of formalities that are required to be completed by relatives of injured

passengers include:
(a) Locating the name of the passenger on reservation charts, in case passenger was

travelling in reserved accommodation.

(b) Going through the list of injured and dead passengers to find out whether the name
appears.

(c) In case the name is not available in the list, then taking a round of different hospitals
to find out whether their relative has been admitted in one of them in an unconscious
state.

(d) Hospitals are generally at separate locations, sometimes even in different towns;
and commuting becomes a problem.

(e) In case the passenger can be located in one of the hospitals, they have to find out the
severity of injuries, likely period of hospitalization etc.
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(f) Collect the ex-gratia paid by railways.

(g) Try and locate missing luggage of the injured passenger. For this Passengers have
to take a round of the building where all unclaimed luggage have been kept.

(h) Next, they have to arrange for a place for them to stay.

(i) Arrange for medicines / diet etc. and payment of hospital bills, if required.

(j) Thereafter, they have to keep in touch with the hospital and get their relative released.

(b) Additional formalities that are required to be completed by next of kin of dead
passengers:
(a) In case the passenger could not be located in any of the hospitals, then they have to

go to the building where unidentified dead bodies have been kept.

(b) Take a round of various rooms where bodies have been kept, examine each body
and try and locate their near and dear one.

(c) Identify the dead body, if the same has been extracted by then.

(d) Otherwise, wait for all bodies to be extracted and try and identify their relative.

(e) In case they fail to identify the same then they have to go through photographs of
unidentified bodies taken at site.

(f) After the body is finally identified, they have to produce proof of relationship for railways
to entertain their claim.

(g) Obtain medical death certificate from the railway doctor.

(h) Obtain post mortem report, from the Govt. doctor who has performed post mortem
on the body.

(i) Obtain official death certificate from the local municipality.

(j) Accept of Ex-Gratia payment from railways.

(k) Collect forms for lodging claim for compensation in RCTs.

(l) Take over custody of dead body from the local police.

(m) Perform last rites at the same place or take back the body to their native place,
depending on circumstances.

(n) Make arrangements for their return journey back to their native place.

Problems faced by the relatives:
(a) Each of these formalities given above are under the jurisdiction of a different agency,

either railway or police or civil administration or local administration.

(b) In such a situation, the level of co-ordination between these various agencies leaves much
to be desired.

(c) Sometimes it even takes up to 48 hours before these entire documentary formalities can
be completed.

(d) In most cases, relatives have to run from pillar to post for completing all these formalities
and the bitter experience leaves them permanently antagonised towards railways.

(e) For this purpose, a single window clearance system should be available for relatives and
next of kin.
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COMBINED ASSISTANCE CENTRE (CAC):

(a) The UCC should have a Combined Assistance Centre (CAC) located towards the rear
side, away from the track for rendering help to passengers and their relatives. Outline
schematic plan of CAC is given below.

DETAIL SCHEMATIC PLAN OF COMBINED ASSISTANCE CENTRE

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

12

11

1

 
 

 

ENTRY EXIT

1. Commercial - Reservation Chart Official
2. Medical - List of dead and injured

3. Commercial - Provision of escort and vehicle

4. Railway Doctor - Issue of Medical Death Certificate
5. Govt. Doctor - Issue of Post Mortem Report

6. CAC in-charge and Officers

7. Municipality Official - Issue of Death certificate
8. RPF / Local Police - Issue of authority for handing over dead body.

9. Commercial - Payment of ex-gratia, Issue of Claims forms

10. Commercial - Assistance for performing of last rites.
11. Personnel - Issue of Return Journey Pass.

12. Operating - Arrangement for Return Journey.

(b) This is meant for catering to requirements of passengers and their relatives / next of kin,
and for providing a single window clearance for all types of formalities.

(c) Combined Assistance Centre (CAC) should be separate from the UCC so that it does
not interfere with normal rescue and relief work.
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(d) CAC will be manned by staff of relevant departments such as :

    Operating, Medical, Commercial, Security, Personnel.
(e) There should be only one such CAC, and all railway resources should be pooled into it.

(f) LCCs should not have any small CAC located in the rear. It is likely to create logistic
problems.

(g) A big banner displaying 'COMBINED ASSISTANCE CENTRE' should be put up at a
prominent place at the entry to the shamiana.

(h) Similarly there should be sufficient number of signages indicating the way to CAC on
approach roads etc.

(i) Railway staff fluent in the language of relatives should be posted for doing work of
interpreters.

(j) Post mortem formalities should be waived off so that one reduces number of formalities.

(k) Different counters should be provided in sequence for each of these formalities, so that
the entire exercise can be completed in less than an hour.

(l) Functionary concerned from the local Municipality who issues Official Death Certificates
should be made to come and sit in the CAC so that these certificates can be issued
immediately without any delay.

(m) CAC should have different counters for various purposes in following sequence :

i. Reservation chart, for locating the name.

ii. List of dead and injured along with name of hospital. The name of passenger involved
should be checked up from the list of dead or injured, if available, and their current status
informed.

iii. Counter for providing commercial supervisor or WLI as escort along with vehicle(s), for
accompanying the relative and going to hospitals or mortuary.

iv. Railway doctor for issue of Medical Death Certificate.

v. Govt. doctor for issue of Post mortem Certificate, in case the same is necessary.

vi. Municipality official for issue of Official Death Certificate.

vii. Local police for issue of authority for handing over of dead body.

viii. Claims counter - Payment of ex-gratia and issue of Claims Compensation form.

ix. Counter for helping performing of last rites in case relatives decide to cremate the body
there itself.

x. Pass counter for issue of return journey pass.

xi. Return journey facilitation counter for making arrangements for return journey.

First Aid Posts:
(a) Medical Posts should be provided in both UCC and CAC.

(b) Medical Post in Unified Command Centre (UCC) will provide first aid to injured passengers
after extrication, assess their injuries and make arrangements for sending them to nearby
hospitals.
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(c) Medical Post in CAC will keep all records of injured and dead passengers, names of
hospitals where they have been admitted etc.

(d) First Aid Posts should be provided in LCCs.

(e) This will meant for treating passengers and classifying their injuries before they are sent
for admission to various hospitals.

Setting up of UCC, LCC AND CAC:

(a) One SSE (Works) shall be exclusively responsible for setting up of these facilities. He
shall undertake the following:

i. Move along with sufficient staff for setting up of these facilities.

ii. Immediately start setting up of the tent accommodation after taking out tents and shamianas
provided in ARTs.

iii. In addition, he should also requisition agencies, which provide tentage accommodation
on contract.

(b) Bridge Line staff will assist in setting up of tentage and above-mentioned facilities. Dy. CE
(Construction / Bridge) will also move to the site and in case, bridge is not involved, he will
take full charge of tentage arrangements.

(c) Bridge Unit will take with them sufficient Manila ropes, wire ropes, survey instruments,
binoculars, helmets, life jackets, ladders and other equipment. Nylon ropers should be
sufficient in length to ensure barricading at site and camping areas.

(d) Sufficient facilities for erecting temporary stage / scaffolding etc. should also be organized,
if required at site

(e) Few temporary toilets should be provided at one location in addition to number of urinals
at 3 or 4 places.

(f) Water tankers will be ordered for supplying water at site and arrangements shall also be
made for drinking water.

(g) Temporary kitchen in tents / shamianas is to be set up so that catering unit or IRCTC can
provide cooked food to staff working at accident site.

(h) Adequate no of folding chairs (around 100) should also be arranged.

(i) Bridge Line staff will have list of divers who in case of emergency can be hired for rescue
or restoration operations wherever site is surrounded by deep water.

(j) Signages for both UCC and CAC should be provided at prominent locations.

Collection and dissemination of information - Channel of communication:

The following would be the responsibility and channel both for collection as also dissemination
of information. Before each shift goes off duty, details of work done should be updated in the
LCC. The LCC should in turn update the UCC regarding the latest progress. This updated
information would be conveyed to Divisional Emergency Cell every 3 hours.
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Number of dead and injured - Medical Department

(i). Medical department at site should confirm the number of dead.

(ii). Doctors incharge of various teams working on different coaches should give 3 hourly report
to Medical counter in LCC who in turn will inform UCC.

(iii). Number of injured passengers.

(iv). Type of injuries, whether grievous or trivial.

(v). Names of injured, and names of various hospitals where injured have been sent.

Identification of dead bodies - Commercial Department

(i). Number of dead bodies identified.

(ii). Ex-gratia paid to injured.

(iii). Ex-gratia paid to next of kin of the dead.

(iv). No. of dead bodies handed over to relatives.

Number of coaches dealt with - Mechanical Department

(i). No. of coaches thoroughly searched.

(ii). No. of coaches made off track.

(iii) No. of coaches yet to be dealt with.

***
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Nominated officials from various departments arriving at site by ARMEs and ARTs form part of
the Disaster Management Team. Officials representing each department are responsible to
ensure that assigned duties to their respective departments are efficiently carried out. Senior
officers of each department will also ensure that their work is synchronized with that of
functionaries of other departments for quick rescue, relief and restoration operation.

Members of the Disaster Management Team:

Disaster Management Team normally comprises of members of following departments

(a) Trained railway men from Medical, Commercial, Safety, Electrical, S&T, Mechanical,
Engineering, Security, Personnel and other departments.

(b) In case of fire accidents, trained fire service personnel shall form part of this unit.

(c) In case of an accident on water body, divers and naval cadets will also be part of the
team.

(d) In case of sabotage or bomb explosion, bomb disposal squads, Anti terrorist force and
GRP / Local Police will also be involved.

(e) Various rescue units shall accompany ARMEs, ARTs or move by road as quickly as
possible.

Officer-in-charge of Site (OIC Site):

On arrival of ARME at accident site, Senior most officer shall take over as OIC Site from the
senior-most officer of the accident involved train. On arrival of 1st Special train carrying DRM
and other Divisional HQ Officers, DRM shall be OIC Site. In the absence of DRM, the senior
most officer shall be OIC Site. He will be responsible for forming Core Groups as required and
direct them to carryout efficient rescue, relief and restoration operations.

Rescue, Relief and Restoration Operation:

Disaster Management Team on arrival by ARMEs and ARTs shall undertake following actions:

(a) Crowd Control and Law and Order.

(b) Rescue operation.

(c) Relief operation.

(d) Video coverage of accident site.

(e) Installation of Communication Network.

(f) Clearance from State police for restoration where required.

(g)  Preservation of Clues and Evidence.

(h) Media Management at site.

(i) Salvage operation.

(j) Restoration operation.

CHAPTER - 12

Site Management Plan - II
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 Photography:

Prior to starting restoration work at an accident site, divisions should undertake suitable video
film coverage to the extent feasible. Still photography by digital camera should also be undertaken
extensively for its obvious advantages. The \photograph should be taken from a vantage point
and from as many angles as possible so as to give a bird's eye view as also close up photographs.

(a) Such photographs should clearly indicate:

(i)      Severity of the accident.

(ii) Illustrate the damage to P.Way, Rolling Stock, Signal, OHE and other structures and
equipment.

(b) Separate set of photographs to be taken to preserve clues and evidence of sabotage if
suspected.

(c) Victims and unidentified bodies should also be extensively photographed.

GENERAL:

For efficient Disaster management, responsibilities of various departments are to be executed
by deputing responsible officers and supervisors. Important duties of such officers / supervisors
are enlisted as follows:

(OFFICER IN CHARGE) OIC Site:

(a) Ensure setting up of UCC, CAC and LCCs at the earliest.

(b) Collect information from OIC Site of Instant Action Team.

(c) Take stock of the situation and plan for efficient rescue operation.

(d) Estimate quantum of assistance required for each department from:

Within the division,

 Adjoining divisions of Ahmedabad division,

 Adjoining zones,

 Non-railway agencies.

 (e) Channelise local resources to supplement available railway resources.

(f) Ensure that duties of various functionaries of different departments as laid down in Divisional
Disaster Management Plan are carried out.

(g) Ensure co-ordination among all departments for efficient rescue, relief and restoration
operation.

(h) Ensure information to Superintendent of Police and District Magistrate.

(i) In case of sabotage, direct RPF to obtain quick clearance from State Police.

(j) In case of serious explosions or fire, clearance from Controller of Explosions is to be
obtained.

(k) Give prima facie cause of the accident along with forecast of expected date and time of
restoration.
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(l) Ensure timely information on the progress of rescue, relief, and restoration work every 3
hours with following details:

 Number of coaches searched.

 Number of injured passengers recovered.

 Nature of injuries to passengers.

 Number of bodies recovered.

 Number of bodies identified.

 Number of coaches dealt with.

 Supplementary assistance required, if any.

(m) Forecast for completion of each activity mentioned below should also be firmed up. These
target dates and times should be communicated to all officers and supervisors at accident
site:

 Re-railment

 Track fitness

 OHE fitness.

 Points and inter-locking

 Clearance of section.

 Movement of first train.

Duties of Divisional Railway Manager:
(a) Ensure that functionaries of different branches at the accident site carry out duties assigned

to them as per Divisional Disaster Management Plan.

(b) Co-ordinate with Divisional Emergency Cell regarding assistance required.

(c) Co-ordinate with Civil Authorities especially with regard to:

 Requisition of buses from State transport authorities, with Drivers for round the clock
duty.

 "Waving off" of Post Mortem formalities.

 Arrange positioning of Municipal Official in the CAC for issuing of Official Death
Certificate.

(d) Ensure that proper assistance is rendered by each department.

(e) Ensure that in addition to one vehicle available in Control Office round the clock, sufficient
numbers of vehicles are available along with particulars of the Drivers.

(f) Immediately decide which officer should go by road/ART/ARME.

(g) Nominate the officer to man Control Office.

(h) Depute ADRM as in charge in Control Office if proceeding to the site.

(i) Arrange to advise the Home Secretary/Chief Secretary or other Officers of the state in
case of sabotage for prompt attendance of the S.P.
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(j) Function as the senior most officer and as "Accident Manager".

(k) Arrange a preliminary enquiry by Divisional Officers, in cases where an enquiry by the
CRS/SAG Officers is to be held but immediate investigation of certain matters is necessary.

(l) Appoint two officers as reporters of serious accidents.

(m) Arrange for taking joint observation/reading by supervisors.

Formation of two teams at  accident site   for  round the clock working:
(a) At the accident site, departmental officers available from division shall be formed into two

teams for round the clock working in 2 shifts, preferably 8 hrs. to 20 hrs. and from 20 hrs. to
8 hrs.

(b) Branch Officers shall be available on duty during the daytime.

(c) Branch Officers shall take on the spot decision regarding composition of the team for
night shift for their respective department. This composition should not normally be changed
during the 3-4 day stay at the accident site.

(d) Similarly, supervisors available from division shall also be put in two teams.

Duties of Operating Department:
Immediately after getting the information.

(a) All sectional TIs and Supervisory SSs should be directed to reach the accident site by first
available means.

(b) Similarly additional RG / LR staff from the section should be sent to 3 stations on either
side so that SMs can be free for going to accident site.

(c) Since considerable amount of shunting is required to be performed at adjoining stations,
2 traffic supervisors in 2 shifts should be posted at adjoining stations on each side.

(d) Ensure that special trains (like ARME, ART) are sent into the accident affected block section
according to the sequence .

(e) Ensure proper marshalling of crane while proceeding to the accident spot in the block
section.

(f) Ensure that Engineering vans of the ART are placed nearest to the accident site for this
purpose; Engineering van / wagon should be placed closest to the site of accident by
sending it in pushing condition.

(g) Ensure prompt clearance of stranded passengers at the site in coordination with the
Divisional Emergency Cell.

(h) Regarding running of special trains, keep in touch with Divisional Emergency Cell and
give requirement from site.

Duties of Safety Department:
(a) Preserve all clues and evidences regarding probable cause of the accident and ensure

that these do not get disturbed till police clearance is received.

(b) Ensure that video/still photographs by digital cameras are taken as required.

(c) Ensure that joint measurements, observations are recorded in the prescribed proforma
before restoration work begins.
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(d) Ensure that unaffected rolling stock is moved away from the site and thereafter stabled at
convenient location for further examination during accident inquiry.

(e) Ensure that evidence of train staff, station staff and public is recorded on the spot.

(f) Addresses of passengers willing to give statements later should also be obtained.

(g) Ensure that special trains (like ARME, ART) are sent into the accident affected block section.

Duties of Medical Department:

Main functions:
Main functions of the Medical department can be broadly classified as:

(a) Taking out injured passengers from accident involved coaches.

(b) Attending to injured passengers and giving them First Aid.

(c) Preparing list of injured passengers.

(d) Classification of their injuries.

(e) Transporting them to hospitals and getting them admitted.

(f) Taking an initial round of hospitals and assessment of situation.

(g) Post admittance hospital care of the injured.

(h) Dealing with dead bodies.

(i)  Preservation of dead bodies.

General:
(a) Ensure collecting blood and urine samples of train crew in case the same is necessary.

(b) Organise as many road ambulances as possible at the accident site.

(c) Data Bank of Divisional Disaster Management Plans have names, telephones numbers
and other details of hospitals near the accident site. They should be contacted on phone
for sending road ambulances along with team of doctors.

(d) Set up Medical Counter in UCC and CAC for passenger assistance.

(e) Set up First Aid Posts in LCCs.

Site Management:
(a) Leader of Team 'A' (Normally CMS / MS In-charge of the Division) would take control of the

site, co-ordinate relief measures and distribute duties amongst doctors available as detailed
below.

(b) Different teams and groups will be formed for discharging various duties of the Medical
department. Each team should consist of 4-6 members and each group should consist of
3-5 teams, depending upon requirement.

(c) One group of doctors will take a round of various hospitals where injured passengers have
already been admitted.

(d) One group consisting of 4-5 teams of doctors and para-medics will take out injured
passengers and dead bodies from accident involved coaches.
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(e) One team will attend to injured passengers and give them First Aid and other medical
treatment.

(f) One team will prepare list of injured passengers, note down details of their injuries and
clearify them.

(g) One team would be in-charge of transporting injured passengers to hospitals and getting
them admitted.

(h) One team would be in-charge of post admittance hospital care of the injured.
(i) One team will deal with dead bodies after these have been extracted from coaches. They

will prepare a list and arrange for their preservation.
(j) In case sufficient doctors are available then more groups should be formed for rescue

operations.

Taking an initial round of hospitals:
(a) Separate doctors will be deputed to visit each hospital where injured passengers have

already been shifted.
(b) One commercial officer will also accompany doctors and make a general assessment.
(c) At the hospital, they should collect information about dead/ injured persons, their name,

age, sex, address, telephone no., name and telephone no. of relatives / friends, nature of
the injury, etc.

(d) This information should be immediately communicated to CMS/ MS at accident site by
using local PCO / Cell phone, etc.

(e) Prepare a list of persons dead / injured already in hospitals in three copies by using carbon
paper.

(f) The list thus prepared is to be signed by railway doctor on duty in the hospital. One copy is
to be handed over to the Commercial Department.

(g) 2nd copy to be kept with the doctor in charge as office copy and the 3rd copy to be given
to paramedical staff to get multiple photocopies for further distribution.

(h) One copy should also be sent to CAC for being fed into the PC provided in the CAC.
(i) The initial list prepared should be updated at regular intervals, as and when any change

occurs.

Taking out injured passengers:
(a) Maximum number of doctors should be deputed for this activity.
(b) This group should consist of at least 4-5 teams. If numbers permit, more such teams should

be formed.
(c) Teams involved in rescue operation should ensure rapid access to all injured passengers.
(d) They should take assistance of Mechanical / Engineering / RPF staff to extricate injured

passengers.
(e) Each team will join up with teams of Mechanical staff who would also be involved in

extricating dead and injured from coaches.
(f) Maximum number of coaches should be tackled simultaneously, except those that have

climbed on top or have telescoped into one another.

(g) Coaches should be thoroughly searched including lavatory and vestibule portions before
abandoning further search and moving on to the next coach.
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Attending to injured passengers:
(a) One team will provide medical treatment to injured passengers immediately after their

evacuation from coaches.
(b) Ensure stabilization of condition of injured passengers already taken out from coaches,

before they are dispatched to hospitals by road.
(c) In case of patients in critical condition, where stabilization of condition at site is not possible,

they should be moved immediately by road ambulance or shifted to ARME.

Preparing list of Passengers:
(a) Collect list of injured passengers prepared by TS / TTEs/Train Conductors  and assess

the situation.
(b) Separate lists to be prepared coach wise.
(c) The list should contain following details:

 If found Conscious: Name, sex, age, identification marks, address, ticket number,
originating and destination station.

 If found Unconscious: Approximate age, sex, identification marks, ticket number and
other particulars if relatives and friends are available.

(d) Once the preliminary list of injured passengers has been prepared, the list should be signed
by the CMS / MS in-charge and a copy handed over to commercial department.

(e) The list of injured passengers will thereafter be updated periodically, as rescue and relief
work continues.

Classification of Injuries:
(a)   Injuries are classified as under:
(i). 'Grievous' injuries as defined below.
(ii). 'Simple', but excluding 'trivial' injuries such as abrasions or bruises.
(b) Following are considered to be grievous injuries (as per section 320 of the Indian Penal

Code):
(i). Emasculation.
(ii). Permanent privation of sight of either eye.
(iii). Permanent privation of hearing of either ear.
(iv). Privation of any member or joint.
(v). Destruction or permanent impairment of powers of any members or joint.
(vi). Permanent disfigurement of head or face.
(vii). Fracture or dislocation of a bone or tooth.
(viii). Any hurt which endangers life, or which cause the sufferer to be, during the space of twenty

days, in severe bodily pain or unable to follow his ordinary pursuits.
(c) Injuries other than those defined above are considered to be simple injuries.
(d) Apart from injuries defined above, there may be cases where a passenger or trespasser

receives only petty abrasions or bruises. These are of trivial nature and technically speaking
should not be taken as injuries.
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(e) As a thumb rule, any injury requiring hospitalization of more than 48 hrs. is
grievous, hospitalization of less than 48 hrs. is simple, and any injury not requiring
hospitalization at all is trivial.

(f) Classify injured passengers into separate categories as grievous or simple.
(g) Inform Commercial department for arranging ex-gratia payment.

Transporting injured passengers to hospitals:
(a) One team will be asked to arrange to transport injured passengers to nearby hospitals.
(b) Ensure expeditious transportation of injured either to ARMEs or to nearby hospitals.
(c) Critically injured passengers should be transported by means of road ambulances and

other by means of ordinary road vehicles.
(d) Commercial staff should also be associated with transfer of injured passengers to hospitals.
(e) Before doctors and supervisors leave the accident site for hospital duty, they should note

down the DOT and mobile Telephone no. of the accident site, CMS, MS and other doctors
at the site for quick communication.

(f) Doctors going to different hospitals should have separate vehicles.
(g) In case sufficient number of railway vehicles are not available, (Commercial department)

they should hire taxis for their movement by withdrawing from station earnings.

Post admittance hospital care:
(a) One railway doctor, one commercial supervisor and one welfare inspector should be deputed

round the clock at each hospital.

(b) Normally one doctor should look after one hospital, along with a commercial supervisor
and WLI.

(c) If large no. of hospitals are involved, 2/3 hospitals may be given to one doctor. In that case,
the doctor, in consultation with CMS/ MS, should station himself at the hospital where
maximum no. of patients are admitted.

(d) Make an assessment about capabilities of the hospital to handle injured persons especially
with reference to types of injuries they have suffered. Decide whether the patient needs to
be shifted to other hospital with better facilities and then arrange to shift the patient.

(e) In case any injured passenger succumbs to his injuries in the hospital, then the doctor in-
charge of that hospital should update this fact to the medical counter at CAC.

Dealing with dead bodies:
(a) Problem faced by rescue teams is regarding dealing of dead bodies.

(b) In case of a major disaster, the usual complement of medical staff in any ARME is grossly
inadequate for undertaking work of this magnitude.

(c) Adequate number of Safaiwalas and other health workers who have come to the accident
site should be mobilized for this purpose.

(d) Often rescue and relief operations continue for more than 48 hours.

(e) Dismembered bodies begin emitting foul odour after two days. Carrying out this task under
such circumstances becomes a real problem.

(f) Target should be to extricate all dead bodies within 24 hrs.
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(g) Dead bodies should be dealt with coach wise, otherwise bodies taken out from different
coaches get mixed up.

(h) Bodies taken out from coaches should be stacked at quite some distance from the track
in front of respective coaches, in separate lots, coach wise. While this may slow down the
work initially, in the long run it is more systematic since bodies don't get mixed up.

(i) Shift dead bodies from coaches to a nominated place at the accident site with the help of
paramedical staff, SJAB, Scouts, Civil Defence personnel, other railway staff and non-
railway volunteers available at site.

(j) Put dead bodies in body bags.

(k) Put label written by marker pen on each dead body in the pocket provided in body bag as
below:

 Date___________________________

 Dead body Serial No: _____________

 Name _________________________

 Age___________ Sex.____________

 Coach No: _____________________

(l) In case of unidentified dead bodies, against the item 'name', it should be written as
unidentified-1/unidentified-2, etc. Approximate age should be estimated from the
appearance, such as between 35-45 years.

(m) 5 photographs preferably by digital camera should be taken of each dead body. Two should
be close up of face from in front and sideways, third should be of full length of the body.

(n) If possible each body should also be video photographed.

(o) After photographs have been taken, each body should be placed inside a plastic bag with
zip having proper labeling system where some information is also to be provided.

(p) After this, bodies will be handed over to GRP or local police for safe custody.

(q) Take necessary steps to handle unhygienic condition that may arise due to decomposed
/ mutilated bodies.

Preservation of dead bodies:

(a) Numbering and photography of bodies should be done even when relatives are on hand to
claim the body.

(b) Arrangements have to be made for a more permanent location for them till such time as
the next of kin arrive to claim these bodies.

(c) In all such accidents passengers are invariably separated from their belongings. As such
in many cases there are no tickets or other identification papers on their persons.

(d) This problem is further compounded in unreserved coaches where no reservation charts
are available.
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(e) Identification problems come up in case of mutilated bodies also. In such cases,
photographs are better means of identification.

(f) Arrange for hiring of a couple of big halls, for keeping bodies.

(g) Rooms should preferably be at a single location so that relatives do not have to go around
from mortuary to mortuary.

(h) A large building having number of rooms would be ideal for storing them. Best option
would be to take over a school building temporarily.

(i) Arrange to move dead bodies to nominated buildings being used as temporary mortuaries.
Bodies likely to be hold for more days should be embalmed.

(j) Bodies should be neatly lined up with their numbers prominently displayed, and kept in
different rooms, coach-wise.

(k) Notice Board outside the building should display the room nos where bodies extricated
from a particular coach have been kept.

(l) These details should also be posted on a notice board outside each room.

(m) This will prevent unnecessary handling of bodies which in any case would be in an advanced
state of decomposition.

(n) For dead bodies whose relatives are not readily available and delay is expected, arrange
for their preservation by dry ice, etc.

(o) Procure following items from local market for dealing with dead bodies:

 Shrouds

 Polythene bags

 Coffins

 Dry ice

(p) 4 Commercial Supervisors with staff should be put on round the clock duty in the building
housing the temporary mortuary for guiding relatives as and when they come.

 Duties of Commercial Department:

Main functions:
Main functions of the Commercial department can be broadly classified as:

(a) Withdrawal of cash from station earnings.

(b) Hiring of road vehicles.

(c) Providing beverages and catering to injured and uninjured passengers.

(d) Initial round of hospitals and assessment of situation.

(e) Preparing list of injured passengers.

(f) Transporting injured passengers to hospitals and getting them admitted.

(g) Payment of ex-gratia to injured and next of kin of dead.

(h) Dealing with refund and claims compensation formalities.

(i) Taking charge of luggage and consignments.
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(j) Post-admittance hospital care of the injured.

(k) Taking care of relatives.

(l) Payment to staff if required.

General:
(a) Before Sr. DCM proceeds to accident site he should arrange withdrawal of sufficient cash

from station earnings.

(b) At the accident site, handpicked commercial supervisors should be deputed for manning
commercial counters in UCC and CAC.

(c) Each commercial counter in CAC is to be manned by one group. Co-ordination with other
departments during the process of salvage is must.

(d) Different teams and groups will be formed for discharging various duties of the commercial
department, each team should consist of 4-6 members and each group should consist of
3-5 teams, depending upon requirement.

(e) Separate teams and groups should be formed as detailed below, headed by a commercial
officer.

(f) One team will hire road vehicles for use and other related activities.

(g) One group will arrange beverages and food both for injured as also for uninjured .

(i) One group should take care of uninjured passengers who have to be cleared from the
accident site.

(j) One group will assist Medical department in preparing a list of injured passengers input
the same into the PC in CAC.

(k) One group will assist Medical department in shifting injured passengers to hospitals .

(l) One group will assist the Medical department in preparing a list of dead bodies and looking
after them.

(m) One team will make ex-gratia payment to injured passengers and next of kin of dead.

(n) One team will deal with refund cases and claims compensation formalities.

(o) One group will be in-charge of unclaimed luggage and other consignments .

(p) One group will be in-charge of post admittance hospital care of injured and taking care of
relatives.

Withdrawal of cash from station earnings:
(a) In order to meet accident related expenditure, officers can withdraw money from station

earnings duly following the procedure incorporated in Commercial Manual Vol. II Rule No.
2425.

(b) Before Sr. DCM leaves for accident site, he should withdraw sufficiently large amount of
cash from station earnings to meet with immediate requirements at the site.

(c) More cash may be withdrawn subsequently as and when required.

(d) A Commercial supervisor should be nominated for this purpose and he should withdraw
Rs. 5 lakhs and carry it with him, duly escorted by RPF personnel.
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Hiring of Vehicles:

(a) A large number of road vehicles are required at an accident site for following purposes:

(i). Taking injured passengers to hospitals.

(ii). Taking doctors and other railway officials to hospitals.

(iii). Clearance of uninjured passengers.

(iv). Taking dead bodies to mortuaries.

(v). Bringing men and materials, etc. to accident site.

(vi). Taking unclaimed luggage for being kept in safe custody.

(vii). Taking relatives to hospitals and mortuary.

Other miscellaneous work:

(a) For this purpose apart from whatever number of railway vehicles may be available, extra
road vehicles may be hired.

(b) Adequate number of road vehicles (at least 10) should be hired along with standby drivers
for round the clock duty and they should be attached to CAC for taking relatives to hospitals,
mortuaries etc.

(c) Nominated railway staff to be attached to each hired vehicle round the clock (even group
'D' would suffice), so that optimum use can be made of the vehicle.

(d) Buses from State transport authorities should also be requisitioned along with extra Drivers
for round the clock duty.

(e) One railway staff should be attached as in charge of each bus on round the clock duty, who
will accompany the bus wherever it goes and bring it back in time (even group 'D' would
suffice).

(f) In case hospitals are in different towns, then road transport buses should be put on fixed
time round trip schedule for movement of relatives from CAC to various locations and
back to CAC.

(g) All hired vehicles and requisitioned buses should have stickers pasted on their front and
rear windscreens indicating 'RAILWAY ACCIDENT DUTY'.

Catering arrangements:

(a) Arrangements for supply of food and beverages to not only injured but also to other
passengers of the accident involved train should be swiftly organized.

(b) Food and beverages should be supplied free of charge.

(c) These may be arranged from railway sources or outside sources as necessary, including
IRCTC or their contractors.

(d) To supplement Railway catering arrangements nearby dhabas and hotels should be
contacted and arrangements made for opening up stalls at the site.
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Clearance of uninjured passengers:
(a) First of all, arrangements for water and food for stranded passengers should be made.

(b) Announcement should be made for registering names of safe passengers.

(c) Clearance of accident-affected passengers from accident site should be planned along
with Operating branch that will provide the empty coaching rake.

(d) Make announcement thorough PA system informing passengers regarding their clearance
from site either by:

(i). Front portion of the accident involved train.

(ii). Rear portion of the accident involved train,

(iii). Empty coaching rakes that have been brought to the accident site,

(iv). Road bridging that has been arranged.

(e) Arrange adequate coolies for carrying passenger's luggage while they transfer to the new
train.

(f) In case of road bridging, arrange road transport to clear stranded passengers, record
details of passengers dispatched and relay particulars to Divisional Emergency Cell.

(g) Senior-most official at site shall have powers to arrange conveyance for affected
passengers free of charge by any available mode of transport and also incur expenditure
for carriage of passengers' luggage, etc.

Luggage and consignments:
(a) As and when unclaimed luggage and personal belongings are taken out from coaches, a

list should be made coach wise, and each item should be tagged with coach number.

(b) A list of each item with distinguishing marks should be made.

(c) If possible, the cabin number inside the coach should also be indicated.

(d) Luggage claimed should be handed over on satisfactory proof of ownership.

(e) Unclaimed luggage and personal belongings of injured/dead passengers should be taken
possession of for safe custody.

(f) Unclaimed luggage should be stored in a safe place, preferably, part of the same building
which is being used for preserving dead bodies.

(g) These should be stored in separate rooms coach wise so that it is easy for relatives to
identify.

(h) A list should be displayed outside each room indicating the coach no. whose luggage is
stored there.

(i) It is the responsibility of Commercial department to take charge of all unclaimed luggage
etc. These should be taken over from the charge of RPF.

(j) Booked luggage, parcels and consignments available in SLRs, VPUs etc. should be taken
out and sent by road to nearest Jn. Station for safe custody.

(k) Booked perishables available in SLRs, VPUs should be taken out and either auctioned at
site or sent by road to nearest Jn. Station for being auctioned.

(l) RMS consignments on the train should be shifted to school building for safe custody till
Postal Authorities come and take over custody.
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Objectives:

(a) To post the public with factual information pertaining to the accident.

(b) To convey certain information that is of use to passengers.

(c) To convey specific information that is of use to relatives of dead and injured passengers.

(d) To create a positive public opinion.

(e) To create a healthy relationship with the press and electronic media.

Duties of Public Relation Organization (PRO):

(a) CPRO and his team will collect whatsoever information is available from Divisional Control
Office and first information would be released to the media within 60 minutes of intimation
of the accident.

(b) The information shall include telephone numbers of Helpline Enquiry Booths.

(c) PRO and the entire PR organization should proceed to the accident site in the 1st Special
train carrying DRM and other Divisional Officers.

(d) Number of photographers with digital cameras and video photographers should also be
taken along to the accident site.

(e) PRO will be available in the UCC during the day.

(f) Responsible PR supervisors should be deputed during night shift for interacting with the
media, if necessary.

(g) PRO / CPRO will organize Press briefings at fixed timings as detailed in Section 15.6
below.

(h) PR organization shall monitor various important media channels to keep track of media
reporting. Suitable corrections / clarifications may also be issued, if required.

Spokes Person:

(a) Only GM, DRM, CPRO, Chief Emergency Officer in HQ Emergency Cell and Divisional
Emergency Officer in Divisional Emergency Cell are competent to interact or give interview
to press and electronic media.

(b) Apart from the above, any other officer authorized by GM is competent to interact or give
interview to press and electronic media.

(c) Railway's endeavour shall be to ensure that only factually correct and confirmed information
is relayed to the media.

(d) No inflated or exaggerated version of any fact should be relayed to the media.

(e) Unconfirmed news having no authentic source shall not be relayed to media.

(f) No Railwaymen shall express or voice any criticism, or express his personal opinion or
views about the accident, at any point of time.

CHAPTER - 13

Media Management Plan
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Information to be relayed to Press and Electronic Media:

Information to be given to media can be broadly segregated into following categories:

Accident:

(a) Nature of the accident - date, time, place, exact location, train no., number of coaches
involved etc.

(b) Details of how the accident most probably occurred.

(c) Prima-facie cause of the accident will be relayed to Media only with the approval of GM.

(d) Sabotage, even if suspected, will not be relayed to Media, without approval of Railway
Board.

(e) Periodic reports regarding progress of rescue and relief work.

(f) Expected date and time of restoration.

Un-injured passengers:

(a) Steps being taken to provide beverages, refreshments and first aid treatment for unaffected
passengers.

(b) Steps being taken by railway for clearance of unaffected passengers.

(c) Expected time of departure of front portion of accident involved train.

(d) Its likely time of arrival at the destination.

(e) Expected time of departure of rear portion of accident involved train.

(f) Its diverted route and likely time of arrival at the destination.

(g) In case empty coaching rakes have been arranged, then details of the same.

(h) Road bridging being done, labourers provided for transhipment of luggage.

Dead and Injured passengers:
(a) Steps taken by Railway to render immediate medical attention.

(b) No. of injured passengers rescued.

(c) Breakup of their injuries:

 Grievous

 Simple

 Trivial

(d) Names of hospitals where injured are being treated.

(e) Approximately how many patients have been admitted in each of these hospitals?

(f) Names of injured passengers.

(g) Communication facilities like cell phones, STD phones provided at these hospitals.

(h) Payment of ex-gratia.

(i) Facilities offered to relatives of victims, including free pass for journeys.

(j) Special trains being run for bringing relatives of dead and injured.
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(k) Number of dead bodies recovered and number of bodies identified.

(l) Identification of dead bodies takes much longer since either:

 They were travelling alone, or

 Their companions are injured and are not in a position to identify them, or

 Their companions have also perished.

(m) Under such circumstances it is possible to identify dead bodies only when relatives come
from their hometown.

(n) This aspect of identification of dead bodies and reasons for delay should be explained to
the Media.

Help line Enquiry Booths:
(a) Setting up of Helpline Enquiry Booths.

(b) Details of Helpline enquiry Booths as follows:

 Stations where these have been opened.

 Telephone Nos.

 FAX Nos.

 Internet address of Mumbai Division / Western Railway on the Railnet website.
(www.railnet.gov.in).

(c) In Mumbai Division Enquiry Booth would be set up at the following station with fixed common
number of 1072 - Mumbai, Surat & Nandurbar.

Train Services:
(a) Details of train operation with regard to

 Diversion

 Regulation

 Rescheduling

 Short termination

 Cancellation.

(b) Running of 2 passenger special trains for carrying relatives to the site of accident.

(c) These trains will be started from originating and destination stations of the accident involved
train and will be given same stoppages as the accident involved train for picking up relatives
enroute.

(d) Expected departure time of relatives special from their originating stations.

(e) Refund being granted in helpline Enquiry Booths for passengers whose journey has been
interrupted.

 Casualty Figures:

(a) In all accidents, as long as rescue and relief work continues, there is always a difference
between casualty figures given by railways and casualty figures quoted by the Media.

http://www.railnet.gov.in).
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(b) The reason for this difference is that railways give casualty figures based on actual number
of dead bodies recovered, whereas Media estimates casualty figures based on the
damage visible and likely final tally.

(c) During Press Briefings, this point should be clarified that at that point of time so many
bodies have been recovered.

(d) However, it should also be made clear that casualty figures are likely to go up since rescue
work is still continuing.

(e) Assessment regarding likely number of deaths and injuries may also be made if considered
necessary. Such assessment should be based on :

 Total number of coaches involved.

 Number of coaches searched.

 Number of coaches yet to be dealt with.

(f) Particular reference should also be made to coaches that are crushed or that have climbed
on top, and have not yet been searched.

(g) For example, the media can be informed that as of 13:00 hrs, 2 coaches have been dealt
with and ___  numbers of bodies have been recovered. 8 more coaches are still to be
searched and casualties are likely to go up.

Press Briefings at accident site:
(a) CPRO / PRO on arrival at accident site shall collect factual information from the OIC site

and relay the same to Media personnel at site and also to divisional Emergency Officer in
the Divisional Emergency Cell. Thus, an on line communication channel will be established
to keep media informed of all important details.

(b) The first Press briefing will be held within one hour of CPRO / PRO's arrival at site.
Subsequent briefings will be held according to the schedule given below.

(c) There should be fixed time Press Briefings so that there is no confusion regarding different
versions given to separate channels at various points of time.

(d) Simultaneous Press Briefings should be held at accident site as also at HQ Emergency
Cell and Divisional Emergency Cell as per fixed timings given below so that the same
version is given by all concerned.

(e) Information to be given to the media will be of 00:30 hrs. earlier. For example the media
briefing held at 7:30 hrs. will convey all information as at 7:00 hrs on that date.

(f) On the first two days, there should be 6 media briefings per day. These should be scheduled
at the following timings :

 7:30 hrs,

 10:30 hrs,

 13.30 hrs,

 16:30 hrs,

 19:30 hrs

 22.30 hrs
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(g) Thereafter, for the remaining days, there should be 3 media briefings per day. These should
be scheduled at the following times.

 7:30 hrs,

 13:30 hrs,

 19.30 hrs,

(h) All media releases will be up loaded on the Western Railway website, and new page
opened to give specific information with regard to the accident. The priority of information
release to various media will be as under:

 TV Channels.

 Agencies UNI, PTI, Varta, Bhasa

 Print Media.

(i) Convenience and conveyance of media shall be taken care of by PR personnel with
assistance of Commercial representatives at site.  Media persons should be conveyed to
hospitals where injured are being treated.

(j) Commercial department should ensure that list of passengers who travelled by the accident
involved train along with list of dead and injured in the accident reach PR officials at the
earliest.

***
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General :

(i) Assistance to passengers and their relatives is of utmost importance in relieving them of
some of their misery.

(ii) Injured passengers and their relatives are to be treated with utmost courtesy, concern and
sympathy to alleviate their trauma and discomfort.  All assistance asked for should be
provided to them.

(iii) For dealing with relatives arriving from far-flung corners of the country, staff fluent in the
local language of the place from where the train originated should be used as interpreters.

(iv) Commercial supervisors & WLIs should be assigned to talk to injured passengers to
ascertain from them whether they wish to call relatives.

(v) Injured passengers should thereafter be provided with either mobile or BSNL STD phones
in order to enable them to speak to their relatives.

Hospitalization of the injured :

(i) General policy in case of Railway accidents in which casualties occur is that of rapid
evacuation to Railway Hospital after rendering immediate and necessary first-aid treatment.

(ii) In case there are no Railway hospitals nearby, then they are to be admitted in the nearest
Govt. Hospital.

(iii) In following cases, injured may be taken to a Private Hospital -

 When there is no Railway or Govt. Hospital available within a radius of say 8 kms. of
the site of accident or,

 When the attending doctor certifies in writing that the treatment in private hospital is
necessary in the interest of the patient,

 Except where Railway doctor certifies, such injured passenger should normally be
eligible to the lowest class of accommodation in private hospitals where different
scales are available,

 Where the family of the injured person desires to be provided with a higher-class
accommodation, the family should give in writing to pay the extra cost involved directly
to hospital authorities.

(iv) For this purpose, each division should make out a working arrangement with such private
hospitals as may be necessary in areas served by them so that in an emergency, injury
cases can be referred to hospitals concerned without loss of time.

(v) To facilitate matters and to avoid misunderstanding, CMD should draw up a list of such
private hospitals bearing in mind Railway and non-railway hospitals in the vicinity.

(vi) CMD should also settle charges to be paid for such cases for each class of accommodation.

(vii) Bills by such private hospitals should be submitted through CMD who will certify the
correctness of charges payable, before passing for payment by FA & CAO.

CHAPTER - 14

PASSENGER CARE
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(viii) Payments to private hospitals under chapter para can be arranged locally by the Railway
and Ministry of Railway approval is not necessary.

(Extract of Para 701(1) & Para 712 of Chapter VII of IRMM and Para 1421 of Indian Railway
Establishment Manual and M.O.R.'s letter No.MH 59/MES /96 /Medical dt. 18.12.1959).

(ix) When injured are admitted in non-railway hospitals, Railway Doctors should be deputed to
these hospitals to render necessary assistance, including supply of medicines as required
which may not be available in these hospitals.

(x) They should also carefully monitor the condition of injured and maintain an updated list
with all details.

(xi) If more than one hospital is involved, apart from deputing doctors to individual hospitals, a
Railway doctor should also be deputed to coordinate and maintain centralized updated
position.

Facilities to be made available in hospital:

(i) There should be a separate reception counter manned by commercial supervisor or WLI
at the entry to the hospital for dealing with relatives of patients who arrive.

(ii) A chart should be displayed at this reception counter indicating ward nos. where accident
patients are admitted along with their names, coach no. wise.

(iii) At the entry to each such ward, a second list should display the name of the patient, coach
no. and the bed no. inside the ward.

(iv) Commercial staff and WLI on duty at that hospital should carry a list indicating the name,
address and telephone no. of  relatives as given by the patient, and whether they have
been informed or not.

(v) Arrangements should be made to inform the next of kin or a relative or friend of the
deceased, in case identity of the person involved in accident becomes known.

(vi) As each relative arrives, his/her name should be marked in the list against the passenger's
name.

(vii) Reception counter should be provided with BSNL telephone with STD facility.

(viii)  There should be 2 mobile telephones to enable the patients inside wards for making
outgoing calls.

  (ix)     Complete medical care of all passengers including payment of medical bills til Their  final
discharge should be provided.

Communication:

(i) STD equipped telephone should be made available to passengers to communicate with
their relatives.

(ii) BSNL/Railway Telephone available at adjoining Stations/Cabins/Gates shall be extended
to the accident site.

(iii) If feasible, PCO telephones and other BSNL phones in nearby localities/villages/town shall
also be extended to the accident site by persuading owners of these phones.
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(iv) Payments for such telephone connections will be made from station earnings by S&T
deptt.

(v) SM should hire upto 5 mobile phones to meet the need of stranded passengers, wherever
cellular phones connectivity is available.  Stranded passengers should be permitted to
use these phones free of charge.  In case additional phones are required Sr.DSTE may
arrange then with the approval of Site Incharge.

(vi) These cell phones should be used to convey information regarding the safety of passengers
to their friends and relatives.

Arrival of relatives:

(i)    After a few hours, next of kin of deceased and relatives of injured passengers start arriving
at the accident site.

(ii)    Adequate number of display boards should be available on ARMEs/ART for being put
up at accident site.

(iii)    By and large these display boards should indicate the direction towards the Passenger
Assistance Centre (PAC).

(iv)     These indication boards should be displayed near those areas where incoming relatives
arrive and congregate.

(v)      Periodic announcements of loud speakers should also be made for guiding them to the
Passenger Assistance Centre (PAC).

(vi)     Passenger Assistance Centre (PAC) should have different counters for various purposes
as detailed below.

Taking care of relatives:

(i)    At passenger Assistance Centre (PAC), number of Commercial Supervisors & WLIs
should be available for the purpose of taking arriving relatives to different hospitals, etc.

(ii)  After relatives arrive, they should first of all go through the reservation charts and locate
the name of the passenger.

(iii) Thereafter, if details are available as to which hospital passenger has been admitted then
commercial supervisor or WLI should accompany him to that hospital.

(iv)    A hired vehicle should be provided for carrying them to various hospitals and mortuary.

(v) The commercial supervisor or WLI should stay with the relative until he has been able to
either find the injured passenger or identify the dead body.

(vi)  Thereafter, they should help him in completing all formalities in the PAC.

Single Window Clearance.

(i) Passenger Assistance Centre (PAC) should have provision of single window clearance
for all legal formalities & various paper works.

(ii)  Counters provided in PAC should have facilities for following:-

(a) Reservation chart, for locating the name.
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(b) List of dead and injured along with name of  hospital.  The name of passengers
involved should be checked up from the list of dead or injured, if available, and their
current status informed.

(c) Counter for providing commercial supervisor or WLI as escort along with a vehicle,
for accompanying the relative and going around to various hospitals or mortuary.

(d) Railway Doctor for issue of Medical Death Certificate.

(e) Govt. Doctor for issue of Post Mortem Clearance, in case the same is necessary.

(f) Municipality official for issue of Official Death Certificate.

(g) Local Police for issue of authority for handing over of dead body.

(h)  Claim counter - payment of ex-gratia and issue of Claims Compensation Form.

(i) Counter for helping performance of last rites in case relatives decide to cremate the
body there itself.

(j) Pass counter for issue of return journey pass.

(k) Return journey facilitation counter will make arrangements for return journey.

Stay of relatives of dead and injured:

(i) Commercial supervisor or WLI deputed with relatives should also arrange for their stay
and accommodation.

(ii) Depending upon the need, accommodation in hotels/dharamshalas would be hired for
accommodating passengers/relatives.

(iii) Arrangements should be made for their meals etc. Contract should be given for providing
cooked food to passengers/relatives.

Performance of last rites:

(i) In many cases, relatives decide to perform last rites at the place of accident itself instead
of taking the body back to their native place.

(ii) This is mostly on account of:

 Bodies being mutilated.

 Bodies being in a state of decomposition.

 Native place being for off,

 For overcoming logistic problem of taking the body back.

(iii) In such cases Railways should render appropriate assistance to relatives for performing
the last rites.

(iv) Railway should locate:

 The nearest cremation or burial ground, as the case may be.

 Shopkeepers who supply necessary materials for funeral rites.

 Priest for performing the ceremony.
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(v) The above information would be conveyed to relatives and transport provided for carrying
the body.

(vi) Above duties are to be performed by Personal departments.

(vii) Commercial supervisor or WLI who has been deputed for relatives of a particular passenger
should help them out in this endeavour.

Transportation of relatives of dead and injured:

(i) Passenger Assistance Centre (PAC) should have counters for helping relatives regarding
their return journey.

(ii) Personnel branch staff at the PAC should be available for issuing complimentary passes
for their return journey.

(iii) Reservation of berths should be provided on trains.  Such reservation should be provided
only from the accident site onwards.  Commercial Branch should do this.

(iv) Extra coaches should be attached to trains going to these destinations for the next 2 or 3
days.  These extra coaches should be brought in locked condition from the originating
station.  This should be organized by Commercial Branch.

(v) Reserved space in luggage portion of SLRs for some of them to carry back bodies in
coffins etc., in case they so desire.  This should be organized by Commercial Branch.

***
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1 Category of accident Class of accident
2 Date/Time of accident
3 Railway and division
4 section
5 Block section
6 At station/Mid section
7 Gauge - (BG/MG/NG)
8 Traction (Elect/Non Elect)
9 Type of route

10 System of working
11 Class of station …………………………………..................................……

Type of signaling ………………………………………………......................
Standard of interlocking

12 Train particulars Train no                          engine no                  load
13 Brief particulars
14 Train working condition

(Normal/Abnormal) (in brief)
15 Procedural Failure, if any

(in brief)
16 Casualty Killed…………………………………………....................

Grievously injured…………………………………….......
Simple injured…………….................……………………

17 Relief arrangement ARME Ordered.at……………hrs, Left at…………hrs, At
site………..hrs

ART Ordered.at……………….hrs, Left at…………hrs, At
site………..hrs

Crane Ord.at…………….hrs. Left at…………hrs. At
site………..hrs

18 Officers at site
19 Restoration Rerailment completed

Track fit S&T fit
At………hrs/date……...  at…………..hrs/date………….
OHE fit at …………………hrs/date………………..

20 Time of first train passed on
affected line/lines.

21 Prima facie cause.
22 Gate particulars As per Annexure - A Proforma
23 Loco pilot particulars As per Annexure - B Perfroma
24 State/District
25 Other information if any

CHAPTER - 15

FORMAT FOR REPORTING ACCIDENT

PERFORM FOR REPORTING TRAIN ACCIDENT FROM SITE
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     Traffic/Engineering Class Gate no Kms

Lifting barriers /Flap/Chain :-

TVU :-    YEAR :-

   INTERLOCKED or NONINTERLOCKED

  Telephone provided :-     Not provided :-

    Normal position of Open to road traffic :- Close to road traffic :-
    gate

    Road Signs :- Speed Breakers :- Whistle Board :-

    Type of Road Pucca :- Kuchha :-

    Visibility (in meters) :-

    Gradient (if any) :-

    No of accident during last 2 years :

-

Gate  particulars  ( Manned / Unmanned )
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  NAME : ……………………………………………...............……......…………

   Date of birth : …………………………………………………................…………….

   Family members : ……………………………………………………….............…………

  Qualification                               : …………………………………......……….............................……

   Headquarter : …………………………………………………………………………

  Grade :- : …………………...................………Pay………………….....………..

  Breathalyzer test :-at the time of signing ON ……….............…After accident……………………….
  (positive-intoxication)
  (negative-without toxication)

  Date of appointment : ……………………………..As………………………………………..

  Promoted as ALP : ………………………………………………………...........………….

  Promoted as Goods LP : …………………………………..................…………………....………

  Promoted as passenger LP : ………………………………………………….............………………

  Promoted as  MAIL/EXP LP : ………………………………………….................................…………

  Date of Medical Examination:- Passed ………………...............……..Next  Due……….......……….
  With or without glasses.
  Date of refresher.                      :-  Passed ……………............………..Next Due………….......……..

  Safety camp .                              :-  Passed ………………...........…….Next Due……........…………..

  Competency. :- Automatic section…………………….............................…………….

  Safety Category Grading . : …………………………………….............……………………………

  Psycho Test. : ………………………………………….............………………………

  Nominated Loco Inspector. : ……………………………………………...............…………………..

  Signing ON/OFF. : …………………………………………………….................………….

  Rest availed before duty. : ………………………………………………….................……………

  Last trip on Section. : ……………………………………………………...........…………….

  Award/punishment. : ……………………………………………………………...........…….

  Previous history of accident if any  :  …………………………….......…………………………………..

Loco pilot particulars
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Dos:

 Switch off all electrical and gas appliances, and turn services off at the mains.

 Take your emergency kit and try to let your friends and family know where you are going.

 Avoid contact with flood water - it may be contaminated with sewage, oil, chemicals or
other substances.

 If you have to walk in standing water, use a pole or stick to ensure that you do not step into
deep water, open manholes or ditches.

 Stay away from power lines - electrical current can travel through water.  Report power
power lines that are down to the power company.

 Look before you step - after a flood, the ground and floors are covered with debris, which
may include broken bottles, sharp objects, nails etc.  Floors and stairs covered with mud
and debris can be slippery.

 If water is causing ceiling to sag, shut off electricity.  Use ice pick to puck drain holes after
placing pans below.

 If the ceiling above is bulging with water, do place a bucket underneath the spot and poke
a small hole into the ceiling to relieve the pressure and let the water through proceed with
care, however.

 Do use buckets, clean towels and mops to remove as much of the water from the afflicted
rooms as possible.  Use white towels on carpets and furniture to prevent bleeding.

 Do place sheets of aluminum foil between furniture legs and wet carpet.

 If the weather is nice, open all windows to allow air in and remove as many belongings as
possible to dry outside in the sunshine.

 Stay away from downed power lines, and report them to the power company.

 Do document the damage for insurance purposes by taking notes or photographs. listen
to the radio or television for information.

CHAPTER - 16

Flooding: Dos and Don'ts
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Don'ts

Don't walk through flowing water - currents can be deceptive, and shallow, fast moving
water can knock you off your feet.

 Don't swim through fast flowing water - you may get swept away or struck by an object in
the water.

 Don't drive through a flooded area - You may not be able to see abrupt drop-offs and only
half a meter of flood water can carry a car away.  Driving through flood water can also
cause additional damage to nearby property.

 Don't return to your property until the "All Clear" has been given.

 Don't reconnect  your power supply until a qualified engineer has checked it.  Be alert for
gas leaks - do not smoke or use candles, lanterns, or open flames.

 Don't eat any food that has come into contact with flood water.

 Never turn on ceiling fixtures if ceiling is wet.  Stay away from ceiling those are sagging.

 Never use TVs, VCRs ,CRT terminals or other electrical equipment while standing on wet
floors, especially concrete.

 Don't attempt to remove standing water using your vacuum cleaner.

 Don't leave colored clothing, magazines, newspapers on wet hardwood floors or carpeting
since discoloration may occur.

 Don't go into any rooms where you feel you may be in danger
.
 Don't remove standing water in a basement too fast.  If the pressure is relieved too quickly

it may put undue stress on the walls.

 Don't scrub or brush mud and other deposits from materials.  This may cause further damage.

***
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Introduction:

Fire on a running train is more catastrophic than on a stationary one, since fanning by winds
helps spread the fire to other coaches.  Moreover, passengers sometimes   jump out of a running
train on fire resulting in increased casualties.

In case of fire in running train, every Railway Staff available on the train or at the site shall
immediately try and stop the train and plunge into action to save lives and properly.

Main causes of fire in trains:

(i) Carrying stoves, sigris, gas cylinders, kerosene oil, petrol, fireworks etc. in passenger
compartments.

(ii) Making fire/using fire near paper, wood, petrol or such other inflammable articles.

(iii) Lighted match sticks, cigarette ends carelessly thrown.

(iv) Short circuit in electrical wirings.

(v) Using naked light during "token delivery" to the driver, shunting of inflammable loads, sealing
of inflammable wagons.

(vi) Use of open fire, smoking near gas/petrol tank.

All Railway Staff and passengers should take all possible precautions to avoid any of the above
mistakes so that possibility of fire breaking out can be minimized.  In general fire originates in a
small level.  When burning materials with adequate supply of air surround it, fire spreads.

Action to be taken in case of fire in train:
(i) First and foremost, immediately summon the fire brigade and try to stop the train.

(ii) Secondly, if you smell gas or vapour, or even in case of excessive smoke, hold a wet cloth
loosely over your nose & month and breathe through it in as normal a manner as possible.

In case of fire in a passenger train:
(i) In case of fire, pull the Alarm Chain and stop the train immediately.

(ii) Try and put out the fire before it comes a big blasé by using either water or blankets, etc.

(iii) More people expire due to suffocation from smoke rather than due to actual burning.

(iv) Advise passengers to take a cloth, wet it in their drinking water and cover their nostrils.

(v) Instruct Passengers to go to the other end of the coach, which is away from the fire, and if
possible cross over to the next coach through the vestibule.

(vi) Insist that passengers should  save themselves first and not to bother about their luggage
which can be retrieved later on.

(vii) Make sure that no passenger lies down on the floor.

(viii) After train has stopped, passengers should come down from the coach immediately.

(ix) Building up confidence of injured passengers by suitable advice is of great importance.

CHAPTER - 17

FIRE ACCIDENTS
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In the event of a vehicle on a Train being on fire :

(i) Stop the train immediately.

(ii) Don't panic.

(iii) Evacuate passengers from burning coaches.

(iv) Protect properly, valuables & mails.

(v) Locate fire extinguishers substances viz. water bucket with water/sand, fire extinguishers
etc.

(vi) Use fire extinguisher, if any, and put out the fire.  Fire extinguishers are provided in SLRs,
Locos and all A.C. coaches.

(vii) Use water from the coaches and extinguish the fire.

(viii) Throw earth or sand, if available, on the fire.

(ix) Ascertain the type of fire viz, dry, oil, gaseous, electric and use the right type of fire
extinguishers.

(x) Isolate the burning vehicle from other vehicles by uncoupling.

(xi) Train to be protected by Driver and Guard at both ends according to the provision of G&SR
6.03.

(xii) Report it to the nearest station/control/fire station.

(xiii) Every effort shall be made to extinguish the fire and to save the wagon labels, seals and
contents of the vehicle.

(xiv) In case fire is discovered when the train is near a tank or watering station, the Guard  and
Driver shall use their discretion to proceed there but no such attempt shall be made until
the portion of train in rear of burning vehicle has been detached.

(xv) Inform all concerned to assist in extinguishing the fire.

(xvi) In case of fire from electrical short circuit switch off the source.

In the event of fire on an Electric engine/EMU:

(i) Driver shall immediately switch off the circuit and lower and pantograph.  The train shall
then be brought to a stop at once.

(ii) After disconnecting the electric supply to affected circuits, driver shall take necessary action
to put out the fire.

(iii) If fire cannot be extinguished by the above means driver shall advise TPC through
emergency telephone to arrange for OHE of the affected section to be switched off.

(iv) The Guard and any other staff available shall render all possible assistance to the driver in
putting out the fire.

(v) Ordinary fire extinguishers or water from a hosepipe shall on no account be used to
extinguish fire on live wire or electrical equipment.  Dry Chemical Power (DCP)  type  Fire
extinguishers may be used on electric fires.

(vi) If services of fire brigade are required, fire brigade shall not be allowed to commence
operation until all electrical equipment in the vicinity of the fire have been made dead.
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In the event of a fire on a Diesel Engine/DMU stock:
(i) The Driver/Motorman shall immediately switch off the circuit breaker and shut down the

engine.  The train shall be brought to stop at once.
(ii) The Guard shall give all possible assistance to the Driver in putting out the fire.
(iii) Fire extinguishers of approved type shall be provided on each diesel locomotive and motor

coach of DMU when these are turned out from the home shed.  The Foreman/CLS in
charge of the shed shall inspect the fire extinguishers and ensure that these are in good
working condition.

When a person is on fire:
(i) Approach him holding the nearest available wrap in front of you.
(ii) Wrap it round him.
(iii) Lay him flat and smother the flames.
(iv) He may roll on the floor, smothering the flames.
(v) On no account should be rush out in the open air.
(vi) Call for assistance.

Fire caused by Petrol or other inflammable liquids, acids or gases.
(i) Segregate the affected wagon, coach or area involved.
(ii) On opening of wagon, do not enter it immediately.  You would thus, avoid fumes, which

may be dangerous.
(iii) Use foam type fire extinguishers and sand and not water or soda acid type fire extinguishers.

Dry Chemical Power (DCP) type Fire extinguishers may be used.
(iv) Do not bring naked lights near the site of fire.
(v) Warn the people living in the surrounding areas within one Km. Radius.
(vi) Stay away from ends of tanks, as tanks normally burst from the ends.
(vii) Cool tanks that are exposed to flames with water from the sides only after the fire is put

out.
(viii) Withdraw immediately in case of rising sound from venting safety device or any discoloration

of tank due to fire.

(ix) Inform the nearest Fire Station intimating that Petrol or any other inflammable liquids, acid
or gases, have caused the fire.

In case of fire due to Explosive/Inflammable/Dangerous Goods:
(i) Extinguish by closing the valve or isolating LPG feed to fire by other suitable controls.
(ii) Following steps may be taken if no undue risk is involved:

(a) Move unheated cylinders to a safe place after ensuring closing of valves.
(b) Cool the hot cylinders by spraying water from a safe position.  The person directing

the spray should take up a position where he would be protected from possible
explosion.

(iii) If cylinder containing inflammable/toxic gas develops leak during transportation, remove it
to an isolated open place away from any source of ignition and advise the filler or consigner
as required.

(iv) Inform the Chief Controller of Explosives by fax/telephones.
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(v) Inform officer in charge or nearest police station.

(vi) Inform department officers concerned.

(vii) Pending the visit of the Chief Controller of Explosive/his representative, the wreckage and
debris shall be left undisturbed except  to save lives.

(viii) After getting information from the Chief Controller Explosive that he does not wish any
further investigation, the restoration work may be commenced.

Fire Extinguishers:

1. Dry chemical powder type fire extinguisher (DCP):

These types are suitable for tackling petroleum, gas, electrical fire and controlling fires of
textile fibres.  Sodium based chemical powder is used on a fire which undergo chemical
reaction.

2. How to use:

(i) Carry to the place of fire and keep it up right.

(ii) Remove the safety clip.  Hold the nozzle pipe tightly.

(iii) Strike the knob located in the cap.

(iv) Sealing disk of the cartridge gets broken and allows carbon dioxide gas to escape to the
main shell and powder is pushed out.

(v) Direct the steam of the powder at the base of the flame.

(vi) For effective result stand at about 1.5 to 2.5 metre near the seat of the fire.

(vii) Move forward with moving the nozzle rapidly from side to side in sweeping motion.

(viii) When using on outdoor fires operate from the up wind side for effective spray.

Water  X X X X X

Foam   X X X X

DCP    X  X

M2S/L2 X X X  X X

Carbon
Dioxide X  X X  X

Wet  X X X X 
Chemical

TYPES OF FIRE EXTINGUISHERS AND THEIR USES:
Type of

fire
extinguis

Fire
involv

ing
wood,
paper,
textiles

Fire
involving

flammable
liquids,
petrol,

Fire
involving

flammable
gases,

butane,
propane,

Fire involving
burning metals

eg.

Fire
involving
electrical

Fire involving
cooking oils

 USE X DO NOT USE
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Classification of fires

For all practical purposes the basic types of fires can be grouped into following four classes;

Class A Fires:

Fires involving combustible materials of organic nature, such as wood, paper, rubber and many plastics,
etc., where the cooling effect if water is essential for extinction of fires.

Class B Fires:

Fires involving flammable liquids, petroleum products, or the like, where a blanketing effect is
essential.

Class C Fires:

Fires involving flammable gases under pressure including liquefied gases, where it is necessary
to inhibit the burning gas at fast rate with an inert gas, power or vaporizing liquid for
extinguishments.

Class D Fires:

Fires involving combustible metals, such as magnesium, aluminum, zinc,   sodium, potassium,
when the burning metals are reactive to water containing agents, and in certain cases carbon
dioxide, halogenated hydrocarbons and ordinary dry powders.  These fires require special
media and techniques to extinguish.

Safety is a frame of mind-So concentrate on  it-all the time.

The life you save just might be yours!

Don't dare take care observe safety  every where.

No safety know pain, know safety no pain.

***
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BOMB EXPLOSION AND MITIGATION PROCESS:

 A bomb is an explosive device that generates and releases its energy  very rapidly.  The explo-
sion creates a violent, destructive shock wave.

(1) Causes of Bomb explosion:

(1) Terrorist/Anti-social element.

(2) Due to war between two countries

(3) Atomic and Nuclear reactors.

(2) Risk involved:

(1)       Mass destruction of human being and object.

(2)        Life long injury

(3)        Huge financial loss.

(4)        Genetic disorder.

(5)        Environmental pollution.

(3) Person receiving call regarding bomb threat should:

(1)    Remain calm and talk to the person as long as he can.

(2) Try to keep the caller on the line, obtaining as much information as possible.

(3) Ask for specifics such as time of detonation, description of bomb, location, reason / pur-
pose of the act, dialect mannerism and identity of the caller.

(4) Inform and alert the authorities.

(5) Alert police, fire brigade and explosive departments and bomb detection squad.

(6) Pass on the information to all departments concerned.

(7) Take initiative for evacuation of all persons from premises and avoid unnecessary crowd-
ing near the area.

(8) Persons noticing a bomb like object, should bring it to the notice of the nearest available
officer.

(9) Inform control to take further steps for regulating train services.

(10) Stop the train movement immediately and detrain the passengers and move them away
from the premises.

(11) Wait for clearance from the police department to restore normal working.

(12) Utilise "Caller ID" facility if provided to trace the caller.

CHAPTER - 18

BOMB EXPLOSION AND TERRIORIST THREAT
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(4) In case of explosion following steps to be followed:
 (1) Remain Claim and keep an eye on suspicious movement.

(2) Evacuate the building immediately.

(3) Information to the fire brigade, Police, Control and Divisional Officers.

(4) Assist the injured and disabled persons.

(5) Call the Ambulance and other emergency services.

IN CASE OF THREAT OF TERRORIST ATTACK:

PRECAUTIONS:
1. Keep the possibility of entrapment in mind.

2. Avoid obvious means of entry.

3. Avoid hand movement of suspicious objects.

4. Look for things out of place.

5. Avoid development of fixed daily personal or group shifts.

6. Provide 24 hours security for assembly points.

7. Be particularly alert to entrapment situation when changing shifts.

8. Avoid predictable pattern of patrol.

9. Don't panic if the vehicle is struck by petrol bomb.

10. If fire bombed, don't panic.  It only seems more dangerous than it actually is.

11. If a suspicious container or package is found, immediately alert all Officers and Security
and get out.

12. Insist that the person desiring to leave the package should open it and display the con-
tents.

13. Conduct careful visual inspection.

14. Never attempt to open or inspect the suspicious package on your own.

15. If a suspicious package is found abandoned, clear the area and notify the bomb squad.

16. If a vehicle is found in an abandoned state, visually inspect any package found inside the
vehicle.

17. In case of abandoned vehicle, do not flip switches, turn knobs, release hand brakes, blow
the horn, step on the brake or perform other operations until you are sure that no bomb is
located in or under the vehicle.

18. On arrival, security staff, as rapidly as possible conduct a thorough search of the area
surrounding the bomb scene.

19. A security staff must remember to completely search the area even when a second bomb
is found.  He must look out for the third and fourth bombs.

20. Security Staff must check those areas that lead to the bomb scene as well as vehicle
parking areas.
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PREVENTION:

(1)     Leave undisturbed any suspicious, abandoned articles   encountered.

(2)     Leave undisturbed any bomb encountered even if it is "DUD".

(3)     If a suspected bomb is found, clear the area to a minimum distance of 300 meters.

(4) Request for bomb squad assistance.

(5) If the bomb is to be moved, use remote means.

ROLE OF CIVIL POLICE, GRP, RPF STAFF ETC.:

(1)     Immediately reach at the site and cordon off the area.

(2)     Clear the suspected place of the public.

(3) Should not allow any unauthorised person to the minimum  distance of 300 meters if
anysuspicious object suspected to be bomb is found.

(4) They will rush to the site with the sniffer dogs.

(5) Fire brigade staff with fire fighting equipments will rush to the site.

(6) Special bomb squad will reach at the site to diffuse the suspected bomb.

(7) In case of terrorist attack, the police will cordon the area.

(8) Message of not to panic to be circulated among the public.

(9) The police officials should carry a special visual inspection to remove bombs till they are
satisfied.

(10) The police even after a bomb being blast should look out for the other bombs till they are
satisfied.

(11) Railway authorities will keep themselves in readiness with relief and rescue teams of doc-
tors and other and material.

(12) In case of terrorist attack, special task force will be called.

(13) ART/ARME to be kept in readiness to deal with the relief measures.

***
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ACTION TO BE TAKEN IN OIL TANK/LPG EMERGENCY:

LPG is extremely inflammable, may be ignited by heat, spark or flame.  Its vapours may travel to
a source of ignition and flash back.  Container may explode in heat or fire.  Vapour explosion
can cause hazard indoors, outdoors or in sewers.  Vapours may cause dizziness or suffocation.
Contact will cause severe frostbite.

In case of accident involving LPG tank wagon due to fire or leakage, following action is to be
initiated.

1. Inform civil authorities, and summon assistance from fire Brigade, Oil Co. Depot, Bottling
Plant Refinery etc.

2. Keep unnecessary people away.  Isolate hazard area and deny entry.

3. Stay upwind, keep out of low areas.

4. Isolate for 1 KM for all directions.

5. If tank is involved in fire or Leak, regulating/isolating trains is necessary.

IN CASE OF DERAILMENT OF LPG WAGON:

1. Check for leakage.

2. Advise all not to smoke and extinguish all fire including HS Lamp, point indicator, etc. lit by
K. Coil within 1000 metres.

3. Examine tank barrel and fittings carefully for any damage.

4. To hoist the wagon, use diesel crane with spark arrester at exhaust.

IN CASE OF LEAKAGE IN LPG TANK WAGON:

1. Do not start hoisting of wagon.

2. Make efforts for stopping the leak.

3. Disperse vapour away from ignition source by water spray.

4. Shut off ignition sources immediately.

5. If leakage is minor, put gunny bags on leakage and wet within water icing.

6. Give warning to District Authorities for evacuation of population.

IN CASE OF FIRE DUE TO EXPLOSIVES/ INFLAMMABLES DANGEROUS GOODS:-

1. Extinguish by closing the valve or isolating LPG feed to fire by other suitable controls.

2. Following steps may be taken if  no  undue risk is involved:

a. Move unheated cylinders to a safe place after ensuring closing of valves.

b. Cool the hot cylinders by spraying water from a safe position.  The person directing the
spray should take up a position where he would be protected from possible explosion.

CHAPTER - 19

LIQUIFIED PETROLEUM GAS / OIL EMERGENCY
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3. If cylinder containing inflammable/toxic gas develops leak during transportation, remove it
to an isolated open place away from any source of ignition and advise the filler or consigner
as required.

4. Inform the Chief Controller of Explosives by fax / telephone.

5. Inform Officer in charge of nearest police station.

6. Inform department Officers concerned.

7. Pending the visit of the Chief Controller of Explosives / his representative, the wreckage
and debris shall be left undisturbed except to save lives.

8. After getting information from the Chief Controller of Explosives that the does not which
any further investigation, the restoration work may be commenced.

ACTION TO BE TAKEN AT DIVISIONAL LEVEL:

After getting the information regarding LPG / Oil Emergency message like leakage or fire or
derailment of LPG / Oil wagon from Loco Pilot or Guard or Station Master, the Controller will
take the following action immediately in simultaneous manner:

1 Inform higher Railway authorities.

2 Ordering of ART/ARME.  In case of leakage it can be brought to the nearest station and to
the affected place after leakage source has been blocked.

3  Informing Disaster Management authority of related district.

4 Informing Fire Brigade & LPG / OIL companies like Reliance, IOC, ESSAR and
organizations.

5 Stop movement of train towards the affected section.

6 Adjoining station will be asked to mobilize the staff and other local resources so that it may
be utilized in time to deal with the emergency.

7 The RPF will be informed to protect the affected area for maintaining law and order and
avoid crowing at the spot.

8 The RPF Staff will also reach the site with fire fighting equipments and staff to deal with the
emergency.

9 In case of leakage of LPG, nearby State electricity department (GEB) will be asked to cut
the electric supply immediately.

10 Loco Pilot will immediately switch off the Locomotive and precaution to be taken as per
G&SR.

11 Station staff will immediately cut off the power supply, put off the burning K. Oil hand signal
lamp.

12 The Station staff colony will also be asked to stop the cooking or any work related to
burning of fire.
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1. Weather warning message:

Meteorological department, Govt. Of India issues, messages of warning whenever storms/ Gales
or heavy rainfall are expected in following conditions:-

i. Dangerous rainfall - When amount of rainfall is expected 5 cm & above in 24 hours.

ii. Dangerous wind velocity - When wind velocity is 65 KMPH and above.

2. Cyclone warning centre is located at Ahmadabad.

Action to be taken on receipt of weather/cyclone warning messages:

2.1 Action by CTNL/Dy.TNL/Engineering Control:

CTNL/Dy.TNL should repeat the message to the concerned SMs/ASMs of station, which are
likely to be affected and other Divisional control for taking necessary action.  He shall also
advise DRM/ADRM, Sr.DOM & Sr.DSO/Sr.DEN.

2.2 A register should be maintained in control office showing full particulars of the receipt and action
taken on the weather/cyclone warning message, showing the date and time of receipt of the
warning message.

2.3 Action by Station Masters, Driver and Guard:

On receipt of weather/cyclone warning advises from the controller, the SM should take the following
action.

i. Intimation of staff:

The SM on duty should immediately handover the message received from the controller to
ADMO/ADEN/SSE/SE(P.Way), (Works), (OHE/PSI) and other Sr. Subordinates &
Inspectors like TI, LI etc. and headquartered  and obtain their acknowledgement.  In case
of any officer is posted at the station they should also be immediately informed.

ii. Control of Trains:- In such events instructions should be reiterated to all by CB massages.
Precautions to be taken by SM, Driver & Guard regarding control of trains:

(a) In case of strong winds, detain the train until the storm and high winds abate and it is
considered safe to allow the train to proceed.

(b) The driver of the train should wait till, in his opinion, the intensity of wind has come down to
the level that the movement of train is safe.

(c) Don't stop trains at places like sharp curves, high embankments, cuttings and bridges
including approaches.  The train could be restarted in consultation with the guard only after
the storm and high winds abate and it is considered safe to proceed.

iii. When a train be caught on run in a cyclone, storm or strong wind of an intensity which in the
opinion  of the driver is likely to endanger the safety of the train he shall immediately control
the speed of the train and bring it to a stop at first convenient place carefully and without a
jerk.  Driver shall restart the train in consultation with the guard, only after the cyclone,
storm or strong wind abates and it is considered safe to proceed.

CHAPTER - 20

ACTION PLAN FOR CYCLONE AND STORM
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iv. The Guard and Driver of the train in co-operation with the Railway Staff travelling the train
shall try to see that the doors and windows of the coaches are kept open by the passengers
to allow free passage of the wind through the coaches.

2.4 Action by SSE/SE(P.Way):

Monsoon Patrolling:

i. Introduce monsoon patrolling:   Advise monsoon patrolman/watchman and gang mates
to be extra vigilant.  Deploy watchmen at vulnerable locations and bridges.  Continue
monsoon patrolling by trolley beyond 48 hours of warning.

ii. Guarding Vulnerable locations:  Stationary watchman should be posted round the clock
at every nominated location.

iii. Inform intermediate Gang mates:  Send two gang men in either side sections to inform
all gang men and gang mates in the section about the cyclone/dangerous wind velocity.

iv. Gang Patrol should be carried out : by Mate and Gang men as per instructions contained
in Para 1001(3) of P.Way Manual.

3. Anemometers Indications:

In case, where Anemometer is installed at one of the station, if it is indicating wind velocity
higher than the danger level as prescribed by the special instructions, the SM shall take
following action.

i. The SM shall not start or allow the movement of trains through his station and also not grant
line clear to the trains waiting at the adjacent station for his station.

ii. He shall resume normal running of trains in consultation with the section controller and the
SM at the adjacent station after the wind velocity is again below the danger level as
prescribed by the special instructions.

4. Action by Traction Power Controller:

Arrange manning all SSP/SP and OHE depot and alert all staff.  Keep Tower Wagons in
readiness.

Categorization of Alerts:

A Standard Operating Procedure has been prepared for alerts of events of different types and
identifies the situations when alerts are to be sent by the Integrated operation centre, Ministry
Home affaires.

Specific hazards have different categories of alerts.  Accordingly, a uniform system has been
devised by categorizing each type of alert in stages - Yellow, Orange and Red.

Action Plan for Communication of Alert Messages:

Whenever a crisis is about to be faced, Government of India has laid down systems for warning
its respective departments through an 'Alert'.  It should be understood that mere issue of an
'Alert' (Yellow or Orange) is not an indication of the occurrence of a Disaster.   This only signified
the existence of a crisis for which provisions of the Crisis Management Plan would come into
operation.
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The Action Plan for Alert Messages lays down as under:

(i) All concerned Ministries/Departments/Organisations/Agencies will report events to
Integrated Operation Centre- IOC,  Ministry of Home Affairs-MHA

(ii) While generating and transmitting alerts to IOC, MHA, the concerned agency, will indicate
the category of the event as well as its corresponding stage (Red/Orange/Yellow)

(iii) In Railways contact various nodal organization are as under:-

Action on Division/Zones on Orange/Red Alert situations -

On the issue of an Orange Alert (or of a higher level) the Responders have to be activated as
required for relief etc as under :-

 Mobilisation of Gangmen

 Hospitals to mobilize Doctors and Para-medic staff

 Civil Defence units to be activated

 RPF and RPSF deployment

 Scouts and Guides for colony care and passenger guidance

 Operation and manning of the disaster control room

 Coordination amongst various stake holders through advance warnings.

 Communication system to be ensured and back ups to be in readiness for immediate use
when required.

 TA Units Deployment; In case the existing Railway staff may not be able to maintain train
services to be operational, the TA units have to mobilized.  It takes 2-3 days for the
deployment of the TA unit after issue of their mobilization order; hence advance warning is
of essence.

Monitoring / Reporting of Effects of Disaster:

The Safety Directorate in the Board would be given information regarding Orange/Red Alerts.
On the declaration of an incident as a Disaster by a State Government or District Administrator
or even by the GM/AGM of the Zonal Railway, the CSO would give time to time updates to the
Safety Control in Railway Board of the Situation.  Assistance of other departments would be
made available by the GM to the Safety Department on the Zonal Railways.

  Natural calamities and   Nodal Organisation
  other Crisis situations

  Avalanches Defence Research & Development Organization

  Tsunami Department of Ocean Development
  Landslides Geological Survey of India

  Cyclone India Meteorological Department

  Earthquake India Meteorological Department
  Flood Central Water Commission

  Railways Ministry of Railways
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Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) on Railways:

National Disasters :-

The Civil Engineering Department at the field level and on the Divisions gets information through
advance warning sent by the respective Government Departments on the possibility of floods,
Cyclones, Earthquakes, Landslides etc.  Depending on the gravity of the disaster/crisis/calamity
expected the information would be passed on to Divisional Officers through the Emergency
Control, which will act as the Incident Command System-  ICS.  Where train operations have to
be suspended or regulated, the operating department would be suitably advised.  After making
the train regulation plan the divisional control would advise the commercial and security
departments for management of the welfare of passengers.  Alerts to the passengers would be
issued through the PR Department of the Railway in the Print and Electronic Media.

The DRMs on the Divisions shall ensure coordination amongst the departments for ensuring
running of train services (including relief special trains) as also relief arrangements for the
passengers and for the Welfare of Railways own staff.  Assistance of other Divisions and from
the Zonal Railways would be taken through the Headquarter of the Zonal Railways (i.e. by involving
the General Manager).  Coordination with the IOC of MHA and NDMA/NDRF would be through
the Emergency Control of each Zonal Headquarter.

Man-made Disasters:-

Different forms of terrorism fall under the ambit of these disasters.  A major role has to be played
by the Security Department of the Railways who will coordinate with the State Government and
when required the Para-military and other force.  The Security Control of the Division will act as
the ICS.  The Headquarter Security Control will coordinate with the IOC of MHA.

A similar system would be followed as above in organizing regulation of train services by the
operating department at the divisional, Zonal level and also in the Railway Board.

***
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1. Impact of Earthquake on Railway systems.

1.1 Damage to Track:

i. Track alignment
ii. Earth formation
iii. Shrinkage of track
iv. Bridges/girders/piers
v. Trees/structures obstruction in track
vi. Building or any infringement.

1.2 Damage to Service building:

i. Control
ii. ASM Office, relay rooms, cabins & gate lodge.
iii. SSP/SP
iv. Office building
v. Residential building

1.3 Damage to Signal & Telecommunication:

i. Signal post
ii. Microwave tower
iii. Telephone post and wires
iv. Cables

1.4 Damage to OHE:

i. OHE masts
ii. Portals
iii. TPC
iv. Tower shed

1.5 Damage to C&W sick line & TRS Shed:

i. Pit lines
ii. Sick lines/Shed structure.

2. Action to be taken in case of Earthquake:

As soon as information is received about severe earthquake in the control office from any
sources, the following action is to be taken -

2.1 Action  by Operating Branch:

i. Stop all trains.

CHAPTER - 21
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ii. Inform P.Way, S&T and Traction Power Supervisors for checking track, bridges, points,
signals & OHE on light engine/push trolley/Motor trolley in each block section of affected
areas, through respective controls.

iii. Inform Civil Authorities regarding any unusual.

iv. Arrange stock and power for moving relief /restoration material.

v. Arrange additional Operating staff i.e. ASMs, Points men, Guards and Cabin men from
unaffected areas.

2.2 Action to be taken by Engineering Branch:

i. All P.Way Supervisors including PWI, IOW, BRI, Gang men, Key men and other staff should
report to nearest Station Masters who in turn will repeat to control.

ii. Checking of track & bridges -

iii. A team of Gang men, Key men and BRI should be sent to either side of the each block
section for checking the track structure and bridges.

iv. Protection to damaged site - Checking team should be suitably instructed to protect any
damaged to track structure or bridge and service/residential building in the section and
arrange for repairs as per requirement.

3. Action by S&T Branch:

3.1 Restoration of alternate communication -

It is most likely that overhead/cable communication may affect during earthquake.  Therefore
one of the alternate communications - Microwave/RE cable/Optical fiber  cable or VHF com-
munication must be made through between control and stations.

3.2 Alternate power supply -

It is also expected that power supply may disrupt for a longer period.  Therefore, alternate
power supply for communication equipment which can last for longer period should be ar-
ranged.

3.3 Assessment of damage -

CSI/SI and ESM/MSM must be available at the stations.  After checking all the S&T installa-
tions, detail should be given to SI Control in regard to damage and additional requirement of
men and material.

4. Action to be taken by Electrical TRD Branch:

4.1 On receipt of information about earthquake, OHE supply on the affected section must be shut
down at once.  All the sections in UP & DN directions should be checked thoroughly by tower
wagon.  When tower wagon on run for checking, it should run at the restricted speed so that it
can be stopped before any obstruction.

4.2 After checking each section, feed-back is to be given to TPC who in turn will advise the   posi-
tion to Dy.TNL.
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5. Action to be taken by Electrical(P) Branch:

5.1 In case power supply fails, DG set should be arranged at the important installations like
control, stations etc. as per the requirements.

6. Action to be taken by Commercial Branch:

6.1 Regular announcements - for information of passengers explaining the calamity and affect  on
train running.

6.2 Emergency enquiry counters - to be opened at major stations and affected stations with DOT
Phone/Cell Phone facility.

6.3 Facilities to stranded passengers like drinking water, catering etc. are to be provided at
stations where trains are controlled.

6.4 Additional windows for refunds.

7. Action to be taken by Mechanical Branch:

7.1 Be ready for TXR examination of relief coaching/goods rolling stock.

7.2 Arrange diesel powers and crew as per requirement in case OHE fails.

8. Action to be taken by Personnel Branch:

8.1   Form relief cell consisting of CWI / WI and staff to assess losses and damages of stations /
colony  wise.

8.2 Co-ordinate for assistance & relief with trade unions, Mahila Samities, NGO to speed  relief.

8.3 Send assessment report to HQ.

9. Action to be taken by RPF Branch:

9.1 Help Railway Official/employees in relief work at stations and colonies.

9.2 Protect Railway stations yards and all vital installations and restrict the entry of the outsiders.

9.3 Render necessary assistance to the victimized person to safe the human life.

9.4 Help Railway Official/employees in relief work by deputing RPF staff at stations and colonies.

9.5 Keep close co-ordination with civil Police and District Administration.

***
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Introduction:-

A terrorist attack involving chemical agents differs from a normal terrorist attack as it results in
specific effects on health and can cause fatal injuries, create panic, and affect the morale of the
community. The targets of terrorists include market places, densely populated areas, public
functions, important dignitaries, water and electricity supplies, restaurants/food plazas, malls,
places of entertainment, busy railway stations in metros and critical and sensitive military, civil
and economic institutions.

Chemical terrorism is an act of violence to achieve professed aims using chemical agents.
These chemical agents include poisonous gases, Liquids or solids that have a deleterious effect
on the biotic and non -biotic environments. Due to the relatively easy available of hazardous
chemical in major Accident Hazard units ,storages and during transportation, terrorists can procure
chemicals or even try to sabotage the facilities or transport vehicles as it  offers them an easier
and often more catastrophic method of anti-national activity. The mode of dispersal used for
chemical agents would range from dissemination of aerosolized material to contamination of
food and water.

NDA's Guidelines:-

The possibility of a chemical terrorism attack can be minimized by spreading general awareness
and building the capacity of the community and governmental and non-governmental
organizations.

The approach followed in the NDMA's Guidelines lays emphasis on:

i) Security and surveillance measures for installations manufacturing /using / storing chemicals.

ii) Strengthening intelligence regarding the movement of chemicals.

iii) Preparedness for counter-terrorism measures:

a)  Issues regarding the safety of chemicals and risk reduction strategies etc.

b)  Strengthening of response through rescue and emergency medical resources.

c) Preparedness of all emergency functionaries in terms of protection, detention
decontamination, decorporation, capacity building and infrastructur development.

d) Community -centric mechanism for the management of chemical (terrorism) disasters.

CHAPTER - 22
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CTD Preparedness Plan

Implementation of the Guidelines at the national level shall begin with the preparation of a detailed
action plan (involving programmes and activities) by the nodal ministry (MHA) that shall promote
coherence among different CTD management practices and strengthen mass casualty
management capacities at various levels. The concerned ministries like MoD ,MoEF ,Ministry
of Railways  (MoR),MoL & E (through Employees' State Insurance Corporation (ESIC) MoA etc.
will also prepare their respective CTD preparedness plan as a part of all hazard DM plans.  The
Railways has an important role in the management of mass casualties in the event of national
calamities, they should also cater for developing additional capacities besides meeting their
own requirements in their preparedness plan.

Railway board has issued guidelines on precautions in handing, storage and transportation of
chemicals.  These are to supplement the guidelines laid down in the Red Tariff.  The Commercial
Department may keep the RPF official updated on the goods sheds which handle Hazchem so
that adequate security systems can be strengthened.  This may be a part of the Divisional DM
Plans.

Preparedness for Emergency Response:

Preparedness for an emergency response at the incident site requires protection, detection
and decontamination.  RPF and the Medical Department have a role to play in the relief and
mitigation efforts.  SOPs are required for all the emergency responders working under the overall
supervision of the incident commander.  This may be identified in the zonal DM Plan as the
DRM of the respective division on the Railways where CTD has occurred.  SOPs will be included
for field decontamination.  A well-orchestrated medical response to CTD will be possible only by
having a command and control function at the divisional level by the Medical Department.  The
CMO/CMS will be the main coordinator for the management of CTD.

Training for the Responders:

The Medical Department of the Railways has little or no expertise in the effects of different
chemicals.  This needs to gradually developed initially in a skeleton number (one or two) of
Doctors and Para-medis in each Divisional Railway Hospital through training.

Comments on the Indian Railways Disaster Management Plan by NDMA

Action plan by Railways to prevent Chemical (Terrorism) Disaster at crowded railway stations
and yards should be worked out.  The Plan should include immediate response capability of
Railways, before the specialist forces arrive, to manage such a disaster.
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Nuclear / Radiological Emergency :

Any radiation incident resulting in or having a potential to result in exposure and/or contamination
of the workers or the public in excess of the respective permissible limits can lead to a nuclear/
radiological emergency.

After due consideration of the nature and consequences of the nature and consequences of all
the possible scenarios, these radiological emergency have been broadly classified into the
following five categories.

i. An accident taking place in any nuclear facility of the nuclear fuel cycle including the nuclear
reactor, or in a facility using radioactive sources, leading to a large-scale release or
radioactivity in the environment.

ii.  A 'criticality' accident in a nuclear fuel cycle facility where an uncontrolled nuclear chain
reaction takes place inadvertently, leading to bursts of neutrons and gamma radiations.

iii. An accident during the transportation of radioactive material.

iv. The malevolent use of radioactive  material as a Radiological Dispersal Device b by terrorists
for dispersing radioactive material in the environment.

v. A large-scale nuclear disaster, resulting from a nuclear weapon attack (as had  happened
at Hiroshima and Nagasaki) which would lead to mass casualties and destruction of large
areas and properly.

Normally, nuclear or radiological emergencies (referred to in points (i) to (iv) above) are within
the coping capability of the plant/facility authorities.  A nuclear emergency that can arise in nuclear
fuel cycle facilities, including nuclear reactors, and the radiological emergency due to malevolent
acts if using Radiological Dispersal Devices are the two scenarios that are of major concern.
The impact of a nuclear disaster (scenario at (v)) will be well beyond the coping capability of the
local authorities and it calls for handling at the national level.

Vulnerability of Nuclear Facilities:

Identification of a rail network close to a nuclear facility needs to be done by the zonal railways.
As regards the vulnerability of various nuclear fuel cycle facilities to terrorists attacks, these
facilities have elaborate physical protection arrangements in place to ensure their security.  The
structural designs of these facilities ensures that even in the event of a physical attack, the
structural barriers prevent the release of any radioactivity outside the plant area itself and hence
the public are not likely to be exposed to radiation.

While their radioactive strength is in itself a deterrent to pilferage, the radioactive sources can
still be stolen and used in a Radiological Dispersal Device or Improvised Nuclear Device.
Essentially, a Radiological Dispersal Device is a conventional explosive device in which the
radioactive material has been so added that, on its being exploded, there would be dispersal or
radioactivity in the environment.

CHAPTER - 23
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A Radiological Dispersal Device is not a Weapon of Mass Destruction.  Normally, the use of a
Radiological Dispersal Device by itself would not result in fatalities due to radiation.   The fatalities,
if any, would primarily be due to the explosion.  However, it may contaminate a reasonably large
area, besides its main potential of causing panic and disruption.

Accidents during the transportation of radioactive materials are of low probability due to the
special design features of the containers in which they are transported and special safety and
security measures (to take care of all possible threats/eventualities,  including the threat from
misguided elements) which are laid down to be followed during actual transportation.

A network of 18 Emergency Response Centers has presently been established by the Bhabha
Atomic Research Centre to cope with radiological emergencies in the public domain, like
transport accident, handling of orphan sources, explosion of Radiological Dispersal Devices
etc.  The task of these Emergency Response Centers is to monitor and  detect radiation sources,
train the stakeholders, maintain adequate inventory of monitoring instruments and protective
gear, and provide technical advice to first responders and local authorities.

***
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CHAPTER - 24

CRISIS MANAGEMENT PLAN (CMP)

INTRODUCTION

Indian Railways (IR) are the principal mode of transport of the country.   For the last more than
150 years, IR has played a vital role in the overall development of the country and national
integration.  IR has a  vast network of more than 64,600 route kilometers moving an average
2.67 million tones of freight and 23 million passengers per day.  In any national level crisis,
where major transport requirements are envisaged, Indian Railways will have to play an important
role.  However, Indian Railways can also get involved in a Crisis situation having national level
repercussions needing assistance for other ministries/departments of Govt. of India.

This Crisis Management Plan deals with National level crisis situations which are as under:

i. All Indian Railway Strike

Ministry of Railways is the nodal ministry.  All the Zonal Railways have 'Strike Scheme'.

ii. Terrorism/Security related Crisis

 Railways will take all necessary steps/actions for crisis concerning its properties and
Ministry of Home Affairs will step into lead role for the under-mentioned Railway affecting
probable crisis for which it has been identified as nodal Ministry of CMP of Cabinet
Secretariat.  A compendium of SOP has been issued vide Security Dte's office letter
No.2009/Sec(Spl)/2002/28 dt.2.2.2010.

iii. Natural Factor(s) related Crisis leading to traffic disruption

 In the event of natural disasters affecting and rail network as well, whereas MHA as the
nodal Ministry for Management of natural disasters would coordinate with various ministries
(including Railways) for transportation of relief/rescue materials.  Railways will ensure that
its transportation network is repaired/restored in shortest possible time.  NDMA/NDRF
plays very important role in case of crisis due to Natural factors.

iv. Major Train Accidents

Major Train Accidents include mishaps like collisions, derailments, fire in trains, road
vehicles colliding with trains at level crossings, etc. with serious repercussions in terms of
heavy loss of human life or injury, damage to railway property or interruption to rail traffic of
laid down threshold levels and values.  In other words,  Major Train Accidents is a serious
train accident or an untoward event of grave nature, either on railway premises or arising
out of railway activity, due to natural or man-made causes, that may lead to loss of many
lives and/or grievous injuries to a large number of people, and/or severe disruption of
traffic etc.  necessitating large scale help from other Government/Non-Government and
Private Organizations.  The details guidelines for managing railway accidents are
mentioned in Accident Manual of Western Railway. The Accident Manual of Railways bring
together in a comprehensive manner all the procedures, rules, regulations for dealing with
train accidents.
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Following are the important duties at the time of accident:

1. All railways staff whether on duty or otherwise, should involve themselves in rescue
and relief.

2. Senior most officers at the site of accident is the in-charge of rescue/relief operations
at the site.

3. There should be utmost speed in rushing medical and other relief to the site of
accident.

4. There should be utmost care, consideration and courtesy extended to the passengers
involved in the accident.

5. Adequate and swift arrangements should be made for food, drinking water etc to the
affected passengers.

6. Employee responsibilities at the site should be clearly defined.  This helps to prevent
confusion.

7. Quick transmission of information, particularly details of dead and injured, should be
ensured.  Sufficient number of telephone lines in General Enquiry/Helpline numbers
should be provided for General Public).

8. Ensure proper preservation and care of the dead.

9. Ensure security of passenger's luggage.

10. Timely dissemination of information to passengers of evacuation arrangements to
relieve panic and create re-assurance.

11. Ensure proper liaison with Civil Administration and press.

12. Ensure that clues are preserved and restoration operations are well planned and
swiftly executed.

13. In the event of trains being stranded at a station due to break down/agitation, proper
announcement should be made and Commercial Department should take care of
the convenience of stranded passengers.

***
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Sr. Scale
Officers

Sr.
No. Remarks

Delegation

AGM
Principal

Co-
ordinating

HODs

SAG Officer
other than
DRM/ADRM

DRM/
ADRMs

JA
Grade

Officers

Description/Authority

1                   2                               3                4          5                6       7 8      9
1 Hiring of Vehicles for rescue &

relief operations at accident
sites.
Item No.30 of Report on Disaster
Management by
high level committee.

2. Procurement of additional life
saving drugs from the Market at
the accident sites.
Item No.31 of Report on Disaster
Management by high level
committee.

3 Requisitioning the Medical
assistance from the civil side in
case of accidents.
Item No.33 of Report on Disaster
Management by high level
committee.

4. Financial powers for activity
concerned with respective
departments for quicker rescue
operations during accidents.
Item No.35 of Report on Disaster
Management by high level
committee.

Full Powers --- --- Full * *
Powers

Full Powers CMD - ----- Upto ----- -----
Upto  Rs. 5
Rs. 5 lakhs

 Lakhs

Full Powers CMD - ----- Full ----- -----
Full  Powers

Powers

Full Powers ---- ----- Full Sr. DME/ -----
 Powers Sr.DMO

 Sr.DCM -
 Upto

Rs.2 lakhs
Sr.DEE/
Sr.DSTE/
Sr.DEN -

Upto
Rs.1 lakh.

* Senior most official of Commercial/ Medical
department at accident site or SS/SM of
Stations nearest to the accident site is
authorized to hire vehicles. (For this purpose
urgent payment can be made from the Station
earnings, in terms of Para 2425 (8) of IRCM).
Note: SOP Part'B' Item No. 5(b) stands
deleted.

Railway Medical officers at accident site is
authorized to purchase medicines upto
Rs.25,000/-  SS/SM of Station nearest to the
accident site can purchase medicines worth
upto Rs.25,000/- on the advise of private
doctors at accident site. (Finance concurrence
is not necessary).

Railway Doctor / SS/SM of Station nearest to
the accident site are empowered to make spot
payment for such assistance requisitioned
from nearby civil hospitals.

 SCHEDULE OF POWERCHAPTER - 25
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Sr. Scale
Officers

Sr.
No. Remarks

Delegation

AGM
Principal

Co-
ordinating

HODs

SAG Officer
other than
DRM/ADRM

DRM/
ADRMs

JA
Grade

Officers

Description/Authority

1                   2                               3                4          5                6       7 8      9
5. Standing spot purchase

committee for ART/ARMV/ Crane
items to avoid any deficiency in
keeping the equipment in good
fettle.
Item No.38 of Report on Disaster
Management by high level
committee.

----- ----- NOTE:-

1) The Members of the Standing Spot Purchase
Committee shall be nominated by :-

(i) General Manager for HQ level Committee.

(ii) DRM for Divisional level committee.

2) Sr. Scale Officer can be a Member of the
Divisional level Committee if no JAG Officer
in that Depart ment is available in the
Division..

Standing spot
Purchase
committee at
Headquarters
level with
monetary
limit from Rs.
8 lakhs to
below Rs.25
lakhs per
item shall
consist of 3
permanent
members as
under: - One
SAG Officer
from Stores
Department,
one SAG
Officer from
Accounts
Department
and one SAG
Officer from
Mechanical
Department.
As per need
the fourth
Member of
the
Committee
shall be a
SAG Officer
from Engg./
Electrical/
S&T/Medical
Department.

The Stand-
ing Spot
Purchase
Committeeat
Divisional
level with
monetary
limit upto
Rs.8 lakhs
per
item shall
consist of 3
JAG Officers
i.e.Sr.DMM/
DMM,
Sr.DFM/
DFM and
Sr.DME/
DME as
permanent
members of
the
Committee.
As per need
the fourth
Member of
the
Committee
shall be a
JAG/SS
Officer from
Engg./Elect-
rical/ S&T/
Medical
Department.

-----
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Sr. Scale
Officers

Sr.
No. Remarks

Delegation

AGM
Principal

Co-
ordinating

HODs

SAG Officer
other than
DRM/ADRM

DRM/
ADRMs

JA
Grade

Officers

Description/Authority

1                   2                               3                4          5                6       7 8      9
6. Hiring of adequate numbers

cellular phones in case of
Passenger Train accidents
wherever cellular phone
connectivity is available.
Authority :- Railway Board's
letter No.2002/Tele/TN/1 Dated
12.05.2003.
Item No.44 of report on Disaster
Management by High Level
Committee.

1. SS/SM of the stations nearest to accident
site is authorized to hire cellular phones upto
5 nos. The accountal of the charges paid must
be submitted by SS/SM to Sr.DCM/DCM who
in turn will put up the same to DRM through
associate finance for his information within
15 days from the date of hiring.

2. The stranded passengers should be permitted
to use these phones free of charges.

3. Sr.DCMs/DCMs of each division must keep
the accountal of the expenditure accident wise
for statutory audit check.

4. Urgent advance deposit payment for this
purpose can be made from the station
earnings in terms of Para 2425 (8) of IRCM.

5. Cellular phones should be hired only in case
of Passenger train accidents.
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Sr. Scale
Officers

Sr.
No. Remarks

Delegation

AGM
Principal

Co-
ordinating

HODs

SAG Officer
other than
DRM/ADRM

DRM/
ADRMs

JA
Grade

Officers

Description/Authority

1                   2                               3                4          5                6       7 8      9
7. To purchase critical spares of

ART/ARMV/140 T Crane from
approved sources on PAC.

{Item No.95 of Report on
Disaster Management by High
Level Committee}

Nil Full
powers
to
CME to
sign
PAC and
purchase.

Full powers
to
CRSE(C)/
CRSE
(F&O)
to sign PAC
and
purchase

Full
power
to DRM/
ADRM
to sign
PAC
and
purchase

Full
powers to
Sr.DME
to sign
PAC and
Purchase

Full
powers
to sign
PAC
and
purchase
to DME
who
is ART/
ARMV
in
charge
in the
Division
where
there
is no
JAG
officer
available
in the
Mecha-
nical
Depart-
ment

Note :
1. List of approved sources and critical items

will be drawn up as follows :

i) For HRD/HRE - by COFMOW
ii) For 140T crane - by JMP/PL Workshop
iii) For other items - by CME.

2. Since, Vendor list and Item list shall be
prepared and approved by CME and vetted
by HQs Accounts, separate vetting of each
item for PAC purchase will not be required at
Divisional level.

3. However, at the Divisional level, the indents
shall be vetted by associated Accounts for
quantity vetting and fund certification.

4. The purchase i.e. indent shall be initiated by
concerned ART/ARMV in charge.
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Sr. Scale
Officers

Sr.
No. Remarks

Delegation

AGM
Principal

Co-
ordinating

HODs

SAG Officer
other than
DRM/ADRM

DRM/
ADRMs

JA
Grade

Officers

Description/Authority

1                   2                               3                4          5                6       7 8      9
8. Power to obtain assistance of air

support to dispatch the rescue
teams to the site of accident and
for air lifting of needy, seriously
injured passengers to nearby
hospitals without any delay.
(without finance concurrence)
{Item No.6 of Report on Disaster
Management by High Level
Committee}

9. AMCs for critical equipments. For
entering into AMCs with OEMs
or their authorized agents
forcritical equipments of ARTs /
ARMVs on single tender basis.
{Item No. 94 of Report on
Disaster Management by High
Level Committee).

-----

Full
powers

with
Finance

concurrence

Full
powers

Full
powers

with
Finance
concu-
rrence

-----

Full powers
with

Finance
concu-
rrence

DRM Full
Powers

Full
powers

with
Finance
concu-
rrence

-----

No
Powers

-----

No
Powers

                             -----

Note:

(1) Before AMC is entered into executive will draw
up a comprehensive scope of work.

(2) The firm shall be completely responsible for
any repair arising within this scope of work
during the AMC period.

(3) Railways shall not incur any expenditure for
any breakdown within the aforementioned
scope of work during AMC period.
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Sr. Scale
Officers

Sr.
No. Remarks

Delegation

AGM
Principal

Co-
ordinating

HODs

SAG Officer
other than
DRM/ADRM

DRM/
ADRMs

JA
Grade

Officers

Description/Authority

1                   2                               3                4          5                6       7 8      9
10 Purchase of stores: Nonstock

individual items for ART/ARMV/
Crane equipment on Open
Quotation basis. Item No.40 of
Report on Disaster Management
by High Level Committee.

----- ----- ----- ----- a) Sr. DME
Upto Rs.
10,000/-
only in
each case.

b) Sr.DME
with the
approval
of DRM /
CMPE /
CRSE-Rs.
50,000/-
only in
each case.

a) DME
(indepen-
dent
charge) -
Upto Rs.
10,000/-
only
in each
case.
b) DME
(indepen-
dent
charge)
with
t h e
approval
of DRM /
CMPE /
CRSE -
Rs.
50,000/-
only
in each
case.

Note :

i. Minimum 3 Quotations shall be required.

ii. The powers shall be exercised by Sr. DME/
DRM / CRSE / CMPE personally and for
items concerning only ART /ARME / Crane
equipment and in no case items procured
shall be used for other equipments.

iii. Fund certification shall be necessary before
incurring any liability.

iv. If the item is of non consumable in nature it
should be accounted for properly.
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Sr. Scale
Officers

Sr.
No. Remarks

Delegation

AGM
Principal

Co-
ordinating

HODs

SAG Officer
other than
DRM/ADRM

DRM/
ADRMs

JA
Grade

Officers

Description/Authority

1                   2                               3                4          5                6       7 8      9

11 Powers for sanctioning cash
imprest for maintaining ART/
ARMV/Crane without finance
concurrence.

{Item No.39 of Report on Disaster
Management by High Level
Committee

----- Full
Powers
to CME

Nil Nil Nil Nil Note :

Imprest will be utilized only for maintaining ART/
ARMV/Craneand all equipments containing
therein.
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Sr. Scale
Officers

Sr.
No. Remarks

Delegation

AGM
Principal

Co-
ordinating

HODs

SAG Officer
other than
DRM/ADRM

DRM/
ADRMs

JA
Grade

Officers

Description/Authority

1                   2                               3                4          5                6       7 8      9
12 Spot payment to private hospitals

for treatment of persons injured
due to train accidents.

Full
Powers

CMD -
upto
Rs.1 lakh
in each
case for
treatment
for
persons
injured
due to
train
accident
with the
aggregate
annual
financial
limit
of Rs.10
lakhs..

CMS - upto
Rs.50,000/-
in each
case for
treatment
for
persons
injured due
to train
accident
with the
aggregate
annual
financial
limit
of Rs.5
lakhs.

DRM/
ADRM -

upto
Rs.50,000/

-
in each
case for

treatment
for

persons
injured

due
to train

accident
with the

aggregate
annual

financial
limit of
Rs.5

lakhs.

Nil Nil Note:-

(1) These powers are delegated for a period of
one year on trail basis w.e.f 21.06.2005

(2) The injured persons may be taken to Private
hospitals when there is no Railway or Govt.
hospital available within a radius of 8
kilometers from the site of accident.

(3) The attending doctor shall certify that the
treatment of the injured patient in Private
hospital is necessary in the interest of the
health of patient.

(4) The patient should normally be admitted to
the lowest class of accommodation / diet
available.
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Sr. Scale
Officers

Sr.
No. Remarks

Delegation

AGM
Principal

Co-
ordinating

HODs

SAG Officer
other than
DRM/ADRM

DRM/
ADRMs

JA
Grade

Officers

Description/Authority

1                   2                               3                4          5                6       7 8      9
13 For emergency repairs and

purchase of spares incidental to
such repairs of critical
equipments such as 140 Tonne
Cranes and HRD & HRE
Equipments, etc.

AGM--
Full

Powers

No
Powers

CWM in
SAG-- upto
Rs. 1 lakh
per break
down with
the annual
ceiling limit
       of
Rs.10 lakhs
with finance
concurrence.

DRM up
to

Rs. 1 lakh
per break
down with
the annual

ceiling
limit
of

Rs.10
lakhs
with

finance
concurrence.

CWM in
JAG up to

Rs. 50,000/-
per break

down
subject to
the annual
ceiling limit

of
Rs. 5 lakhs

with
finance

concurrence

No
Powers

NOTE :-
This delegation is subject to :
1) Cases exceeding Rs. 1 lakh would require

AGM/GM's sanction with prior finance
concurrence.

2) Procurement of spare parts along with the
Emergency repairs should not be piecemeal
to avoid Finance Concurrence and the
purchase should be resorted to only in
emergencies duly approved by the
sanctioning authority.

3) The annual year for the ceiling prescribed
would be the financial year.

4) A register showing the details of expenditure
incurred on each break-down should be
maintained so as to enable a watch being
kept over the ceiling limit prescribed and
associate finance officer should maintain
one set.

5) These powers are delegated to DRMs for
Maintenance of HRD & HRE machines only
and CWMs for 140 Tonne Cranes only. For
the other the existing procedure should be
followed which may be ensured by
associate finance officers.

6) Prior funds availability should be ensured.
7) The details of expenditure incurred by each

division under this power duly vetted by
Associate Finance may be maintained by
the concerned units.

8) Item No 23(ii) of SOP Part 'B' will stand
deleted / not be operated.
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Sr. Scale
Officers

Sr.
No. Remarks

Delegation

AGM
Principal

Co-
ordinating

HODs

SAG Officer
other than
DRM/ADRM

DRM/
ADRMs

JA
Grade

Officers

Description/Authority

1                   2                               3                4          5                6       7 8      9
14 Sanctioning cash imprest for

ARMV in-charges for the
expeditious procurement of small
items like fuel , food materials
etc. which may be essential
when the ARMV has to be remain
at accident site for longer
periods.

Full
Powers

CMD -up
to

Rs.5000/-.

----- DRM -
up to

Rs.5000/-.

----- ----- NOTE

1. Finance concurrence is to be obtained.

2. Only one imprest to be maintained for each
ARMV. Multiple imprests should not be
maintained.

3. Normal procedure for recoupment will be
followed.

(Authority: Item No. 41 of Report on Disaster
Management by high level committee.)

Disclaimer Clause : The users/executives making use of this SOP should also verify with the latest amended copy of SOP
issued by DGM(G)-CCG from time to time.SOP in Disaster Management Plan is only for guidance and
easy access.
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Annexure  i

IMPORTANT TELEPHONE NUMBERS OF RAILWAY OFFICERS
Nodal Officer for Disaster Management on  BCT Division is ADRM(O)BCT

1 DRM 44000 23002977 21212 22812647 9004499000
2 ADRM (O) 44001 23070569 47183 26041500 9004499001
3 ADRM (T) 44002 23070553 21290 22818434 9004499002
4 Sr.DMM 44003 23094142 47092 23461460 9004499003
5 Sr.DFM 44100 23086853 9004499100
6 Sr.DCM 44200 23083228 23207 22831777 9004499950
7 Sr.DPO 44700 23080175 47181 26040166 9004499600
8 Sr.DSO 44950 23078984 28453043 9004499020
9 ADSO I 44951 66152168 9004499021
10 ADSO II 44952 66152168 45006 23009308 9004499023
11 Sr.DOM 44600 23070557 47184 26460429 9004499900
12 Sr.DOM(G) 44601 23017376 48036 24305800 9004499901
13 Sr.DEN (CO) 44400 23012395 21389 22020205 9004499200

14 Sr.DEN (ESTATE) 44404 23090601 28916032 9004499204
15 Sr.DEN/S 44402 23053673 21697 22822075 9004499202
16 Sr.DEN/N 44401 23090466 21380 22022342 9004499201
17 Sr.DEN/E 44403 23053523 21266 22043791 9004499203
18 Sr.DCM 44200 23083228 23207 22831777 9004499950
19 Sr.DEE (p) 44300 23075428 21284 22023575 9004499300
20 Sr.DEE (CHG) 44301 23090091 21514 22821823 9004499304
21 Sr.DEE/RS 44303 23085504 21356 22812646 9004499303
22 Sr.DEE/O 44301 23090082 21233 22022605 9004499301
23 Sr.DEE/SUB 44302 23090661 21383 22846697 9004499302
24 Sr.DSTE/HQ 44800 23070554 21384 22020248 9004499800
25 Sr.DSTE/N 44801 23015320 21529 22020099 9004499801
26 Sr.DSTE/S 44890 32070550 45028 9004498800
27 Sr.CDO 44501 23010240 21518 22870413 9004499401
28 Sr.CDO (BDTS) 47600 26476190 9004499405
29 Sr.DME 44500 23010234 21440 22040095 9004499400
30 DME DIESEL/BA 47617 26421924 9004499404
31 Sr.DSC 44900 23080700 21437 22183700 9004499700
32 MD/JRH 43100 23078550 23217 22044936 9004490520
33 CMS/BCT 44280 23097067 47157 9004499500
34 Sr.DMO (CCG) 22275 22097521
35 Sr.DMO (A) 44281 40153 9004499501
36 Sr.DMO BCT 44282 9004499502
37 Sr.DMO (BA) 47472 26421921 47182 26048129 9004499518
38 Sr.DMO (BVI) 34070 28057332 9004499520
39 CMS BL 23017371 28772176 9724099530
40 Sr.DMO UDN 41874 0261-2272842 9724099545
41 Sr.DMO NDB 42321 02564-225788

                                                                                          Telephone No.

                       Office   Residence

           Railway          MTNL              Railway        MTNL                      CUG

Mumbai Division

ACCIDENT INFORMATION ENQUIRY NUMBERS
022-10721 BCT 4 LINES
0261-1072 ST 3 LINES
02564-1072 NDB 3 LINES

  Designation
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IMPORTANT TELEPHONE NOS. OF WESTERN RAILWAY
HEADQUARTER OFFICERS

GM 22000 22005670            -

AGM 22001 22037395 9004490001

CEE 22900 22014183 9004490300

PCE 22100 22016893 9004490200

CT 22102 22017112 9004490202

CME 22150 22015963 9004490400

CWE 22152 22017785 9004490401

CRSE 22155 22016339 9004490404

CMD 22270 22017353 9004490500

COM 22200 22008207 9004490900

DY.COM(Chg) 22242 22030180 9004490906

CFTM 22203 22093660 9004490902

CTPM 22202 22016723 9004490903

CELE 22905 22056192 9004490303

CSO 22201 22055205 9004490730

CSC/IG-RPF 22260 22017929 9004490700

Emergency Control, CCG 100
22220
22696
22872
22176

Desig.
Telephone Nos.

Railway
Office

MTNL  Office Mobile

STD-090 STD-022
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GM 54000 22621230
Secy to GM 54009 22621232 9987640003
GM Fax No. 22624555
COM 54200 22620082 9987640550
CFTM 54204 22612402 9987640553
CCM 54500 22621462 9987640200
CCM/PM 54530 22621746 9987640232
CSO 55590 22620778 9987640590
CSO FAX No. - 22634312 -
CSTE 54600 22620354 9987640600
CMD 52700 22620341 9987640500
CSC 54260 22620620 9987640650
DY.CSO(Tfc.) 55593 22622177 9987640593
DY.CSO(S&T) 55592 22621560 9987640592
DY.CSO(Elec.) 55594 22697276 9987640594
DY.CSO(Engg. ) 55591 22697273 9987640591
DY.COM(Cog) 54214 22697252 9987640558
CTNL Control 54226

54236 22697281 -
FAX 54237 22697281
HQ
SAFETY CELL 55595

55589 - -
DRM/CSTM 55000 22621450 9987645000
ADRM(O)/CSTM 55002 22620190 9987645001

IMPORTANT TELEPHONE NOS. OF CENTRAL RAILWAY
HEADQUARTER OFFICERS

Desig.
Telephone Nos.

Railway
Office

DOT  Office Mobile

STD-022

1 CRS (Western circle) 22694, 22034351 21209 22042946
Mumbai Mob.

9004490720

2 CRS ( Central circle) 54950 22056058 21311 22023202
Mumbai 22695 9987640290

3 CCRS Lucknow 042-23390 0522- 042-
2233108 23290
Fax -
2233095

TELEPHONE NOS. OF COMMISSIONER OF RAILWAY SAFETY
Sr.
No.

Designation Tel. Nos. (Office) Tel. Nos. (R)
Railway MTNLRailway MTNL
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1 Churchgate 022-22039840 22554  / 22792 9004498922

2 Marine line 022- 22817621 22572 / 22798 9004498936

3 Charni road 022- 23688709 22919 9004498935

4 Grant road 022-23097712 43602 / 43604 9004498944

5 BCT (Main) 022- 23077292 44638 / 44635 , 44637 9004498918

6 BCT (Local) 45503

7 Mahalakshmi 022- 24945496 46604 / 46603 9004498927

8 Lower Parel 022-24921589 40503 9004498931

9 Elphinstone Road 022-24301614 40602 9004498929

10 Dadar 022-24224161 40702, 40402 9004498930

11 Matunga Road 022-24226567 48002, 48003 9004498923

12 Mahim Jn 022-24451445 48502 / 48503 9004498938

13 Bandra 022-26421920 47402, 47403 9004498926

14 Bandra Terminus 022-26435756 47602, 47603 9004498938

15 Khar 022-26484946 47702 9004498937

16 Santacruz 022-26490678 31502 / 31503 9004498923

17 Vile parle 022-26142825 32002 9004498933

18 Andheri 022-26282171 30002 / 30003 9004498940

19 Jogeshwari 022-28240292 35502 9004498932

JOS (AT) 9004498939

20 Goregaon 022-28720041 35002 / 35003 9004498945

21 Malad 022-28893991 33003 / 33002 9004498941

22 Kandivli 022-28011114 33502 / 33503 9004472645

23 Borivali 022-28051580 34002 / 34003 9004498943

24 Dashisar 022-28281862 36002 9004498925

25 Mira Road 022-28111394 36502 9004471928

26 Bhyandar 022-28042252 37003 / 37002 9004498935

27 Naigaon 0250-2300450 37502 9004471921

28 Basin Road 0250-2332129 38002 / 38003 9004471924

29 Nalla sopra 0250-2372241 38502 9004498928

30 Virar 0250-2502234 39003 / 39002 9004498934

STATION TELEPHONES - MUMBAI DIVISION
(i) Churchgate to Virar

No. Station MTNL / BSNL Auto SS of STNS

ANNEXURE - II
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1 Virar 59.98 0250-2502234 39003 / 39002 9004498934
2 Vaitarna 68.44 0250-2540144 39061 9004471925
3 Saphale 76.74 02525-230113 39062 9004471926
4 Kelve 82.55 02525-235130 39063 9004471927
5 Palghar 90.92 02525-254929 39064 / 49701 9004498929
6 Umbroli 97.15 ------ ------ ------
7 Boisar 102.86 02525-266626 39065 / 49720 9004498921
8 Vangaon 111.58 02528-244077 39066 9004471930
9 Dahanu road 123.78 02528-222344 49510 9004471931

10 Gholvad 134.86 02528-241062 49509 9004471932
11 Bordi road 139.44 - -
12 Umbergaon 144.08 0260-2562300 49508 9724099925
13 Sanjan 149.43 0260-2576234 49507 9724099926
14 Bhilad 160.96 0260-2784058 49506 9724099927
16 Vapi 172.15 0260-2462341 49504, 49643 9724099929
17 Bagwada 179.00 - -
18 Udvada 182.04 0260-2342022 49503 9724099492
19 Pardi 187.78 0260-2373334 49502 9724099928
20 Atul 191.45 02632-232200 49501 9724099932
21 Bulsar 198.22 02632-244117 49006 /49007 9724099907
22 Dungri 207.21 02632-285355 41739
23 Joravasan 212.28 - -
24 Billimora 216.41 02634-2853732 41738
25 Amalsad 221.72 02634-272237 41737 9724099937
26 Ancheli 225.33 - -
27 Vedcha 228.87 02637-229207 41736
28 Hansapore 232.00 - -
29 Gandi Smriti 234.06 - -
30 Navasari 237.33 02637-250289 41365 9724099938
31 Maroli 245.62 02637-272028 41364 9004473102
32 Sachin 252.26 0261-2399975 41363 9724099939
33 Bhestan 257.36 0261-2753513 41362 9724099941
34 Udhana 262.77 0261-2277208 41805 9724049073
35 Surat 266.78 0261-2413525, 41202 9724099933

(ii) VIRAR TO SURAT

No. Station MTNL / BSNL Auto SS of STNSKM
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1 Udhna 262.77 0261-227208 41803 9724049073
2 Niyol 5.64 - -
3 Chltan 11.11 02622-281334 41401 9724099985
4 Bagumara 15.51 - -
5. Gangadhara 20.69 02622-262316 41402 9724099986
6. Bardoli 27.16 02622-220057 41403 9724099987
7. Timberva 33.60 - -
8. Mangrolia 36.80 - -
9. Madhi 41.66 02622-242003 41404 9724099988

10 Kaher 47.40 - -
11 Lotarva 49.43 - -
12 Vyara 56.80 02626-220007 41405 9724099989
13 Kikakuie Road 68.17 02624-290573 41406 9724099990

  14. Doswada 70.72 - -
  15. Ukaisongad 75.64 02624-222051 42344 9724099991
  16. Lakkadkot 81.12 02624- 41407 9724099992
  17. Badbhunja 87.50 02628-233101 41409 9724099993
  18. Navapur 99.12 02569-250222 42357 9004471933
  19. Kolde 103.73 02569- 42354 9004471934
  20. Chinchpada 115.45 02569-243229 42350 9004471946
  21. Khatgaon 125.01 02659-221087 42349 9004471936
  22. Khandbara 133.51 02569-270222 42348 9004471937
  23. Bhadwad 140.45 02569-261725 42347 9004471938
  24. Dhekwad 147.47 02564-242292 42346 9004471939
  25. Nandurbar 156.31 02564-222222 42341 9004471940
  26. Chaupale 161.06 02564-261669 42214 9004471941
  27. TISI 169.24 02564-245242 42215 9004471942
  28. Ranala 178.72 02654-261668 42216 9004471943
  29. Dondaicha 190.68 02566-244043 42217 9004471944
  30. Vikranroad 198.85 02566-241043 42731 9004471945
  31. Sonshelu 204.27 - -
  32. Sindkheda 210.13 02566-222234 42732 9004471946
  33. Hol 217.92 - -
  34. Nardana 223.35 02566-227228 42733 9004471947
  35. Betawad 230.10 - -
  36. Padse 235.74 02587-288194 42734 9004471948
  37. Bhortek 243.90 02587-244236 42735 9004471949
  38. Amalner 251.52 02587-223346 42716 9004471950
  39. Takarkheda 263.04 02587-288195 42737 9004471951
  40. Bhone 269.67 - -
  41. Dharangaon 276.47 02588-251226 42738 9004471952
  42. Chawalkheda 283.72 02588-270247 42749 9004471953
  43. Paldi 295.21 02588-255226 42740 9004471954

(iii) UDHANA TO JALGOAN

No. Station MTNL / BSNL Auto SS of STNSKM
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1. Dhule 02562 288200

2. Jalgaon 0257 2220411 / 220421 / 223041

3. Nandurbar 02564 223213 / 223214

4. Mumbai 022 22620826 / 22613552

5. Thane 022 25344499 / 25861313

6. Surat 0261 2463939 / 2463976 / 24639718

7. Valsad 02632 248053

8. Vyara 02626 222700

9. Navsari 02637 259667

10. Amalner 02587 223041

    1.         Mumbai Suburban 022 26400764

2. Dhule 02562 238700 / 236900 / 235302

3. Jalgaon 0257 2220400 / 2229405

4. Nandurbar 02564 221001/ 221002 / 222400

5. Mumbai 022 2266440

6. Thane 022 25344041/ 25343636

7. Surat 0261 2471121 / 2472471

8. Valsad 02632 253613 / 243417

9. Vyara 02626 224400

10. Navsari 02637 244999 / 246000

District Magistrate (Collector)

Civil Authorities - A) District Level

Sr.
No. District

Phone No.
STD Code Office

Supdt. of Police

Sr.
No. District Phone No.

STD Code Office

ANNEXURE III

TELEPHONE NUMBERS OF SENIOR OFFICERS MAHARASHTRA/GUJRAT
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Civil Authorities - B) State Level

1. Relief  Commissioners Maharashtra 022-22025274 022-22016818 9967911191
2. Chief Secretary 22028762/ 23641903 9594241000

22025042
3. Principal Secy. (Law & order) 22023572 22813365 9920454600
4. Addl. Chief Secy. (Home) 22029959 22821090 9821063750
5. Principal Secy. (Public Health) 22026579 -- 9619741903
6. Principal Secy. (Earthquake 22025274 22843019 9820674203

Rehabilitation)
7. Director General of Police 22026672 9821013791 Fax: 22026566

22822631
8. Commandant General Home Guard 22022246 -- Fax:  22614092

& Director Civil Defence, Maharashtra
9. Addl.DG/GRP/Maharashtra (Rly.) 22051914 23612065 9870260119

22032303
10. Muncipal Commissioner/Mumbai 22620525 23517171 9870333182
1 1. Commissioner of Police/Mumbai 22620826 Fax: 22621835 9987856780

MAHARASHTRA GOVT. :
Sr

No.
Designation Tele. No. Office Tele. No. Res. Mobile Nos.

CHIEF SECRETARY 23250018 22884433
ADDL. CHIEF SECRETARY 23250077 23254849
(HOME)
COLLECTOR, GANDHI NAGAR 23220330 23254884
POLICE COMMISSIONER 23260171 26870999
POLICE CONTROL ROOM 23246330
PRINCIPAL SEC.
(Med. Help) 23251401 26462644
COMMISSIONER MEDICAL 23253271 22867894
HEALTH
PRINCIPAL SECY. (R&B) 23251801-4 23226014
FIRE BRIGADE 23251900 /

23251914
BULL DOZERS 23251900 /

23251907
ARMY HQ 23261502 2862726
AIR FORCE GANDHINAGAR 0789-23242600
SURAT MUN. COMMISSIONER 0261-2422244 0261-2258393

GUJARAT GOVT. :

Sr
No.

Gujrat
Gandhinagar
STD Code
No. 079

Name Designation Telephone No.
Office

Telephone No.
Residence

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

7.

8.
9.

10.

11.
12.
13.
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TELEPHONE NOS. SENIOR OFFICERS OF MAHARASHTRA GOVT.

TELEPHONE NUMBERS OF AIR FORCE/NAVAL ASSISTANCE/AIR LINES

Air Force/Navy Assistance

Telephone numbers of HQ Integrated Defense Staff at New Delhi
Director (Operational Logistics), Ministry of Defense

Office - 011-23017897 Residence - 011-25686071
Mobile - 09312319011

DISTRICT LEVEL RELIEF COMMISSIONERS

Commissioner / Superintendent of Police

  S.No.           District   STD Code                  District Collectors        Mobile No.

          Office           Resi.

    1. Mumbai 022 26514742          --- 9821050111

  S.No.           District   STD Code            Superintendent of Police        Mobile No.

          Office           Resi.

    1. Mumbai 022 22620826 22040208 9821515333

1. Chief Secretary 22028762/ 23641903 9594241000

22025042
2. Principal Secy. (Law & order) 22023572 22813365 9920454600

3. Addl. Chief Secy. (Home) 22029959 22821090 9821063750

4. Principal Secy. (Earthquake 22025274 22843019 9820674203
Rehabilitation)

5. Principal Secy. (Public Health) 22026579 -- 9619741903

6. Director General of Police 22026672 9821013791 Fax:
22822631 22026566

7. Commandant General Home Guard 22022246 -- Fax:

& Director Civil Defense, Maharashtra 22614092
8. Addl. DG/GRP/Maharashtra (Railway) 22051914 23612065 9870260119

22032303

9. Municipal Commissioner/Mumbai 22620525 23517171 9870333182
10. Commissioner of Police/Mumbai 22620826       Fax: 9987856780

22621835

Sr
No. Designation

Tel. Nos.
(Office)

Tel. Nos.
(Residence)

Mobile Nos.

District Collectors
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TELEPHOME NOS. FOR SEEKING 'AIR SUPPORT' IN CASE OF RAILWAY DISASTER

1. Director(Operational) Logistics) HQ Integrated 011-23017897 011-25686071
Defense Staff New Delhi 09312319011

2. NAVAL HQ (Enquiry)Delhi 011-23017616
23014167

3. Duty officer (Maritime operation Center) HQ-WNC 022-22664727
Mumbai

4. Air Force Exchange 23714982 /
23714963

5. Naval Exchange 22663030/
22664949/
22751126

6. Military Exchange Coast Guard/GOCNC 22157257 /
M&G Area Army 22157105

Sr
No.

Designation Office Residence

OTHER AIRLINES:

1. Deccan Chartered Ltd.  Hanger No.8 Juhu 022-26611601           --
Aerodrome Mumbai-49. 26611602

2. Executive Airways Pvt. Ltd. Malkani Chambers, 022-26193000           --
off Nehru Road, near Domestic Airport, 26175624
Vileparle(E) Mumbai 26163430
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    TELEPHONE NOS. OF SENIOR OFFICERS OF GUJARAT GOVT.

Sr. No Designation Tel. Nos.(Office) Tel.Nos.  
(Residence) 

1. Chief Secretary 079-23250301/ 23250303 079-22868282 
2. Add. Chief Secretary(Home) 079-23250503 /504 079-26851304 
3. Collector Gandhi Nagar 079-23220630/23220330 079-

23259040(FAX) 
079-23254964(R) 

4. Police Commissioner 079-25633636 079-26423997 
5. Police Control Room 079-25630100/25630200/     

25630300/25630400 
 

6. Principal Secretary (Help& 
FP) 

079-23251401/23251403 079-26852644 

7. Commissioner Medical Health 079-23253287/23253271 9978406146 
8. Principal Secy. (R&B) 079-23251801 /804 079-23226014 
9. Collector ADI 079-27551681 079-22863598 
10. Fire Brigade 079-22148465-66-67-68  
11. Bulldozers 079-25391903  
12. Army Headqarters 079-22867680 / 22862877  
13. Air Force (Gandhi Nagar) 079-23242600  
14. Chairman Ahmedabad 

Municipal Commissioner 
079-25352828 
 

079-26420600 

15. Chairman, AUDA 079-27545059 
9327426114 

079-26928474 

16. GRP – ADI 079-22144887  
17. Surat Municipal 

Commissioner 
0261-2422244 0261-2258393 

 

Sr. 
No. 

                    DESIGNATION OFFICE RESIDENCE 

1. Director (Operational Logistics)/     HQ 
Integrated Defence staff New Delhi 

011-23017897 
09312319011 

011-25686071 

2. NAVAL HQ Enquiry New Delhi 011-23017616 
23014167 

 

3. Duty Officer (Maritime Operation Centre) 
HQ-WNC Mumbai. 

022-22664727  

 

SUPPORT TELEPHONE NOS. FOR AIR ASISTANCE IN CASE OF RAILWAY DISASTER
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HOME GUARDS

 Sr.No. DESIGNATION                                                          DIRECT FAX NO.

1. Director General of Police 22026636 22822631 22026566
22625020, 22641440 22621983

2. Commissioner of Police 100 22633333 22633319
22623054, 22621855 22620081

22641752

3. South Division 23089855 23010032 23080024
23007071

4. Central Division 23750909, 23720505 23782636 23719267

5. East (Chembur) 25233588 25233534 25221299
25230893/94

6. West (Bandra) 26457900, 26552195 26412021, 26402122 26408688

7. North (Borivali) Traffic 28850918, 24937746 28854643 28854643 /
24937747 24939717

8. Traffic Control Worli 24937755 / 24940303

Sr.No. DESIGNATION                                                          DIRECT FAX NO.

1. Head Office 22842423, 22611928 22856435, 22611088 22614092
2. Cross Maiden (Div.I) 22035869 22031664 22031950
3. Jacob Circle (Div.II) 23098777 /23085122 23085123
4. Mulund  (Div.III) 25616394 25127498 26504555
5. Andheri (Div.) 26206791 26206792

AIR PORT AUTHORITY

1. Santacruz Air Port 26264000 26264001
(New Terminal Bldg.)

2. Sahara Terminal (NIPTC) 26813000 66850222 26829696
9833301319

3. Indian Airlines Enquiry
(International) 26829328 28479797

4. Air India Enquiry 28318097 28318033
5. Air India 28318888
6. Air Port Custom 26828719, 26828710 26828720
7. Air Port Authority

AIR PORT FIRE

Station 26813000, 26829197 26829126
Ext. 3100, 3438

8. Jet Air Ways (Enquiry) 26156145, 25698611
Sahara Terminal 66850110 26156287 26156265

TELEPHONE NUMBERS OF MUMBAI POLICE / HOME GUARDS
ANNEXURE IV
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1. Mahanagar Gas 24074748 / 26591705 24012461/ 26597720 24010080
24012400 / 24015785 24012404 / 24015185

Helpline 1917

2. Toll Free 1800229944

GAS SERVICES
                                 AREA                                                        DIRECT FAX NO.

Direct Fax No.

Emergency Operation Centre 108 ,  1916 ,  22694725 22694719
Disaster Management 22704403,  22694727

           Fire Brigade 101,  23076111 / 12
132,  23086181 / 82 23085993

Drainage
CITY 23738948, 23717261

23718363, 23738951
W.Sub. 26368650 / 51 /52 /53
E. Sub. 25220348 / 47 25222780

25220390, 23730316

Water Supply
Malabar hill 23678109 ,  23695835, 23612577
Bhandarwada 23756008,  23770446
Ghatkoper 25153258 , 25128149
Vileparle 26146852,  26184173

Air Pollution
Worli 24935688,  24923462
Khar 26498308,  26497483

MUNICIPAL CORPORATION OF GREATER MUMBAI
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ANNEXURE V

EMERGENCY POSTING  OF  SECURITY  AND  VIGILANCE  DEPT :

In order to have nearest officer available in the affected Depot, following posting is done  to attend
emergency disaster.  Dy.CSVO(Sr.) , the coordinating officer for Security and vigilance  department will be
at Traffic control room Wadala.

1 Traffic control 9869112384 ,9969252473 24386217
2 Colaba  9969024502 / 9664537732 28672296

9869252473 24468505
3 Backbay 9819483129 23519129
4 Vidyut (P wadi) 9969673173 -
5 Kasara  W/shop 9869004351  22959295
6 Mumbai  Central -  23016555
7 Worli 9869344153  24458712
8 Dadar Workshop 9321523657, 9969252473 24139591, 24035597

Dadar Workshop 9987532498 -
9 Wadala 9869048887, 9869782615 24164838, 9869551904

10 Anik 9223850679, 9870115913 25093701, 9664565048
11 Prateeksha Nagar 9892069223, 9869020439 22958864
12 Deonar 9869371736 -
13 Shivaji Nagar 9869038245, 9987289316 9819481245, 9987367712
14 Dharavi 9821901573, 9869366067 24092787

9869200180 25121450
15 Marol 9869056542, 9869301328 28362308, 25021046

9869415122
16 Ghatkopar 9869626120 25137841
17 Vikhroli 9869374885, 9869921148 25000218
18 Mulund 9869333577 95251-2582736

Mulund 95251-2582736
19 Bandra 9869033501, 9869033501 9869486980
20 Santacruz 9869631510,  9869271578 28878092
21 Goregaon 9869229676 22973557
22 Oshiwara 9773063302 -
23 Poisar 9969593937 -
24 Gorai 9869435219, 9869455292 28682492
25 Malvani 9969024502, 9869229676 28672296
26 Dindoshi 9757398719, 9869411144 28493197, 28741925
27 Magathane 9969028287, 9869455292 28486785, 0250-2024010
28 Majas 9969508014 26858813

SN Place of posting     Mobile No.                                          Telephone No.
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ANNEXURE VI

TELEPHONE NOS. OF CONTROL ROOMS MUMBAI

1. Disaster management Control Room 22694725 /22694727/22704403 2269471
MCGM /Disaster Helpline 108,1916

2. Bus Running Control Office 24146533, 24184489 24146532
(BEST Traffic Control) 24137937, 24146262 Ext 801

3. BEST Traffic Control Room (wadala) 24143611, 24136883/1800227550 24137645,
24137645, 24146162 24146162

4. BEST Bus Control 24137924,24127244 24129651,
(For BEST bus breakdowns) 24129651,24111979 24111979

5. BEST Electric Supply - Dadar Control 24145888 / 24124242 / 22067893 22085888
Room-Phathakwadi 22082875

6. Weather Bureau 22150431 22160824

7. Mantralaya Control Room 22854168, 22023039 22024243

8. Traffic Police 24937746 / 24937755 / 24937747 24937234

9. Reliance Energy- Help line 30094920 / 30099999 / 30096999 30099776
Andheri / Kandivali / Borivili / Andheri / 30094302 / 30094900 / 30094500 30092022
Kandivili/Borivili /Bhayandar
Chembur /Kurla /Vikhroli

10. M.S.E.D.C.L - Bandra 26472131, 26474211 / 21636945 26476749
Bhandup Mulund (West) 25663408,25664323 , 25686666, 25643990
Mulund (East)

11. Western Railway   Churchgate 22017420, 22084287
Railway   Police 23070564 / 23720505

12 Central Railway   CST 22622685 / 9821223724
Railway Police 22620173, 22621695

13 Konkan Railway Control Room 27579969 / 27572015 27572420

14 MTNL - Head office 24371900 24372033

15 Fire Brigade 101, 23076111/112 23085993
132, 23086181/82

16 Army 22151701 22036564
Navy Control 22663030 22663583

 S.N.           Important Control Rooms.   Telephone nos.                           Fax No.
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1. M/s Manee Enterprises 1/A, Trilok Darshan, 9820545498 50
Carter Road No.4,
Borivali (East),
Mumbai-400 066.

2. M/s Rushabh Enterprises Govind Niwas, 9322262038 20
1st floor, Station Rd.,
Bhandup(W), Mumbai

3. M/s Shakti on Line 475, Katraa Bazar, 9820078180 50
Madhav Rokde Street,
Mumbai-400 069

4. M/s Rajeev Associates 1st Madina, Masjid lane, 9321030302 50
LBS Marg, Kurla(W).

5. M/s Powertric Electronics Bhandup Industrial 20632404 50
Estate, L.B.S. Marg,
Bandhup(W), Mumbai

6. M/s Vikas Yadav 11/202, Siddachal 9820186356 50
Vasant Vihar,
Thane(W), Mumbai.

7. M/s Paresh Madhani C/107, Nageshwar 022-23440917 50
Park, 60 feet road,
Near Nakoda Hospital,
Bhayander(W).

8. M/s H.S. Construction Green Co.Op.Hsg. 022-240317141 20
Society, Building No.A/1/4,
Flat No. 604, Best plot
near Sane Guruji school,
S.V.Road, Santacruz(W),
Mumbai.

9. M/s Phamko Traders E-805, Summer Castle, 25477745 20
Thane(W).

10. M/s Anthony Mukadam 102, Shantiniketan (R) 28911886
CHSL Daulatnagar 9323709175
No.8, Opp. Purnima
Hospital, Borivali.

11. M/s Premco E/805, Summer Castle, 25477745
Thane(W) 400601 25474660

ANNEXURE VII

LABOUR  AT SHORT NOTICE - CCG TO VR

   S.          NAME OF AGENCY                ADDRESS               TELEPHONE       APPROX NO.OF
  No.            NO                     LABOUR
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ANNEXURE VIII

TELEPHONE NUMBERS OF  NATIONAL  DISASTER RESOURCE  FORCE (NDRF)

The need for the services of the NDRF shall be communicated in a centralised manner by the Zonal
Railway through the NDMA only..

Telephone Nos.  of requisition of  relevant NDRF battalion
NDM Control Room - 011-26107953/011-26105912
Fax No. - 011-26105912
Mobile No. - 097110773724

Telephones Nos. of relevant NDRF Battalion are as under:

Shri Alok Avasti 5 Bn. 02114 247010 247008 PO-Vishnupuri,
Maharashtra (NDRF) 247000 Telegaon, Pune,

247008 Maharashtra
09423506765 410507
09423578446

Shri R.C. Meena 6 Bn. 079 23202540 23202540 Chilora Road,
Gandhinagar, (NDRF) Gandhinagar,
Gujrat 382042 09428826445 Gujrat 382042

  Name/Design. NDRF STD code Office           Telefax                 Address
     of the Battalions Telephone
  commandant

SATELLITE TELEPHONE NUMBERS

Division SPART/BDTS ART/BL
Mumbai 00870-763982211 00873-763982214

INDIAN  METEOROLOGICAL  DEPARTMENT

AVM(Dr.)Ajit Tyagi,VSM 011-24623220 011-24623220
DG(M)

Mumbai 022-22174706 022-22174706
DGM 022-22150405 022-22150405

DDGM 022-22150517 022-22150517

Director in-charge 022-26828008

 Name, Designation                    Telephone Number

     Office  FAX        Resi.
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TELEPHONE NUMBERS OF CONTROL ROOMS - MUMBAI DISASTER MANAGEMENT

(i) Mantralaya Control

Mantralaya Control 22027990 / 22024243

Raj Bhavan 23632660 / 23632343 23633272/
23670878

Mumbai Police 100

D.G. Control 22026636/22822631 22026566

MCGM Control 1916, 108

Disaster Management Control Room 22704403 / 22694725 / 22694727 22694719

Western Railway Churchgate Control 22017420/ 22084287 22017420

Central Railway CST Control 22622685

Railway Police CST 22621695

Police Station (C.R.) 22620173

Railway Police BCT 23070197

Police Station (W.R.) 23070197

(ii) Defense Service

Air Force Enquiry 23714982/03

Air Force Exchange 23714982/63

Neval Exchange 22663030/4949

Western Neval Command 22150290/ 410 22151296

Army

Military Exchange Cost Guard 22157257/ 105

G.O.C.M.G. & G. Area Army 22151701 /7105 22157154

                                 Telephone No.                            Fax No.

ANNEXURE IX
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IMPORTANCE TELEPHONE NUMBERS OF LOCAL CIVIL AND POLICE AUTHORITIES

(a) MUMBAI DISTRICT

S.No.              Designation                            Office                 Mobile   Residence

1. Collector 22662440 9821050111

2. Dy. Collector 22670656 987798001 -

 (b) IMPORTANT TELEPHONE NUMBER OF MUMBAI DISASTER MANAGEMENT PLAN

1. Commissioner of Police 22613552/  22620826 9987856780 23644567

2. Commissioner MCGM 22620251 Ext. 3109/22620525 9167001100 23517171/
23517777

3. Addl. Commissioner/Proj MCGM 22623004 9867178552 23635001

4. Addl. Commissioner MCGM(City) Ext. 2313/22620809 9823066056 22813575
Fax-22624283

5. Addl. Commissioner 22620433      Ext. 2337/30 9867709111 22016818/
West suburban-MCGM 22060802

6. Addl. Commissioner 22620149      Fax- 22625035 9765481729 23723300
East  suburban-MCGM

7. Chief Office DMP/BMC, 22694727     Ext- 22694725 9820702525 26846555
Control Room Fax- 22694719

8. Chief Fire Officer 23076111/ 23074923 9930464807 22043603

9. Mumbai's Disaster Management 108
Helpline

10. Civil Defense HQ Office 22843667/ 22844171 - -
Fax-22856435

11. GRP Control (Byculla) 23759283,  23759201 - -

12. Fire Brigade 101,23085991/2/3/4 - -

13. Bomb Disposal Squads 22650707/   22080501 - -

14. Director/BARC 25592988 9819444210 23630715
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DOCTORSSr.
No. Section

Name of
Station

Kms
from

Station

24 hrs.
Telephone BEDSStation

Code
24 hrs.

TelephoneAddress Type

1. CCG Churchgate CCG Bombay Hospital, Near Liberty Cinema, Charity 1.0 022-22067676 250 850
Marine Lines, Mumbai.

2. CCG Churchgate CCG ENT Hospital, Near VSNL-Bhavan, Mumbai-1 Govt. 1.0 022-22042526 24 100

3. CCG Churchgate CCG ST. George Hospital, Next to CST Main Govt. 2.0 022-22620242/7 64 200
Rly. Station, Mumbai-1

4. CCG Churchgate CCG Dr. Bachcha Memorial Nursing Home, Pvt. 0.3 022-22000963 022-22000963 3 20
Near Marine Line Rly. Station, Mumbai.

5. CCG Churchgate CCG Cama Alblees Hospital, Near Govt. 2.0 022-22611654 022-22620390 31 55
Bombay Gymkhana Mumbai-1.

6. MEL to Marine Lines MEL G.T. Hospital, Near Metro Cinema, Govt. 2.5 022-2621464/5/6 022-2621464/7 70 521
BCT Marine Lines, Mumbai.

7. MEL to Mumbai BCT B.Y. Nair Hospital & Municipal Medical College, Govt. 0.2 022-23081490 022-23081499 90 850
BCT Central Dr. A.B. Nair Rd., Bombay Central, Mumbai.

8. MX to Lower Parel PL KEM Hospital, S.S. Road,  Mumbai-12 Govt. 2.0 022-24136051 500 1800
MRU

9. MX to Dadar DDR Sushrusha Hospital, Citizen Co.Op. Hospital Ltd., Pvt. 2.0 022-24449161 98 99
MRU 698/B Ranade Road, Dadar, Mumbai-28.

10. MX to Matunga Rd. MRU Sion Hospital (Lokmanya Tilak Municipal Govt. 3.0 022-24076381 500 1416
MRU Medical College Hospital) Sion, Mumbai.

11. MX to Matunga Rd. MRU P.D. Hinduja National Hospital and Medical Research Pvt, 1.5 022-24452575 110 335
MRU Centre, Veer Savarkar Marg, Mahim, Mumbai-16

12. MM to Bandra BA K.B. Bhaba  Municipal Hospital Govt. 1.0 022-26422775 187 436
MDD Water field Rd., Bandra(W) 022-26422541 022-26422542

13. MM to Khar KHAR Ramakrishna Mission Hospital, Charity 1.0 022-26484119 022-26000301 22 65
MDD 12th Road, Khar(W).

14. MM to Ville Parle VLP B Nanavati Hospital, S.V. Road, Charity 1.5 022-26182255 400 432
MDD Ville Parle

15. MM to Ville Parle VLP R.N. Cooper Municipal General hospital, S.V.Road, Govt. 1.0 022-26207258 022-26207254 107 538
MDD Ville Parle, Mumbai. 022-26205897

MAJOR HOSPITALS ON BCT DIVISION Annexure x
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DOCTORSSr.
No. Section

Name of
Station

Kms
from

Station

24 hrs.
Telephone BEDSStation

Code
24 hrs.

TelephoneAddress Type

16. MM to Jogeshwari JOS Shan Hospital, Opp. Rly. Booking Office(W),
MDD Sony Shopping Centre, Jogeshwari(W) Pvt. 0.2 022-26798893 022-26793126 20 25

17. MM to Goregaon GMN Matoshree Hospital, M.G. Road, “Shram” 63-64 B-C Pvt. 1.0 9820024986 9 40
MDD Lokmanya Tilak Nagar Road, Road No.4, Goregaon.

18. MM to Malad MDD Bhagawati Municipal Hospital,Ganjawala Lane, Govt. 5.0 02228932461/2/3 50 365
MDD Borivali(W), Mumbai-66.

19. MM to Malad MDD Ruia Hospital, Rani Sati Road, Near Rly. Crossing,
MDD Malad

20 KILE to VR Borivali BVI Mohit Hospital Govt. 0.0 28961888 28970240 11 30

21 KILE  to Dahiser DIC Abhinav Shurshuta Hospital Mag. Girish  R.K.  Pvt. 0.7 9820067424 3 40
VR  Thakur Rd Next to Rajashri Theatre Dahisar-(E)

22 KILE to Vasai Road BSR Kulur Hopital opp. Rly. STN.Vasai Rd. Pvt. 0.0 95250233280 2 27
VR

23 KILE to Nalasopara NSP Alliance Hospital, Near ATMA Ballav Society Pvt. 0.5 2442663 0 75
VR  Nalasopara (E)

24. KILE to Virar VR Balaji Hospital, Mira  Nagar, Virar(E) Pvt. 0.0 95250-2522001 2 23
VR

25. KILE to Virar VR Sanjivani Hospital, Swami Vivekanand  Charity 0.0 95250-2505029 23 70
VR  Medical Mission,  Virar(W).

26. KILE to Virar VR Primary Health Centre Virar(E) Govt. 0.5 95250-2507986 9422688382 3 20
VR

27. KILE- Borivali BVI Suvarna Hospital, Kastoor Park, Shimpoli Road, Charity 1.0 28999494 28999595 12 47
VR Borivali(W).

28. VTN to Vaitarna VTN Sanjivani Hospital, Swami Vivekanand Charity 9.0 95250-2505029 2505029 23 70
DRD  Medical Mission, Virar(W).

29. VTN- Palghar PLG Palghar Nursing Home, Opp. Congress Bhavan, Pvt. 1.0 952525-253044 2 20
DRD Palghar,  Dist: Thane

30. VTN to Boisar BOR TAPS Hospital TAPS Tarapur, Boisar, Dist: Thane Govt. 3.0 952525-272221 16 65
DRD

31. VTN to DRD Dhanu Road DRD    Cottage Hospital,Agar, Dahanu Road. Govt. 3.0 952528-222371 4 52
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DOCTORSSr.
No. Section

Name of
Station

Kms
from

Station

24 hrs.
Telephone BEDSStation

Code
24 hrs.

TelephoneAddress Type

32. VTN to Dhanu Road DRD Mission Hospital, Breath Ren Mission, Dahanu Road. PSU 1.0 952528-222356 9 30
DRD

33. GVD to Gholved GVD PHS Near Railway Station, Dinanath Nursing Pvt. - 241123,254318 - -
BIM Bhilad.

34. GVD to Umergaon UBR Mamta Hospital Pvt. - 2562115 - -
BIM

35. GVD to Sanjan SHN Sanjana Hospital. Pvt. - 2575555 - -
BIM

36. GVD to Bhilad BLD Kikawala Hospital, Sarigoan Road, West side, Pvt. 1.0 0260-2784034 2 20
BIM Bhilad.

37. GVD to Bhilad BLD Referal Hospital Community Health Centre,   Bhilad Govt. 1.0 0260-2784440 4 70
BIM

38. GVD to VAPI VAPI Haria L.G. Rotary Hospital, Plot No.337/338, GIDC, . Pvt. 1.0 9825119654 35 150
BIM VAPI (E)

39. GVD to VAPI VAPI Janseva Hospital, Kachigaon Road, VAPI (W). Pvt. 1.0 0260-2460081/82 12 75
BIM

40. GVD to Udavada UVD Shanti Hospital, Astha General Hospital Pvt. 2.0 0260-73550 4 21
BIM

41. GVD to Pardi PAD Aprdi Hospital, High way Road, Pardi. Pvt. 2.0 0260-73550 4 21
BIM

42. GVD to Pardi PAD Nadkarni Hospital, High way Road,  Pardi. Pvt. 2.0 0260-237326 4 30
BIM

43. GVD to Pardi PAD Mohanall Dayal Hospital, Damani Japa Kila, Pvt. 2.0 2374777 6 50
BIM Pardi, N H No.8, Pardi.

44. GVD to Atul ATUL Civil Hospital, Halar Road, Valsad. Pvt. 11.0 02632-251046 8 156
BIM

45. GVD to Valsad. BL Adarsh Hospital, Doctor House, Halar Road,  Valsad. Pvt. 2.0 02632-242254 13 55
BIM

46. GVD to Valsad. BL Kasturba Hospital, Lala Lajpatrai Road, Mehtuad, Charity 2.0 02632-244168 8 150
BIM Valsad.

47. GVD to Valsad. BL Municipal Hospital, Dispensary Rd., Valsad. Govt. 2.0 952632-251911 5 60
BIM

48. GVD to Dungri DGI Vaidhya Hospital, near Rly. Station,  Dungri. Pvt. 0.5 02632-285350 1 20
BIM

49. GVD to Joravasan JRS Vivek Hospital, Gohar Bldg., Billimora(E). Pvt. 5.0 02634-284811 2 50
BIM
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DOCTORSSr.
No. Section

Name of
Station

Kms
from

Station

24 hrs.
Telephone BEDSStation

Code
24 hrs.

TelephoneAddress Type

50. GVD to Billimora BIM Gupta Hospital, Near Rly. Station, Billimora. Pvt. 0.4 02634-285549 1 30
BIM

51. GVD to BIM Billimora BIM Mengushi Hospital, Main Road, Billimora(W). Govt. 0.3 02634-284811 2 24
52 GVD to Amalsad AML Dr. Deepak M. Patel, Near Rly. Station 02634-272547,

BIM Dr. A.G. Nayak, near Rly. Station 02634-272416,
272718
9879416822

Dr. V.D. Panchal, near Rly. Station 02634-283646,
Govt. PHC, Main road 9824483646

02634-270026,
7567873689

53 GVD to Vedchha VDH Govt. Health centre (Abrama) 02637-229211,
BIM 99980887088

Dr. AshvinBhai Bhatt(Abrama) 02637-229651
Dr. Bhadresh R. Naik,  (Abrama) 02637-229322,

9898160901

54. NVS to ST Navsari NVS Civil Hospital, Station Road, Navsari. Govt. 0.5 02637-257265 257265 23 240

55. NVS to ST Navsari NVS Deboo Hospital, (Parsee Trust), Station Road, Philan- 1.0 952637-258006 259727 2 100
Navsari. thropic

56. NVS to ST Navsari NVS Dr. D.N. Mehta Parsee General Hospital,Lansikui, Philan- 3.0 02637-258021 02637-259114 9 110
Navsari. thropic

57. NVS to ST Navsari NVS K.J. Hospital, Sandkuaa Gate, Pvt. 0.5 02637-256115 10 90
Shantadevi Road, Navsari.

58. NVS to ST Navsari NVS Gohil Hospital, Dudhia Talao, Navsari Pvt. 2.0 02637-257061 255218 7 100

59. NVS to ST Maroli MRL Community Health Centre, Chinam Rd., Pvt. 1.8 02637-2722038 3 50
Maroli Bazaar, Maroli. 02637-272221,
Dr. N.M. Patel, Main road 0261272019

02637-272037,
Dr. C.M. Mehata, Main Road 272291

60. NVS to ST Sachin SCH Sarswati hospital, near station 0261-6952508,
6503552

Satadhar hospital, near station 0261-2398090
PHC, Station road 0261-2394577
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DOCTORSSr.
No. Section

Name of
Station

Kms
from

Station

24 hrs.
Telephone BEDSStation

Code
24 hrs.

TelephoneAddress Type

61 NVS to ST Bhestan BHET Veeral hospital (P) 0261-2898989,
2890178

62. NVS to ST Surat ST New Civil Hospital & Medical College, Ring Rd., Govt. 4.0 0261-23664456 0261-23664458/9 47 740
Majura Gate, Surat.

63. NVS to ST Surat ST Maskati Municipal Hospital, Opp. Clock Tower, Surat. Govt. 1.0 0261-2420412 42 550

64. NVS to ST Surat ST Ashakta Ashram Hospital, Rampura, Surat Pvt. 2.0 0261-2422060 0261-2422173 8 190

65. NVS to ST Surat ST Haji A.M. LOKHAT, & Dr. A.N. Mulla Sarvajanik
Hospital, Rampura, Chadaol, Surat-3. Pvt. 1.5 0261-2422080 29 130

66. NVS to ST Surat ST Surat General Hospital, Chantapool, Surat. Pvt. 2.0 0261-2244456 0261-2244457 39 200

67. NVS to ST Surat ST Seventh day Adventist Mission Hospital, Athava Charity 5.0 0261-2667591, 95 0261-2669615 18 130
Lines,  Surat. 3047777
Mahavir Heart institute (Athwa gate) 0261-2471770,

2462116
Care hospital heart institute (Athwa gate) 0261-3927777,

3005000,
3005555,
3005999

P.P. Savani heart institute (Varachha Road) 0261-2577100,
2577200,
9925077200
0261-2669615

68. UDN to Udhna UDN New Civil Hospital & Medical College Ring Road, Govt. 7.0 0261-2244456, 0261-23244458 47 740
NWU Majura Gate, Surat.  57,58

Smimmner hospital (SMC), near ST Rly. Station 0261-2368040,
41,42

Maskati hospital Muncipal Corporation, 0261-242042
(Mahidarpura, ST)

69. UDN to Chalthan CHM SanjivaniHospital, Near Rly. Station, Chalthan. Pvt. 9.0 02622-281184, 0262-271253 25 100
NWU  2812S53, 281267

Sejal hospital (Pvt.) 02622-271908,
271621

Modi hospital Trust Pvt. 02622-271621
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DOCTORSSr.
No. Section

Name of
Station

Kms
from

Station

24 hrs.
Telephone BEDSStation

Code
24 hrs.

TelephoneAddress Type

70 UDN to Gangadhara GGAR Dr. NatuSolanki Pvt. 9825063249
NWU Dr. I.L. Patil Pvt. 9925680706

Dr. Ritaben Patel Pvt. 02622-263703

71. UDN to NWU Bardoli BIY Sardar Smarak Hospital Charity 0.5 02622-220089 20 200

72 UDN to Bardoli BIY Gandhi Hospital, Bardoli Charity 0.5 02622-220198 02622-222950 2 50
NWU

73. UDN to Bardoli BIY Dr. Shukla Hospital, near Rly. Station, Bardoli. Pvt. 0.5 02622-220235 02622-221036 1 20
NWU

74 UDN to MADHI MID PHC(UVA) Pvt. 9727709552
NWU Dr. Rajiv Vyas Pvt. 9638361031

Dr. Vishal Chaudhari Pvt. 9979511900
Dr. DilipChaudhary Govt. 9879674757

75. UDN to NWU Vyara VYA Referal Hospital Govt. 1.0 02626-220058 2 60
76. UDN to VYARA VYA Janak Smark Hospital, Vyara. Charity 2.0 02626-220181 02626-220121 6 70

NWU Jeevan Deep Hosp. Pvt. 02626-221188
Amidhara Hospital Pvt. 02626-221124

77. UDN-NWU UKAI-SON- USD CHC (GOVT.) Govt. 3.0 02624-222060 3 30
GADH Sarthak hospital Pvt. 9726558877 02624-221289

Sanjivani Hospital Pvt. 02624-221536
Dheeraj Hospital Pvt.
Dr. K.K. Kumar 9925136083

78. UDN to NWU Navapur NWU Rural Hospital, Near MSEB Office, Navapur Govt. 4.0 02569-250250 3 30
79. UDN  to NDB Chinchpada CPD Mission Hospital, Chinchpada Taluka, Navapur. Pvt. 0.1 02569-243226 2 80
80 UDN-NDB BHADWAD    BAWD Dr. S.M. Naik, PHC Visarwadi, Taluka NWU Govt. 02569-270278, 70
81. NWU  to NANDURBAR NDB JAIPRAKASHNARAYAN  MUNICIPLE HOSPITAL Govt. 0.3 02565-222233 02564-222798 5 66

NDB NEAR  CIVILCOURT, NANDURBAR
82. NWU to NANDURBAR NDB RURAL HOSPITAL, JIJAMATA COLLEGE COMPURS

NDB NEAR SINDHI COLONY NANDURBAR Govt. 2.0 02564-222690 222798 1 60
83. NWU TO NANDURBAR NDB ACCIDENT  HOSPITAL NEAR  NEW I.T.I.COLLEGE  PVT. 0.5 02564-222124 1 24

NDB AREA NANDURBAR
Dr. Anil M. Shah, Suryakanta hospital, NDB PVT. 02564-223633
Dr. M.D. Chavan, District hospital, NDB PVT. 02564-202510,

Govt. 210133, 210122
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84 NWU TO NANDURBAR NDB Dr. DipakAndhare, near post office, NDB Pvt. 02564-222075
NDB Dr. C.D. Mahajan, accident hospital near 02564-222079

New ITI college, NDB

85 NDB-JL CHAUPALE CUE Dr. Nutan Shah, shriji hospital near amar cinema Pvt. 02564-222182
District hospital, NDB 02564-202510,

210133
Dr. C.D. Mahajan, Accident hospital near ITI college, Govt. 02564-222079
NDB

86 NDB-JL TISI TISI Dr.B.P. Borse PVT. 9689440506
Dr. M.D. Chavan Govt. 02564-202510,

210133

87 NDB-JL RANALA RNL PHC RANALA Govt. 7.0 02566-243531
9421569988 2 30

88. NDB TO DONDAICHA DDE DR.TONGAONKAR  HOSPITAL NEAR POLICE STN. Pvt. 1.5 02566-244042 4 35
JL DHULE ROAD TAL SINDKHEDA DONDAICHA

TAL SINDKHEDA DONDAICHA
Dr. Omprakash Agarwal, J.J. hospital Pvt. 02566-244257
Dr. B.N. Dahifade, VKH Pvt. 02566-241358,

9422897742

89. NDB TO DONDAICHA DDE COTTAGE HOSPITAL, DONDAICHA Govt. 2.0 02566-244520 3 30
JL

90. NDB-JL VIKHRAN VKH Dr. B.N. Dahifade Pvt. 02566-2413589,
422897742

Dr. Tongaonkar, near police stn., DhuleRd.,DDE Pvt. 02566-244042,
244257

91. SNK TO SINDHKEDA SNK PHC AT SINDHKHEDA VILLAGE Govt. 4.0 02566-222253 3 30
PLD

92. SNK TO  PLD BETWAD BEW Dr.DINESH AHIRRAO VLLAGE BETAWAD Govt. 3.0 02566-228221 1 30

93. SNK TO  PLD AMALNER AN MUNICIPAL HOSPITAL MAIN RD. AMALNER Govt. 0.5 02587-222128 5 40

94. SNK TO  PLD AMALNER AN Dr.SONAWANE, Near Pratap Mill AMALNER PVT 1.0 02587-223328 2 20

95. SNK TO  PLD DHARANGAON DXG MUNICIPAL HOSPITAL, DHARANGAON Govt. 0.5 02588-251434 2 50
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1. CCG INHS Ashwini Colaba 22151666
2. CCG G.T.HOSPITAL Near Metro Cinema, Marine Lines. 22621464
3. CCG Indian Red Cross Society Shahid Bhagat Singh Marg, Mumbai 400001 22663195/22663560
4. CCG St. George’s Hospital Near CST, Mumbai 400 001 22620344
5. CCG Cama & Albless Hospital Maha Palika Marg -400001 22611648/22620389-90
6. MEL Bombay Hospital Trust 12,New Marine Lines – 400 020 22067676 Ext.215
7. CYR Harkisandas Narottamdas Prarthana Samaj, Mumbai -400 004 30095268/30095250
8. CYR Jain  Clinic Blood Bank Khadilkar Road, Kandawadi – 400 004. 23829308
9. CYR Haematology Lab. Parekh House, 14/Mama Parmanand House – 400-004 23691297

10. GTR Bhatia Hospital Chikhalwadi, Tardeo 400 007 56660656
11. GTR Cumbala Hill Hospital August Kranti Maidan – 400 036 23803336/23803674
12. GTR D.S.Kotharia Hospital C.P.Tank 400 004 22420957
13. GTR Jaslok Hospital & Research Center Dr. G. Deshmukh Marg – 400026 56573333
14. GTR Petit Parsi General Hospital B.Patit Marg, Cumbala Road  - 400036 23685350
15. BCT B.Y.L.Nair Hospital Dr.A.R.Nair Road – 400 008 23098150
16. BCT Dr. B.A.Memorial Hospital,C.R. Byculla(E) -400 027 23791964
17. BCT J.J.Group of Hospital Byculla(E) – 400 027 23735555 Ext. 2248
18. BCT Prince Alikhan Hospital Aga Hall Nesbit Road, Mazgaon–400010 23754343/23754342
19. EPR K.E.M.Hospital Parel – 400 012 24136051 Ext. 2507, 24135189
20. EPR National Plazma F.R. Center KEM Multi storied Bldg.Parel - 400012 24163877
21. EPR Tata memorial Hospital Dr.E.Borges Marg, Parel - 400 012 24146750/24127096
22. EPR N.Wadia Maternity Hospital Acharya Dhonde Marg- Parel - 400 012 24165638/114
23. DDR E.S.I.S.Hospital,Worli 400 018 Worli - 400 018 24932390/24933142-43
24. DDR Mumbai Port Trust Hospital Nadkarni Partk, Wadala(E) - 400 037 56567722
25. MRU Hinduja Hospital Matunga(W) 24447752
26. MM LTMG Hospital Sion,  Mumbai 400022 24076381 Ext. 535
27. MM S.R.Mehta & Sir Kikabhai.P.Cardiac Hospital Near Gandhi Market, King Circle —400022 24035455-59
28. MM K.J.Somaiya Blood Bank Sion 400 022 24090253
29. BA Bandra Holi Family Hospital Bandra(W),Mumbai -400 050 30610300
30. BA Bhabha Municipal Hospital R.K.Patkar Marg BA(W)-400 050 26422542
31. BA Rajawadi Hospital Ghatkopar(E) 400 077 25094149 Ext.122-141
32. BA Lilawati Hospital BA Reclamation(W) 400 050 26455891 Ext.2223/26421111

BLOOD BANKS ON MUMBAI DIVISION

Sr.
No.

Station AddressName Telephone

Annexure xi
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No.

Station AddressName Telephone

33. BA BARC Hospital Anushakti Nagar – 400 094  25598361/8353
34. BA Samarpan Blood Bank Swashraya Bldg,Hingwala Lane, Ghatkopar (E) 400077 25111313/25100100
35. KHR Desai Blood Bank MulfulBaug, S.B.Road, Khar post office(W) 400052 26499687
36. STC V.N.Desai Municipal Hospital Santacruz(E) 400055 26183018 Ext.143
37. VLP R.N.Kooper Hospital Juhu -400056 26207254
38. VLP Nanavati Hospital Vile Parle(W) 400 056 26119924/26182255
39. ADH Holi Spirit Hospital Mahakali Road, Andheri(E) 400 093 28248500/28248501
40. ADH Pooja Blood Bank P.K.Road, Mulund(W) 400080 25903737
41. KILE E.S.I.S. Hospital Akurli Road, Kandivali(E) 400101 28877766
42. STC Green Cross Immuno Kamleshwar Tagore Road,STC(W) 400054 26497968/26494914
43. BVI Harilal Bhagwat Municipal Hospital S.V.P. Road,BVI(W) 400092 28932461/62/63
44. DRD Amrut Wahini Blook Bank Dahanu Road 952528-220478/220614
45. BL Voluntary Blood Bank Opposite Civil Court, Bulsar 02632-242944
46. BL Blood Bank, Civil Hospital Bulsar 02632-254133
47. BL Manav Arogya  Blood Bank Pardi 0260-2374422
48. BL Lions Popat Lokha Blood Bank Vapi 0260-2434600/601
49. BL Nuchem Blood  Bank Haric Rotary Hospital,Vapi 0260-2430206
50. BL Red cross blood bank Red Cross Bhavan, Opp.Bus Stand 0260-2640911
51. BL Civil Hospital Blood Bank Marwad,Daman 0260-2260110
52. BL Lions club Blood Bank Chikli, Bulsar 02634-234311
53. ST Civil Hospital Blood Bank Ring Road, Majura Gate, Surat 0261-23244457
54. VYA Janak Smarak Hospital Blood Bank Vyara 02626-220181
55. NDB Nandurbar City Bank Nandurbar 02564-226400
56. NDB Jankalyan Blood Bank Nandurbar 02564-226934
57. DHULE Navjivan Blood Bank Dhulia 0256-245662/246289
58. DHULE Jeevan Jyoti Blood Bank Dhulia 0256-232807
59. DHULE Janseva Blood Bank Dhulia 0256-233257/238262
60. JAL Indian Red Cross Soceity Jalgaon 0257-2226233
61. JAL Tokhe Blood Bank Jalgaon 0257-2225517
62. JAL Sharda Rakta Pedhi Jalgaon 0257-2235737
63. JAL Madhavrao Gowalkar Rakta Pedhi Jalgaon 0257-2234590,2229963
64. JAL Akhil Bharatiya Vidyarthi Parishad Doner list Jalgaon 0257-2221817

BLOOD BANKS ON MUMBAI DIVISION
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              NON RAILWAY RESOURCES-CCG TO VR                                                                                                ANNEXURE- XII
S.N. STATION CODE POLICE STATION 

Location       Numbers 
FIRE BRIGADE SP/DCP DM NGO 

1 CHURCHGATE CCG Colaba 22852885 Nariman point 
22882787 

Mumbai 
022-22620826 

Mumbai 
022-2266440 

Lions Club 22002834         
22003989 

2 MARINE LINE MEL Azad  
Maidan 

22620295 CCG 
22882787 

Mumbai 
022-22620826 

Mumbai 
022-2266440 

Lions Club 22002834         
22003989 

3 CHARNI ROAD CYR Marine  
Drive 

22880267 Nariman point 
23076111 

Mumbai 
022-22620826 

Mumbai 
022-2266440 

Mahavir Trust 23612893 

4 GRANT ROAD GTR Gamdevi 23804505 23806001 Mumbai 
022-22620826 

Mumbai 
022-2266440 

Mahavir Trust 23612893 

5 MUMBAI  
CENTRAL 

BCT Agripada 
Nagpada 

23070532 
23004605 

BCT 23806001 
23076111 

Mumbai 
022-22620826 

Mumbai 
022-2266440 

Real  Crescent 
Anand Marg 

24936110 

6 MAHALAXMI MX Agripada 23070532 
 

Byculla 
24300178 

Mumbai 
022-22620826 

Mumbai 
022-2266440 

Manavta 24182424 

7 LOWER 
PAREL 

PL N.M.Joshi 
Marg 

23095667 Worli 
24300178 

Mumbai 
022-22620826 

Mumbai 
022-2266440 

Mahadev Devi 26210120 

8 ELPHINSTONE EPR N.M.Joshi 
Marg 

23095667 Worli 
24300178 

Mumbai 
022-22620826 

Mumbai 
022-2266440 

Mauzibhai Furia 24222332 

9 DADAR DDR Shivaji 
park 

24362515 Dadar 
24134200 

Mumbai 
022-22620826 

Mumbai 
022-2266440 

Manavta 24182424 

10 MATUNGA MRU Matunga 24021512 Dharavi  
24457203  

Mumbai 
022-22620826 

Mumbai 
022-2266440 

Beharamji  Jeejibhai 24011197 

11 MAHIM MM Mahim 
Dharavi  

24449821 
24073988 

Dharavi  
24457203 

Mumbai 
022-22620826 

Mumbai 
022-2266440 

West  
East 

24301203 
24457051 

12 BANDRA BA Kherwadi 
BKC 

26571216 
26504481 

Bandra 
23085991 

Mumbai 
022-22620826 

Bandra 
022-26400764 

City Sainik 
Kripa 

26552172 
26405411 

13 KHAR ROAD KHAR Nirmal 
nagar 

26471306 Bandra 
23085991 

Mumbai 
022-22620826 

Bandra 
022-26400764 

City Sainik 
Kripa 

26552172 
26405411 

14 SANTACRUZ STC Santacruz 26487856 Santacruz 
26435206 

Mumbai 
022-22620826 

Bandra 
022-26400764 

Kirandevi  Saraf 
Trust 

26202626 
26236161 

15 VILE PARLE VLP Vileparle 26112813 East-26205301 
         26112121 

Mumbai 
022-22620826 

Bandra 
022-26400764 

Lions Club Juhu 26131521 
26655719 

16 ANDHERI ADH D.N. 
Nagar 

26304002 Maroli 
29200990 

Mumbai 
022-22620826 

Bandra 
022-26400764 

Kirandevi  Saraf 
Trust 

26202626 
26236161 

17 Jogeshwari JOS Oshiware 26322753 Maroli 
29200990 

Mumbai 
022-22620826 

Bandra 
022-26400764 

Sham seva kendra 28881370 
28899086 

18 GOREGAON  GMN Jawahar  
Nagar 

28723252 Best Nagar 
28712869 

Mumbai 
022-22620826 

Bandra 
022-26400764 

Sham seva kendra 28881370 
28899086 

19 MALAD MDD Malwani 
MDD  

28821319 
28821482 

Marve Road 
28071010 

Mumbai 
022-22620826 

Bandra 
022-26400764 

Sham seva kendra 28881370 
28899086 

20 KANDIWALI KILE Samta 
Nagar 

28850790 S.V.Road 
28050101 

Mumbai 
022-22620826 

Bandra 
022-26400764 

Sham seva kendra 28881370 
28899086 
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21 BORIVALI BVI Kasturba 
Marg 

28059007 Gorai 
28602847 

Mumbai 
022-22620826 

Bandra 
022-26400764 

Rotary Club 9892312313 
9820139654 

22 DAHISAR DIC Dahisar  28285014 Gorai 
28602847 

Mumbai 
022-22620826 

Bandra 
022-26400764 

Rotary Club 9892312313 
9820139654 

23 MIRA ROAD MIRA BYR-East 28126767 BYR-West 
022-28197637 

Thane  
022-25344499 

Thane  
022-25344041 

Rotary Club 9892312313 
9820139654 

24 BHAYANDE
R 

BYR BYR-West 28192257 BYR-West 
022-28197637 

Thane  
022-25344499 

Thane  
022-25344041 

Agarwal seva 
samiti 

28140605 
28142612 

25 NAIGAON NIG Manikpur 23456708 Nagar Palica 
0250-2469800 

Thane  
022-25344499 

Thane  
022-25344041 

  

26 VASAI 
ROAD 

BSR Manikpur 23456708 Nagar Palica 
0250-2469800 

Thane  
022-25344499 

Thane  
022-25344041 

  

27 NALASOPARA NSP Nallasopara 2402033 VR 
N.PARISHAD 
0250-2402179 

Thane  
022-25344499 

Thane  
022-25344041 

  

28 VIRAR VR Virar east 2526222 VR 
N.PARISHAD 
0250-2402179 

Thane  
022-25344499 

Thane  
022-25344041 

  

VIRAR – SURAT SECTION 
1 VAITARNA VTN Virar east 2526222 VR 

N.PARISHAD 
0250-2402179 

Thane  
022-25344499 

Thane  
022-25344041 

Lions Club Boisar 272199 

2 SAPHALA SAH Palghar 230255 VR 
N.PARISHAD 
02525-2402179 

Thane  
022-25344499 

Thane  
022-25344041 

Lions Club Boisar 272199 

3 Kelwe Road KLV Palghar 230255 VR 
N.PARISHAD 
02525-2402179 

Thane  
022-25344499 

Thane  
022-25344041 

Lions Club Boisar 272199 

4 PALGHAR PLG Palghar 230255 
254939 

Tarapur 02525- 
272000/272262 

Thane  
022-25344499 

Thane  
022-25344041 

Rotary Club 243945 

5 BOISAR BOR Boisar 
Tarapur 

272444 
244611 

Tarapur 02525- 
272000/272262 

Thane  
022-25344499 

Thane  
022-25344041 

Lions Club Boisar 272199 

6 VANGAON VGN Vangaon 244047 Tarapur 
02528-
272000/272262 

Thane  
022-25344499 

Thane  
022-25344041 

Lions Club Dahanu 223223 

7 DAHANU 
ROAD 

DRD Dahanu 222444 BSES 
222447 

Thane  
022-25344499 

Thane  
022-25344041 

Lions Club Dahanu 223223 

8 GHOLVAD GVD Gholvad 256233 BSES-02528-
222447 

Thane  
022-25344499 

Thane  
022-25344041 

Lions Club Dahanu 223223 

9 UMARGAON UBR Gholvad 256233 BSES-0260-
222447 

Thane  
022-25344499 

Thane  
022-25344041 

  

10 SANJAN SJN Sanjan 2576433 Sarigram 
0260-2780222 

Valsad 
02632-248053 

Valsad 
02632-243417 

Maheshwari sevs 
samiti valsad 

220296 
220696 

11 BHILAD BLD Bhilad 2784033 Sarigram 
0260-2780222 

Valsad 
02632-248053 

Valsad 
02632-243417 

Maheshwari sevs 
samiti valsad 

220296 
220696 
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12 VAPI VAPI Vapi Town 253333 Vapi Town 
0260-2431300 

Valsad 
02632-248053 

Valsad 
02632-243417 

Maheshwari sevs 
samiti valsad 

220296 
220696 

13 UDVADA UVD Pardi 2373433 Vapi Town 
0260-2431300 

Valsad 
02632-248053 

Valsad 
02632-243417 

Maheshwari sevs 
samiti valsad 

220296 
220696 

14 PARDI PRD Pardi 2373433 Vapi Town 
0260-2431300 

Valsad 
02632-248053 

Valsad 
02632-243417 

Rotary Club 2374466 

15 ATUL ATL Atul 233515 Atul Company 
02632-233261 

Valsad 
02632-248053 

Valsad 
02632-243417 

Maheshwari sevs 
samiti valsad 

220296 
220696 

16 VALSAD BL Valsad 244233 Nagar Palica 
BL 
02632-244222 

Valsad 
02632-248053 

Valsad 
02632-243417 

Maheshwari sevs 
samiti valsad 

220296 
220696 

17 DUNGARI DGI Dungari 285255 Nagar Palica 
BL 
02632-244222 

Valsad 
02632-248053 

Valsad 
02632-243417 

Maheshwari sevs 
samiti valsad 

220296 
220696 

18 BILIMORA BIM Bilimora 285204 Bilimora 
02634-285637 

Navsari 
02637-259667 

Navsari 
02637-244999 

Lions Club Jai 
Jalaram sevs trust. 

285913 
283880 

19 AMALSAD AML Navsari  272461 Bilimora 
02632-285637 

Navsari 
02637-259667 

Navsari 
02637-244999 

Lions Club Navsari 285913 
262438 

20 VEDCHA VDH Jalalpur 287333 Navsari 
02637-259001 

Navsari 
02637-259667 

Navsari 
02637-244999 

D/Murchant 
association 

2243225 
2460525 

21 NAVSARI NVS Jalalpur 287333 Navsari 
02637-259001 

Navsari 
02637-259667 

Navsari 
02637-244999 

D/Murchant 
association 

2243225 
2460525 

22 MAROLI MRL Mroli 24070 Navsari 
02637-259001 

Navsari 
02637-259667 

Navsari 
02637-244999 

Rotary Club 220296 
220696 

23 SACHIN SCH Sachin 2399200 Udana 
0261-2414195 

Surat 
0261-2463976 

Surat 
0261-2471121 

Rotary club 2374466 

24 BHESTAN BHST Bhestan 2890200 Surat 
0261-2893618 

Surat 
0261-2463976 

Surat 
0261-2471121 

Lions Club 2753632 
2890116 

25 UDHANA UDN Udhana 277001 Pandesara 
0261-2414145 

Surat 
0261-2463976 

Surat 
0261-2471121 

Lions Club 2753632 
2890116 

26 SURAT ST Surat 2461200 Nagar Palica 
0261-2423757 

Surat 
0261-2463976 

Surat 
0261-2471121 

Rotary Club  2473359 
2475027 

UDHANA – PALDHI SECTION 
1 UDHANA UDN Udhana 277001 Pandesara 

0261-2414145 
Surat 
0261-2463976 

Surat 
0261-2471121 

Lions Club 2753632 
2890116 

2 CHALTHAN CHM Palsana 264227 Pandesara 
0261-2414145 

Surat 
0261-2463976 

Surat 
0261-2471121 

Lions Club 281364 

3 GANGADHR
A 

GGAR Palsana 264227 Bardoli 
02622-220101 

Surat 
0261-2463976 

Surat 
0261-2471121 

  

4 BARDOLI BIY Bardoli 220168 Bardoli 
02622-220101 

Surat 
0261-2463976 

Surat 
0261-2471121 

Rotary Club 221114 
225574 

5 TIMBARVA TBV Bardoli 220168 Bardoli 
02622-220101 

Vyara 
02626-222700 

Vyara 
02626-224400 

  

6 MADHI MID Madhi 220048 Bardoli 
02622-220101 

Vyara 
02626-222700 

Vyara 
02626-224400 
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7 LOTARVA LTV Vyara 220033 Bardoli 
02622-220101 

Vyara 
02626-222700 

Vyara 
02626-224400 

  

8 VYARA VYA Vyara 220033 Bardoli 
02622-220101 

Vyara 
02626-222700 

Vyara 
02626-224400 

  

9 KIKAKUI 
ROAD 

KKRD Songadh 221500 
222030 

Vyara 
02624-220053 

Vyara 
02626-222700 

Vyara 
02626-224400 

  

10 UKAI     
SONGAH 

USD Songadh 222030 Songadh 
02624-260049 

Vyara 
02626-222700 

Vyara 
02626-224400 

  

11 LOKLKKDKOT LKKD Ucchal 231112 Songadh 
02624-260049 

Vyara 
02626-222700 

Vyara 
02626-224400 

  

12 BADBHUNJA BBAI Ucchal 231112 Songadh 
02624-260049 

Vyara 
02626-222700 

Vyara 
02626-224400 

  

13 NAVAPUR NWU Navapur 0269-
250333 

Navapur 
02569-250101 

Nandurbar 
02564-223213 

Nandurbar 
02564-221001 

  

14 KOLDE KFF Navapur 0269-
250333 

Navapur 
02569-250101 

Nandurbar 
02564-223213 

Nandurbar 
02564-221001 

  

15 CHINCHPADA CPD Chinchpada 243233 Navapur 
02569-250101 

Nandurbar 
02564-223213 

Nandurbar 
02564-221001 

  

16 KHATGAON KHTG Chinchpada 243233 Navapur 
02569-250101 

Nandurbar 
02564-223213 

Nandurbar 
02564-221001 

  

17 KHANDBARA KBH Khandbara 240222 Navapur 
02569-250101 

Nandurbar 
02564-223213 

Nandurbar 
02564-221001 

  

18 BHADWAD BAWD Khandbara 240222 Nandurbar 
02564-222201 

Nandurbar 
02564-223213 

Nandurbar 
02564-221001 

  

19 DHEKWAD DWD Nandurbar 222200 
 

Nandurbar 
02564-222201 

Nandurbar 
02564-223213 

Nandurbar 
02564-221001 

  

20 NANDURBAR NDB Nandurbar 02564-
222200           

Nandurbar 
02564-222201 

Nandurbar 
02564-223213 

Nandurbar 
02564-221001 

  

21 CHAUPALE CUE Nandurbar 02564-
222200 

Nandurbar 
02564-222201 

Nandurbar 
02564-223213 

Nandurbar 
02564-221001 

  

22 TISI TISI Nandurbar 02564-
222200 

Nandurbar 
02564-222201 

Nandurbar 
02564-223213 

Nandurbar 
02564-221001 

  

23 RANALA RNL Copari 222421 Nandurbar 
02564-222201 

Nandurbar 
02564-223213 

Nandurbar 
02564-221001 

  

24 DONDAICHA DDE Dondaicha  02566-
244033 

Nagar Palica 
02566-244012 

Dhule 
02562-288200 

Dhule 
02562-238700 

  

25 VIKHRAN VKH Dhule road 02562-
288215 

Nagar Palica 
02566-244012 

Dhule 
02562-288200 

Dhule 
02562-238700 

  

26 SINDKHEDA SNK Sindkheda 02566-
22223 

Shirpur 
255742/244012 

Dhule 
02562-288200 

Dhule 
02562-238700 

  

27 NARDANA NDN Nardana 288200 Dhule 
255101 

Dhule 
02562-288200 

Dhule 
02562-238700 

  

28 PADSE PDP Marvad 244233 Amalner 
222101/244012 

Jalgaon 
0257-2220411 

Jalgaon 
0257-2220400 

  

29 BORTEX BRTK Amalner 02587- Amalner Jalgaon Jalgaon   
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29 BORTEX BRTK Amalner 02587-
223333 

Amalner 
222101 

Jalgaon 
0257-2220411 

Jalgaon 
0257-2220400 

  

30 AMALNER AN Amalner 02587-
223333 

Amalner 
222101 

Jalgaon 
0257-2220411 

Jalgaon 
0257-2220400 

  

31 TAKARKHEDA TKHE Amalner 02587-
223333 

Amalner 
222101 

Jalgaon 
0257-2220411 

Jalgaon 
0257-2220400 

  

32 DHARAN  
GAON 

DXG Dharan 
gaon 

02588-
251333 

Dharangaon 
222230 

Jalgaon 
0257-2220411 

Jalgaon 
0257-2220400 

  

33 CHAVAL 
KHEDA 

CHLK Dharan 
gaon 

02588-
251333 

Dharangaon 
222230 

Jalgaon 
0257-2220411 

Jalgaon 
0257-2220400 

  

34 PALDHI PLD Paldhi 255333 Dharangaon 
222230 

Jalgaon 
0257-2220411 

Jalgaon 
0257-2220400 
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LC GATES:  CCG - ST Section

1. BDTS-BA 18 14/10-11 BDTS T M 0 YES 3,962 GHAS BAZAR RD YES DMO/BA BHOBA HOS.
2. BA-KHAR 19 15/19-10 BA T M O YES 1,134,810 SV RD YES DMO/BA BHOBA HOS.
3. ADH-JOS 24 22/12-13 ADH T M C YES 4,448,497 SV RD YES DMO/BA YES
4. ADH-JOS 25 23/8-9 JOS T M 0 YES 3,338,788 SV RD YES DMO/BA YES
5. JOS-GMN 26 4-25/5 GMN T M C YES 3,752,456 JOGESHWARI YES BVI GMN
6. VR-VTN 41 61/9-10 VR T M O YES 235,884 VIRAR YES BVI VR
7. SAH 42A 76/10-12 SAH T M O YES 514720 SHAFALE YES PLG SAH
8. SAH-KLV 44 80/16-18 KLV T M O YES 14308 KELVE RD YES PLG SAH
9. KLV-PLG 45 84/18-20 KLV T M C YES 15270 KELVE RD YES PLG PLG

10. KLV-PLG 46 87/12-14 PLG T M C YES 4328 DADA YES PLG PLG
11. PLG 46A 90/2-4 PLG T M O YES 191780 BHOVBLI OULI YES PLG PLG
12 PLG-BOR 48 95/8-10 PLG T M C YES 82904 VOLGAON YES PLG UMROLI

13. PLG-BOR 49 97/18-20 BOR T M C YES 101715 PADGA YES PLG UMROLI
14. PLG-BOR 50 98/30-99/2 BOR T M C YES 7312 KOLGAON YES PLG BOR
15. BOR 52 102/22-24 BOR T M O YES 375792 VATAR YES PLG BOR
16. BOR-VGN 53 105/4-6 BOR T M C YES 11592 RANISIRGRAM YES DMO/PL AT LC 52 BOR YD
17. BOR-VGN 54 107/16-18 VGN T M C YES 10143 SEGAON NIWALE YES DMO/PL YES
18. VGN 55 110/14-16 VGN T M O YES 207083 VANGAON-CHAROTI YES DMO/PL VGN
19. VGN-DRD 55A 120/1-3 DRD T M O YES 32562 THERMAL POWERPLG YES DMO/PL DRD
20. DRD-GVD 57 125/10-12 DRD E M O YES 81696 AGOR RAEE YES DMO/PL DRD
21. DRD-GVD 58 126/14-16 DRD E M O YES 10143 NARPAD MASOLI YES DMO/PL DRD
22. DRD-GVD 59 127/30-128/1 DRD E M O YES 18768 NARPAD MASOLI YES DMO/PL DRD
23. DRD-GVD 60 131/2-4 GVD E M O YES 70104 KOSBAD CHIKHLA YES DMO/PL GVD
24. GVD 61 134/16-18 GVD T M O YES 264410 STATION RD YES DMO/PL GVD
25. GVDUBR 63 136/22-24 GVD E M O YES 33221 BORDI ASWALI YES DMO/PL GVD
26. GVDUBR 64 139/20-22 UBR E M O YES 82288 TALASARI RD YES DMO/PL BORDI
27. GVDUBR 65 141/20-22 UBR E M C YES 37536 GODAR KANRD YES DMO/PL UBR
28. UBR 66 143/30-32 UBR T M 0 YES 984096 TALASARI RD YES DMO/BL UBR
29. UBR-SJN 67 146/2-4 UBR E M C YES 43155 SOLSUMBA YES DMO/BL UBR
30. SJN 68 149/22-24 SJN T M O YES 453968 JIMIO YES DMO/BL SJN
31. SJN-BLD 69 150/20-22 SJN E M C YES 604842 KAKARYA YES DMO/BL SJN
32. SJN-BLD 70 152/2-4 SJN E M C YES 43194 THUMB YES DMO/BL SJN

.33. SJN-BLD 71 155/16-18 BLD E M C YES 120345 MALAV YES DMO/BL SJN

Annexure xiii
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34. SJN-BLD 72 157/27-29 BLD E M C YES 5365 TUKAN YES DMO/BL BLD
35. SJN-BLD 73 159/2-4 BLD E M C YES 38340 MODOCHA OSACHA YES DMO/BL BLD
36. BLD 74 160/20-22 BLD T M O YES 712385 BILAD YES DMO/BL BLD
37. BLD-KEB 75 164/18-20 KEB E M C YES 151529 KARAMBALI YES DMO/BL KEB
38. KEB 77 166/20-22 KEB T M O YES 348133 ONULI YES DMO/BL KEB
39. KEB-VAPI 78 168/2-4 KEB E M C YES 110611 CHANDOR YES DMO/BL KEB
40. VPI-UVD 81 175/4-6 VPI E M C YES 1022700 DABHEL YES DMO/BA VPI
41. VPI-UVD 82 177/6-8 UVD E M O YES 1196260 TUKWARA YES DMO/BL UVD
42. VAPI-UVD 84 178/22-24 UVD E M C YES 281960 MORA YES DMO/BL UVD
43. UVD 87 181/18-20 UVD T M O YES 720020 RETLOW YES DMO/BL UVD
44. UVD 88 182/22-24 UVD T M O YES 516672 KIKARLA YES DMO/BL UVD
45. UVD-PAD 89 184/18-20 UVD E M C NO 11398 PALSANO YES DMO/BL UVD
46. PAD 90 187/32-34 PAD T M O YES 233688 PARDI UMERSADI YES BL PAD
47. PAD-ATUL 92 189/24-26 ATUL E M C NO 88608 HARIA YES BL PAD
48. ATUL-BL 94 191/18-20 ATUL T M O YES 155443 MANGOD DIVED YES BL BL
49. ATUL-BL 96 193/26-28 ATUL E M C NO 31824 PARDI UMERSADI YES BL BL
50. ATUL-BL 97 195/2-4 BL E M C NO 59613 SURWARA YES BL BL
50. BL-DGI 99 201/12-14 BL E M C NO 21125 LILAPUR YES BL BL
52. BL-DGI 100 202/22-24 BL E M C NO 23226 SARODI YES BL BL
53. BL-DGI 101 203/28-20 DGI E M 0 YES 512710 CHIKHLA YES BL BL
54. DGI 102 207/14-16 DGI T M O YES 268442 DUNGRI YES BL DGI
55. DGI-BIM 103 207/36-38 DGI E M C YES 48506 UTARI YES BL DGI
56. DGI-BIM 104 208/30-209 DGI E M C YES 28756 ROLLA YES BL DGI
57. DGI-BIM 105 210/6-8 DGI E M C YES 22120 JASPUR YES BL DGI
58. DGI-BIM 106 212/10-12 BIM E M C YES 89843 WASAN YES BL BIM
59. BIM A-107 215/10-12 BIM T M O YES 33764 DESRA
60. BIM 108 216/16-18 BIM T M O YES 237904 BILIMORA
61. BIM 109 216/30-32 BIM T M O YES 224688 MOKA
62. AML 111 221/24-26 AML T M O YES 576851 AMALSAR
63. AML-VDH 112 223/1-2 AML E M C YES 23280 KOTAH YES BL AML
64. AML-VDH 114 225/14-16 AML E M C YES 59357 BABUT YES BL NVS
65. AML-VDH 115 225/30-226/0 AML E M C YES 50245
66. ACL-VDH 116 226/8-9 VDH E M C YES 3632 CHAD WASAN YES ST NVS

LC GATES:  TV Section
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67. VDH 118 228/30-32 VDH T M O YES 51633 VEDCHHA
68. VDH-NVS 120 230/18-20 VDH E M C YES 3037 DERWARA YES ST NVS
69. VDH-NVS 121 232/2-4 VDH E M C YES 2088 HANSAPORE YES ST NVS
70. VDH-NVS 122 232/18-20 VDH E M C YES 2649 HANSAPORE YES ST NVS
71. VDH-NVS 124 234/4-6 NVS E M C YES 698909 DANDI RD YES ST NVS
72. NVS 126 236/8-10 NVS T M O YES 664327 JAMALPUR
73. NVS 127 237/12-14 NVS T M O YES 808377 OVSARI
74. NVS-MRL 130 241/20-22 NVS E M C YES 226073 SANGRA YES ST NVS
75. NVS-MRL 131 242/2-3 MRL E M C YES 4845 KAROLI YES ST NVS
76. NVS-MRL 132 243/14-16 MRL E M C YES 2944 CHHIOM YES ST NVS
77. MRL 133 245/30-32 MRL T M O YES 1075512 MAKOLI
78. MRL-SCH 134 246/34-247/2 MRL E M C YES 2698 MAHUWAD YES ST ST
79. MRL-SCH 136 248/30-32 MRL E M C YES 433 WARGAN YES ST ST
80. MRL-SCH 137 250/0-2 SCH E M C YES 108834 KANSAD YES ST SCH
81. MRL-SCH 138 250/26-28 SCH E M C YES 948 KANSAD YES UDN SCH
82. SCH 138A 258/8-10 SCH T M O YES 694027 SACHIN YES UDN SCH
83. BHET 142 255/30-28 BHET E M C YES 21631 EKRELA YES UDN BHET
84. BHET 143 257/20-22 BHET T M O YES 209722 BHESTAN YES UDN BHET

1. UDN Bye 1 UBP 2.79 BHET E M C YES 46
Pass

2. UDN Bye 2 UBP 4.13 BHET E M O YES 27098
Pass

3. UDN Bye 3 UBP 2.79 BHET E M C YES 38273
Pass

4. UDN-CHM 2 1/5-6 UDN T M C YES 132670 Navagam Parvatpatiya YES UDN UDN
5. UDN-CHM 3 2/3-4 UDN T M C YES 80143 DINDOLI YES UDN UDN
6. UDN-CHM 5 4/3-4 UDN E M O NO 16283 DELARDAWA YES UDN Kumbharia
7. UDN-CHM 6 5/6-7 NOL E UM O NO 437 DELARDAWA
8. UDN-CHM 7 6/7-8 CHM E UM O NO 0 NIOL
9. UDN-CHM 8 7/1-2 CHM E M O NO 14200 NIOL YES UDN CHM

10. UDN-CHM 9 7/10-11 NOL E UM O NO 799 NIOL
11. UDN-CHM 10 8/13-14 NOL E UM O NO 0 OKARLA

LC GATES:  TV Section
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12. CHM 12 10/7-8 CHM T M O YES 2220 Vakaner CHM YES UDN CHM
13. CHM- 13 11/7-8 CHM T M O YES 30,525 CHALTHAN YES UDN CHM
14. CHM-GGAR 14 13/9-10 CHM E UM O NO 780 CHALTHAN
15. CHM-GGAR 15 14/10-11 CHM E M C NO 761 SANK YES UDN BGMR
16. CHM-GGAR 16 15/12-13 CHM E M O YES 27696 Gangadhara highway YES UDN BGMR
17. CHM-GGAR 17A 18/2-3 GGAR E M O YES 894,989 TUNDI YES UDN GGAR
18. GGAR 18 20/4-5 GGAR T M O YES 5,510 MOTA GGAR YES UDN GGAR
19. GGAR 19 21/5-6 GGAR T M O YES 1665 SDYANI
20. BIY-GGAR 20 21/13-14 GGAR E UM O NO 2,603 SDYANI
21. BIY-GGAR 21 22/13-14 GGAR E UM O NO 429 JATPUR
22. BIY-GGAR 22 24/3-4 BIY E UM O NO 663 JATPUR
23. BIY-GGAR 23 25/9-10 BIY E UM O NO 688 ODIRA
24. BIY 24 26/8-9 BIY T M O YES 142826 ODIRA YES UDN BIY
25. BIY 25 27/11-12 BIY T M O YES 169520 ASTAN YES UDN BIY
26. BIY-TBV 27 28/16-17 BIY E M O YES 58056 UTRA YES UDN BIY
27. BIY-TBV 28 29/15-30/1 BIY E M O NO 12870 UTRA YES UDN BIY
28. BIY-TBV 30 31/3-4 TBV E UM O NO 3861 PANDA
29. TBV 31 33/4-5 TBV T M C YES 7626 SAKRI YES UDN TBY
30. TBV 32 33/15-34/1 TBV T M C YES 2,126 TIMBERWA
31. BIY-MID 33 36/8-9 TBV E M O NO 3811 MANGROLIA
32. BIY-MID 34 38/9-10 MGRL E UM O NO 3219 MANGROLIA
33. BIY-MID 35 39/5-6 MID E M O NO 11880 SURALI YES UDN MID
34. MID 36 40/13-14 MID T M O YES 39690 SURALI YES UDN MID
35. MID 37 42/7-8 MID T M O YES 68647 WASKUI YES UDN MID
36. MID-LTV 38 43/15-44/1 MID E UM O NO 1287 BELDHA
37. MID-LTV 39 45/12-13 KRAI E UM O NO 1404 BELDHA
38. MID-LTV 40 46/15-47/1 KRAI E M O NO 11220 BHATIU(p) YES UDN MID
39. LTV 42 49/15-50/1 LTV T M C YES 2028 KUNDAL YES UDN Kalamkui
40. LTV-VYA 44 51/14-15 LTV E UM O NO 1833 KOHOLI
41. LTV-VYA 45 53/1-2 VYA E UM O NO 273 KOHOLI
42. VYA 49 56/2-3 VYA T M O YES 58763 VYARA YES UDN Vya
43. VYA 50 57/14-15 VYA T M O YES 85770 KHANPUR YES UDN VYA
44. VYA-KKRD 51 58/11-12 VYA E M O YES 157393 KHANPUR YES UDN VYA

LC GATES:  TV Section
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45 VYA-KKRD 52 60/9-10 VYA E M O NO 3071 CHIKLI ONI YES UDN VYA
46 VYA-KKRD 53 62/1-2 VYA E M O YES 434920 CHIKLI ONI YES UDN VYA
47 VYA-KKRD 54 65/7-8 KKRD E M O NO 5100 GHORVAD YES UDN VYA
48 KKRD 55 67/10-11 KKRD T M C YES 11 DOSVADA YES UDN VYA
49 KKRD-USD 56 70/6-7 DSD E M O NO 7954 DOSVADA YES UDN USD
50 KKRD-USD 57 73/5-6 USD E M C NO 986 RANIAMBA YES UDN USD
51 USD 58 76/5-6 USD T M O YES 48031 CHAPWADI YES UDN USD
52 USD-LKKD 59 78/5-6 USD E M C NO 4066 PAKARI YES NDB USD
53 USD-LKKD 60 81/1-2 LKKD E M C NO 484 KARIGHAT YES NDB USD
54 LKKD-BBAI 61 84/7-8 LKKD E M C NO 720 JHARANPADA YES NDB USD
55 LKKD-BBAI 62 86/1-2 BBAI E M C NO 3404 SHELU YES NDB USD
56 BBAI 63 87/6-7 BBAI YD T M O YES 16920 BHADBHUNJA YES NDB USD
57 BBAI-NWU 64 90/2-3 BBAI E M O YES 296,064 KATHIOLA YES NDB NWU
58 BBAI-NWU 65 92/11-93/1 BBAI E M O YES 48,300 DHAJ YES NDB NWU
59 BBAI-NWU 66 94/6-7 NWU E UM O NO 1978 DHAJ YES NDB NWU
60 NWU 67 99/1-2 NWU T M O YES 8,820 PHULWASSI YES NDB NWU
61 NWU-KFF 68 100/8-9 NWU E M O YES 37772 NAVAPUR YES NDB NWU
62 NWU-KFF 69 103/5-6 NWU E M O YES 167786 BARDIPADA YES NDB NWU
63 KFF 70 108/9-10 KFF T M O YES 11,248 RAYANGAN YES NDB NWU
64 KFF-CPD 71 110/5-6 KFF E M C NO 204 SAVRAT YES NDB CPD
65 KFF-CPD 73 113/14-15 CPD E M 0 YES 21.021 VADKHUT YES NDB CPD
66 CPD 74 114/14 CPD T M 0 YES 269.875 AUTNI YES NDB CPD
67 CPD 75 116/4-5 CPD T M O YES 37259
68 CPD-KHTG 76 118/9-10 CPD E M O NO 1662 NAYADANDA YES NDB CPD
69 CPD-KHTG 77 120/8-9 CPD E M C NO 4326 JHAPDAP YES NDB CPD
70 CPD-KHTG 78 123/8-9 KHTG E M c NO 13570 KELI YES NDB CPD
71 KHTG 79 124/12-13 KHTG T M C YES 3.952 KHATGOAN YES NDB KBH
72 KHTG-KBH 80 126/5-6 KHTG E UM O NO 361 KHATGOAN YES NDB KBH
73 KHTG-KBH 80A 127/14-15 KHTG E UM O NO 2382 KHATGOAN YES NDB KBH
74 KHTG-KBH 81 131/2-3 KBH E M C NO 8980 SHRAWANI YES NDB KBH
75 KBH 82 133/15-134/1 KBH T M O YES 20106 KHANDBARA YES NDB KBH
76 KBH-BAWD 83 137/9-10 BAWD E M C NO 1.672 BHANBWAR YES NDB KBH
77 BAWD-DWD 85 143/5-6 BAWD E M C NO 1.330 CHIRWA YES NDB KBH

LC GATES:  TV Section
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78. DWD-NDB 86 148/10-11 DWD E M O NO 7.714 DHAKWAD YES NDB KBH
79. DWD-NDB 87 150/14-15 DWD E UM 0 NO 252 BILADI YES NDB NDB
80. DWD-NDB 88 154/2-3 NDB E M 0 YES 23980 NALWAL YES NDB NDB
81. CUE 92 160/15-16 CUE T M C YES 1357 CHAUPALE NDB
82. CUE-TISI 93 162/4-5 CUE E U C NO 6671 UMARDA NDB
83. CUE-TISI 94 163/7-8 CUE E M C NO 2823 UMARDA YES NDB NDB
84. CUE-TISI 95 168/8-9 TISI E M C NO 2526 TISI NDB
85. RNL 97 178/5-6 RNL T M C YES 1360 BALDANA NDB
86. RNL-DDE 98 181/9-10 RNL E M C NO 5412 BHADIAR YES NDB RNL
87. RNL-DDE 99 182/1-2 RNL E UM O NO 2022 BHADIAR NDB
88. RNL-DDE 100 183/8-9 RNL E UM O NO 1361 JIRWA NDB
89. RNL-DDE 101 184/15-16 RNL E M C NO 1880 PATHRA YES NDB RNL
90. DDE- 103 191/4-5 DDE T M O YES 81069 DONDAICHA NDB
91. DDE-VKH 104 191/17-192/0 DDE E UM O NO 532 DONDAICHA NDB
92. DDE-VKH 105 192/7-8 DDE E M O YES 95505 DONDAICHA YES NDB DDE
93. DDE-VKH 106 194/1-2 DDE E M O NO 60 MANDAL YES NDB DDE
94. VKH 107 199/6-7 VKH T M O YES 2150 VIKHRAN NDB VKH
95. VKH-SNSL 108 200/15-16 VKH E UM O NO 117 JOSSELI NDB VKH
96. SNSL-SNK 110 204/7-8 SNSL E UM O NO 898 SONSHELU AN SNK
97. SNSL-SNK 111 207/1-2 SNSK E UM O NO 4656 GHOUSAWDI AN SNK
98. SNSL-SNK 112 208/1-2 SNSK E UM O NO 152 GHOUSAWDI AN SNK
99. SNK 112A 208/11-12 SNK T M O YES 98374 SINDKHEDA AN SNK

100. SNH-HOL 114 211/12-13 SNK E M O YES 14169 CHIRANA AN NDN
101. SNH-HOL 115 212/15-16 SNK E UM O NO 105 CHIRANA AN NDN
102. HOL- 117 218/1-2 HOL T M O YES - HOL YES AN NDN
103. HOL-NDN 119 220/6-7 HOL E UM O NO 1063 DABHI AN NDN
104. NDN-PDP 122 226/6-7 NDN E UM O NO 735 OMELANA AN NDN
105. NDN-PDP 123 228/1-2 BEW E UM O NO 170 WAGHODA AN NDN
106. NDN-PDP 125 230/6-7 BEW E M C NO 8274 BETAWAD YES AN NDN
107. NDN-PDP 126 231/2-3 BEW E M C NO 9649 BAMHANA YES AN NDN
108. PDP-BRTK 127 237/11-238/1 PDP E UM O NO 1127 LON(P) NDN
109. PDP-BRTK 128 239/7-8 PDP E UM O NO 2025 LON(P) NDN
110. PDP-BRTK 129 241/1-2 BRTK E M C NO 2165 KHERIB YES AN AN
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111. PDP-BRTK 130 242/1-2 BRTK E UM O NO 435 BHORTEK AN AN
112. BRTK 131 242/12-13 BRTK T M O YES 7201 JAIRPUR YES AN AN
113. BRTK-AN 133 246/7-8 BRTK E UM O NO 1,602 DHAR AN AN
114. BRTK-AN 134 284/0-1 BRTK E UM O NO 720 GALWAR AN AN
115. AN 135 251/3-4 AN T M O YES 58513 AN AN
116. AN-TKHE 136 254/10-11 AN E M O YES 58499 PALASDAR YES AN AN
117. AN-TKHE 137 259/7-8 THKE E M C YES 7992 SARBETA(K) YES AN AN
118. AN-TKHE 138 261/10-11 THKE E M C NO 1792 RAMESHWAR(K YES AN AN
119. TKHE 139 263/14-15 THKE T M O YES 661 TAKERKHEDE YES AN AN
120. TKHG-DXG 141 271/1-2 BHNE E UM O NO 294 SARWA AN AN
121. TKHG-DXG 142 273/5-6 DXG E M O YES 20564 DHARNGAON YES AN DXG
122. DXG 144 275/8-9 DXG T M O YES 223300 DHARNGAON YES AN DXG
123. DXG-CHLK 145 277/9-10 DXG E UM O NO 2706 GARKHERA AN DXG
124. DXG-CHLK 146 278/11-12 DXG E UM O NO 375 GARKHERA AN DXG
125. DXG-CHLK 147 279/12-13 DXG E UM O NO 413 KALIANOHOL AN DXG
126. DXG-CHLK 148 281/7-8 DXG E UM O NO 932 KALIANOHOL AN DXG
127. CHLK 149 282/10-11 CHLK E M O NO 4713 BHADA(K) YES AN PIMPRI
128. CHLK-PLD 150 285/2-3 CHLK E UM O NO 543 CHICHPUR AN PIMPRI
129. CHLK-PLD 151 288/7-8 CHLK E UM O NO 2709 MUSAI AN PIMPRI
130. CHLK-PLD 152 290/7-8 PLD E UM O NO 844 PATHARAD AN JL
131. PLD 153 294/9-10 PLD T M O YES 30620 PALDHI YES AN JL
132. PLD 154 295/10-11 PLD T M O YES 14028 PALDHI YES AN JL
133. PLD-JL 158 303/14-15 JL E UM O NO 1849 SAOKHERA(B) AN JL

1. BIM-GNV 1 0/2-3 BILIMORA T M O YES 30342 GANDEVI
2. BIM-GNV 2 0/5-6 BILIMORA T M O YES 18210 GANDEVI
3. BIM-GNV 3 1/3-4 BILIMORA E UM O NO 960 GANDEVI
4. BIM-GNV 4 1-11-12 BILIMORA E UM O NO 770 AMALSAD
5. BIM-GNV 5 2/8-9 BILIMORA E UM O NO 405 GANDEVI
6. BIM-GNV 6 3/13-14 GANDEVI E UM O NO 1328 DEOSAR
7. GNV-CIO 7 5/12-6/1 GANDEVI E UM O NO 16521 GANDEVI
8. GNV-CIO 8 6/6-7 GANDEVI E UM O NO 348 GANDEVI
9. GNV-CIO 9 7/1-2 GANDEVI E UM O NO 155 KESHLI
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10. GNV-CIO 10 7/8-9 GANDEVI E UM O NO 1345 KESHLI
11. GNV-CIO 11 8/6-7 CHIKLI RD E UM O NO 188 KESHLI
12. GNV-CIO 12 9/10-10/1 CHIKLI RD E UM O NO 294 KALAWACHH
13. GNV-CIO 13 10/5-6 CHIKLI RD E UM O NO 201 KALAWACHH
14. GNV-CIO 14 11/2-3 CHIKLI RD E UM O NO 718 KALAWACHH
15. GNV-CIO 15 11/8-9 CHIKLI RD E UM O NO 686 AMABHETA
16. GNV-CIO 16 12/6-7 CHIKLI RD E UM O NO 236 AMABHETA
17. GNV-CIO 17 13/1-2 CHIKLI RD E M C YES 94367 CHIKLI
18. CIO-RW 18 13/7-8 CHIKLI RD E UM O NO 115 KHUNDAR
19. CIO-RW 19 13/11-14/1 CHIKLI RD E UM O NO 110 KHUNDAN
20. CIO-RW 20 14/7-8 CHIKLI RD E UM O NO 1384 BAMANWEL
21. CIO-RW 21 15/3-4 CHIKLI RD E UM O NO 101 DEGAOM
22. CIO-RW 21A 15/11-16/1 CHIKLI RD E UM O NO 377 DEGAOM
23. CIO-RW 22 16/2-3 CHIKLI RD E UM O NO 1032 DEGAOM
24. CIO-RW 23 17/7-8 CHIKLI RD E UM O NO 4537 CHASA
25. CIO-RW 23A 19/1-2 RANKUVA E UM O NO 156 RETAHWANIA
26. CIO-RW 24 19/2-3 RANKUVA E UM O NO 89 RETAHWANIA
27. CIO-RW 25 20/6-7 RANKUVA E UM O NO 342 MANEKPUR
28. RW-DOLK 26 21/8-9 RANKUVA E UM O NO 221 SADARELI
29. RW-DOLK 27 21/11-12 RANKUVA E UM O NO 11778 SADARELI
30. RW-DOLK 28 22/6-7 RANKUVA E UM O NO 220 BODWANI
31. RW-DOLK 29 23/5-6 RANKUVA E UM O NO 423 SADRYELI
32. RW-DOLK 30 23/10-11 RANKUVA E UM O NO 304 KANGWAI
33. RW-DOLK 31 24/6-7 RANKUVA E UM O NO 322 KUKRAI
34. RW-DOLK 32 24/9-10 RANKUVA E UM O NO 421 KUKRAI
35. RW-DOLK 33 25/7-8 DHOLIKUVA E UM 0 NO 473 KUKRAI
36. DOLK-ANW 34 27/10-11 DHOLIKUVA E UM O NO 2714 WALSIT
37. DOLK-ANW 35 29/5-6 DHOLIKUVA E UM O NO 688 HAWATANI
38. DOLK-ANW 36 30/11-31/1 DHOLIKUVA E UM O NO 429 HAWATANI
39. DOLK-ANW 37 31/9-10 ANAWAL E UM O NO 476 HAWATANI
40. DOLK-ANW 38 32/7-8 ANAWAL E UM O NO 512 LASHANPUR
41. DOLK-ANW 39 33/7-8 ANAWAL E UM O NO 12216 RUPVEL
42. ANW-UNI 40 34/2-3 ANAWAL E UM O NO 0 LAKHWARI

LC GATES:  TV Section (CHAPTER - 38)
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43 ANW-UNI 41 34/10-11 ANAWAL E UM O NO 582 LAKHWARI
44 ANW-UNI 42 35/8-9 ANAWAL E UM O NO 468 SINGERBALA
45 ANW-UNI 43 36/10-11 ANAWAL E UM O NO 154 SINGERBALA
46 ANW-UNI 44 38/4-5 ANAWAL- E UM O NO 380 WALADHARA MOTI

VANSADA
47 ANW-UNI 44A 38/6-7 ANAWAL- E UM O NO 436 WALADHARA MOTI

VANSADA
48 ANW-UNI 45 39/8-9 ANAWAL-

VANSADA E UM O NO 228 DOLWAN
49 ANW-UNI 46 40/6-7 ANAWAL-

VANSADA E UM O NO 763 DOLWAN
50 UNI-KVO 47 41/1-2 ANAWAL-

VANSADA E UM O NO 18782 DOLWAN
51 UNI-KVO 48 41/8-9 ANAWAL-

VANSADA E UM O NO 282 BHINAR
52 UNI-KVO 49 42/6-7 ANAWAL-

VANSADA E UM O NO 262 BHINAR
53 UNI-KVO 50 42/8-9 ANAWAL-

VANSADA E UM O NO 484 BHINAR
54 UNI-KVO 51 43/11-44/1 ANAWAL-

VANSADA E UM O NO 402 BARTAR
55 UNI-KVO 52 44/4-7 ANAWAL-

VANSADA E UM O NO 386 BARTAR
56 UNI-KVO 53 45/10-11 ANAWAL-

VANSADA E UM O NO 240 KELKACH
57 UNI-KVO 54 48/7-8 KEVDI ROAD E UM O NO 385 MACCHIWARA
58 UNI-KVO 55 50/3-4 KEVDI ROAD E UM O NO 367 GODHABARI
59 UNI-KVO 56 50/8-9 KEVDI ROAD E UM O NO 562 CHUOPARI
60 KVO-KMB 57 52/10-11 KEVDI ROAD E UM O NO 238 REORI
61 KVO-KMB 58 53/9-10 KEVDI ROAD E UM O NO 144 BAORI
62 KVO-KMB 59 55/1-2 KEVDI ROAD E UM O NO 0 AMBA BARI
63 KVO-KMB 60 55/6-7 KEVDI ROAD E UM O NO 182 SAOARDEVY
64 KMB-DNGD 61 56/1-2 KEVDI ROAD E UM O NO 113 AMBONIA
65 KMB-DNGD 62 57/12-13 KEVDI ROAD E UM O NO 32 SADARDEV
66 DNGD-WGI 62A 59/3-4 KEVDI ROAD E M O YES 2678 SADARDEVI
67 DNGD-WGI 63 61/2-3 WAGHAI E UM 0 NO 56 WAGHAI

LC GATES:  TV Section
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(G) - General
(C) - Coaching
(M) - Movement
1AC - 1st Air Conditioned Coach
2AC - 2 Tier Air Conditioned Sleeper Coach
3AC - 3 Tier Air Conditioned Sleeper Coach
AC - Air Conditioned
ADEN - Assistant Divisional Engineer
ADG - Additional Director General
ADH - Anderi Station
ADME - Assistant Divisional Mechanical Engineer
ADMO - Assistant Divisional Medical Officer
ADRM - Assistant Divisional Railway Manager
ADSO - Assistant Divisional Safety Officer
AGM - Additional General Manager
AML - Amalsad Station
AN - Amalner station
ARM - Area Manager
ARME - Accident Relief Medical Equipment
ARMV Accident Relief Medical Van
ART - Accident Relief Train
ASC Assistant Security Commissioner
Asstt. - Assistant
ASTE - Assistant Signal & Telecommunication Engineer
ATUL - Atul Station
BA - Bandra Station
BAWD - Bhadwad Station
BCT - Mumbai Central Terminus
BBAI - Bhadbhunja station
BCX - 8-Wheel covered vacuum brake wagon
BD Spl - Break Down Special
Bd's - Board's
BEW - Betawad Station
BHET - Bhestan Station
BL - Vaksad Station
BLD - Bhilad Station
BIM - Bilimora Station
BIY - Bardoli Station
BOR - Boisar Station
BRC - Vadodara Juncton
BRTK - Bhortek Station
BSF - Border Security Force
BSNL - Bharat Sanchar Nigam Limited
BSR - Vasai Road Station

ABBREVIATIONS USED Annexure xvi
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BVI - Borivali Station
BYR - Bhyandra Station
C&W - Carriage and Wagon
CAC - Combined Assistance Centre
CCG - Churchgate
CCM - Chief Commercial Manager
CHC - Community Health Centre
CHM - Chaltan Station
CHLK - Chavalkhede Station
CMD - Chief Medical Director
CME - Chief Mechanical Engineer
CMI - Commercial Inspector
CMPE(Diesel) - Chief Motive Power Engineer (Diesel)
CMS - Chief Medical Superintendant
COFMOW - Central Organisation for Modernisation of Workshops
Cons. - Construction
COS - Controller of Stores
CPD - Chinchpada Station
CPO - Chief Personnel Officer
CPRO - Chief Public Relations Officer
CPTM - Chief Passenger Transportation Manager
CRB - Chairman Railway Board
CRPF - Central Reserve Police Force
CRS - Commissioner of Railway Safety
CRSE - Chief Rolling Stock Engineer
CSO - Chief Safety Officer
CTNL - Chief Controller
CUE - Chupale Station
CUG - Closed User Group
CWI - Carriage & Wagon Inspector
CYR - Charni Road Station
DCM - Divisional Commercial Manager
DCMI - Divisional Commercial Inspector
DCWI - Divisional Carriage and Wagon Inspector
DDE - Dondaicha station
DEE - Divisional Electrical Engineer
DEN - Divisional Engineer
DFM - Divisional Finance Manager
DG - Director General/ Diesel Generator
DM - Disaster Management/District Megistrate
DME - Divisional Mechanical Engineer
DMM - Divisional Material Manager
DMO - Divisional Medical Officer
DMT - Disaster Manager Team

ABBREVIATIONS USED
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DMU - Diesel Multiple Unit
DOM - Divisional Operations Manager
DOT - Department of Telecommunication
DPO - Divisional Personnel Officer
DR - Disaster Response
DRM - Divisional Railway Manager
Sr. DSC - Senior Divisional Security Commissioner
DSL - Diesel
DSO - Divisional Safety Officer
DSR - Dashisar Station
DSTE - Divisional Signal & Telecommunication Engineer
Dy. - Deputy
Dy. CE - Deputy Chief Engineer
Dy.CCM - Deputy Chief Commercial Manager
Dy.COM - Deputy Chief Operations Manager
Dy.TNL - Deputy  Controller
DXG - Dharngon station
EC - Emergency Control
ED - Executive Director
EDPM _ Elecronic Data Processing Manager
E-Mail - Electronic Mail
EMU - Electric Multiple Unit
Engg. - Engineering
EOC - Emergency Operation Centre
ETL - Emergency Train Lighting
FA&CAO - Financial Advisor and Chief Account Officer
FR - First Responders
G&SR - General & Subsidiary Rule
GEB - Gujarat Electricity Board
GM - General Manager
GMN - Goregoan
GRP - Govt. Railway Police
GTR - Grant Road Station
GVD - Golwad Station
HOL - Hol station
HPC - Hindustan Petroleum Corporation
HQ - Hdqrts.
HRD - Hydraulic Rescue Device
HRE - Hydraulic Rerailing Equipment
IAF - Indian Air Force
IAT - Instant Action Team
IG - Inspector General of Police
IG - Inspector General
IOC - Indian Oil Corporation

ABBREVIATIONS USED
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IRCM - Indian Railway Commercial Manual
IRCTC - Indian Railways Catering and Tourisom Corporation
IRMM - Indian Railway Medical Manual
ISD - International Subscriber Dialling
IT - Information Technology
JA - Junior Administrative
JCB - Jack-cum-Bulldozer
JE - Junior Engineer
Jn. - Junction
JOS - Jogeshwari Station
JRS - Joravasan Station
LC - Level Crossing
KBH - Khandbara station
KEB - Karmbali
KHAR - Khar Road  Station
KHTG - Khatgaon station
KKF - Kolde station
KKRD - Kikakui road Station
KLV - Kelve Road Station
LCC - Local Command Centre
LI - Loco Inspector
LKKD - Lakkadkot Station
LPG - Liquefied Petroleum Gas
LR - Leave Reserve
LTV - Latrwa Station
MDD - Malad Station
MM - Mahim Station
MEL - Marile line station
MG - Meter Gauge
MID - Madhi Station
MIRA - Mira Road Station
MOSR - Minister of State for Railways
MR - Minister for Railways
MRL - Moroli Station
MRU - Matunga Road Station
MX - Mahalaxmi Station
NDB - Nandurbar station
NDN - Nardana station
NDRF - National Disaster Response Force (This colour shows added)
NGO - Non-Govt. Organization
NIG - Naigaon Station
NVS - Navsari Station
NWR - North Western Railway
NWU - Nawapur station

ABBREVIATIONS USED
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OC - Officer-in-Charge
OHE - Over Head Equipment
OIC - Officer Incharge
Op. - Operations
PA - Public Address
PAD - Pardi
PC - Personal Computer
PCO - Public Call Office
PCR - Power Controller
PDP - Padse station
PHC - Public Health Centres
PHOD - Principal Head of Department
PLD - Paldi station
PLG - Palghar
POL - Petroleum & Oil
PR - Public Relations
PRO - Public Relations Officer
PWI - Permanent Way Inspector
RCT - Railway Claims Tribunal
RE - Railway Electrification
RG - Rest Giver
RJT - Rajkot Junction
RNL - Ranala station
Rly. Railway
RMS - Railway Mail Service
RPF - Railway Protection Force
RPZ - Rana Pratap Nagar Station
RTM - Ratlam Junction
S&T - Signal & Telecommunication
SC - Safety Counsellor
SCH - Sachin Station
SE - Section Engineer
Secy. - Secretary
SHO - Station House Officer
SI - Signal Inspector
SI - Sub-Inspector
SLR - Second Class-cum-Luggage-cum-Brake Van coach
SM - Station Manager
SNK - Sindkheda station
SP - Self-Propelled/ Superintendent of Police
Spl. - Special
STC - Santacruz Station
Sr. - Senior
Sr. DAO - Senior Divisional Accounts Officer

ABBREVIATIONS USED
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Sr. DSO - Senior Divisional Safety Officer
Sr.DCM - Senior Divisional Commercial Manager
Sr.DEE - Senior Divisional Electrical Engineer
Sr.DFM - Senior Divisional Finance Manager
SAH - Saphale Station
SJN - Sanjan Station
Sr.DME - Senior Divisional Mechanical Engineer
Sr.DMO - Senior Divisional Medical Officer
Sr.DOM - Senior Divisional Operations Manager
Sr.DPO - Senior Divisional Personnel Officer
Sr.DSC - Senior Divisional Security Commissioner
Sr.DSTE - Senior Divisional Signal & Telecommunication Engineer
SS - Station Superintendent
SSE - Senior Section Engineer
SSE (C&W) - Senior Section Engineer (Carriage & Wagon)
ST - State Transport
St.JAB - St.John Ambulance Brigade
STD - Subscriber Trunk Dialling
SUNR - Surendranagar Junction
TBV - Timbrva Station
TCI - Telecommunication Inspector
TCM - Telecommunication Maintainer
TKHE - Takarkhede Station
TI - Traffic Inspector
TISI - Tisi Station
TRD - Traction Distribution
TS - Train Superintendent
TTE - Travelling Ticket Examiner
TXR - Train Examiner
UBR - Umbargoan Road Station
UCC - Unified Command Centre
UDN - Udhna Junction
USD - Ukaisongade station
UVD - Udvada Station
VAPI - Vapi Station
VDH - Vedcha Station
VGN - Vangoan Station
VHF - Very High Frequency
VKH - Vikhran Road Station
VPU - Vehicle Parcel Van
VLP - Vile parle Station
VR - Virar Station
VTN - Vaitarna Station
VYR - Vyara Station
WLI - Welfare Inspector
WTT - Working Time Table

ABBREVIATIONS USED
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IMPORTANT PHONE NUMBERS Annexure xvi

SECTION CONTROLLER’S BEAT / PHONE NUMBERs 

CONTROL BCT BL NDB 
RAILWAY P&T RAILWAY P&T RAILWAY P&T 

CTNL 
 
 

 

44615 
44625 
Mob. 
9004499099 

23070564 
 

49003 
49406 
Mob. 
9724099099 

(02632) 
254098 

42335 
42336 
Mob. 
9004471909 

- 
- 

DY.TNL 44624(G) 
44630(G) 
44619 (P) 
44617 (Chg.) 
Mob. 
9004499099 

23094064 49406 
 
Mob. 
9724099099 

254098 42335 
42336 
Mob. 
9004471909 

- 
- 

ENGG. 44415 
44428 
44429 
Mob. 
9004499270 

23017350 
- 
- 

49207 
49269 
Mob. 
09274099288 

- 
- 
- 

42281 
 
Mob. 
09004471265 

- 
- 
- 

MECH. PCR 
44507 
Mob. 
9004499424 

CCR 
44515 
 

PCR 
49227 
Mob. 
09724099432 

CCR 
49228 

TLC 
42308 
42304 
Mob. 
9004471407 

CCR 
 

SIGNAL 44815 
44834 
Mob. 
9004499899 

23017403 49288 
Mob. 
0972409989 

- 
- 

42374 
Mob. 
9004471899 
 
 

- 
- 

CMI 44215  ----    44216 
Mob. 9004499990 

EMU 44651—44652—45644 
Mob. 9004498165 

RPF 44915—44925—P&T—23075082  
Mob. 9004499718 
 

Nodal Officer for Disaster Management on BCT Division is ADRM(O)BCT 

Telephones Nos. of relevant NDRF Battalion are as under: 
 

Name/Design 
Of the  

commandant 

NDRF 
Battalions 

STD 
code Office  Telephone 

Telefax 
Address 

Shri Alok 
Avasthy 
Pune 
Maharashtra 

5 Bn. 
 (NDRF) 

02114 231243 (R)  
231246 (O) 
09423506765      
09423578446 
 

 
02114-    
231508 /9 

PO-Vishnupuri,  
Telegaon, Pune, 
Maharashtra  410507 

 

List of  Important Telephones of Railway Officers 

Designation Telephone No. 
 Railway MTNL Mobile 
 Office Office CUG 
DRM 44000 23002977 9004499000 
ADRM(O) 44001 23070569 9004499001 
ADRM(T) 44002 23070553 9004499002 
CMS 44280 23097067 9004499500 
Sr.DOM 44600 23070557 9004499900 
Sr.DSO 44950 23078984 9004499020 

9004499936 900447190609724099913
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Civil Authorities – B) District Level 
 
Sr. 
No. 

District COLLECTOR Supdt. of Police: 
Phone No. Phone No. 

STD Code Office STD Code Office 
1. Dhule  02562 238700 / 236900 0253 235302 / 245150 
2. Jalgaon 0257 2220400 / 236041 0257 220411 / 220421 
3. Nandurbar  02564 221001/ 221002 02562 223213 / 223214 
4. Mumbai 022 26514742 / 24922907 022 22620826 / 22613552 
5. Thane 022 25344041/ 25424141 022 25344499 / 25861313 
6. Surat 02612 471121 0261 2463939 
7. Valsad 02632 253613 02632 2533333 / 244233 
8. Vyara 02792 224400 02626 222700 
9. Navsari 02637 244999 02637 244330 / 245334 

 
Telephone Nos. of Mumbai Control Rooms. 
 

S.N. Important Control Rooms. Telephone nos. Fax No. 

1 
Disaster management Control Room 
MCGM /Disaster Helpline 
 
  

22694725 /22694727/22704403 
  108,1916 

2269471 

2 
Bus Running Control Office 
(BEST Traffic Control) 

24146533, 24184489 
24137937, 24146262 Ext 801 

24146532 

3 
BEST Traffic Control Room (wadala) 24143611, 24136883/1800227550 

24137645, 24146162 
24137645, 
24146162 

4 
BEST Bus Control 
(For BEST bus breakdowns) 

24137924,24127244 
24129651,24111979 

24129651, 
24111979 

5 Mantralaya Control Room 22854168, 22023039 22024243 

6 
Traffic Police 24937746 / 24937755 / 24937747 24937234 

7 
Fire Brigade 101, 23076111/112 

132, 23086181/82 
23085993 

8 
Army  
Navy Control 

22151701 
22663030 
 
 

22036564 
22663583 

 
MUNICIPAL CORPORATION OF GREATER MUMBAI 
 

 Direct Fax No. 
Emergency Operation Centre 
Disaster Management 

108 ,  1916 ,  22694725 
22704403,  22694727 

22694719 

                     Fire Brigade 101,  23076111 / 12 
132,  23086181 / 82 

23085993 
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ˆÅŸ¸Ä\¸¸£ú £¢í÷¸ ¬¸Ÿ¸œ¸¸£¸½¿ œ¸£ ¢ˆÅ¬¸ú ù¸ú ¬¸Ÿ¸¡¸ ̂ Å¸½ƒÄ ¥¸¸œ¸£¨¸¸í
Ÿ¸¸½’£¨¸¸¥¸¸/¤¸¬¸ ”ï¸ƒÄ¨¸£ ¡¸¸ Š¸¸”õú¨¸¸¥¸¸, ]¸¸½ ©¸¸¡¸™ ¬¸÷¸ Ä̂Å ›¸ í¸½,

‚¸œ¸ ½̂Å £¸¬÷¸½ Ÿ¸½¿ ‚¸ ¬¸ˆÅ÷¸¸ í¾, ƒ¬¸¬¸½ ¤¸\¸›¸½ ½̂Å ¢¥¸¡¸½ :-

¬¸Ÿ¸œ¸¸£ œ¸£ ̂ Å¸½ƒÄ ¡¸¸÷¸¸¡¸¸÷¸ í¸½ ¡¸¸ ›¸ í¸½, ”¤¥¡¸»/‡¥¸ ¤¸¸½”Ä ¬¸½
¬¸Ÿ¸œ¸¸£ ˆÅ¸½ œ¸¸£ ˆÅ£›¸½ ÷¸ˆÅ ² ˆÅ-² ˆÅ ˆÅ£ ¬¸ú’ú ¤¸]¸¸÷¸½ £¢í¡¸½ —

¬¸º¢›¸¢©\¸÷¸ ̂ Åú¢]¸¡¸½ ¢ˆÅ, £¸÷¸ ½̂Å ¬¸Ÿ¸¡¸ ƒ¿]¸›¸ ̂ Åú
¬¸¸Ÿ¸›¸½ ̂ Åú ¤¸î¸ú ̂ Åú £¸½©¸›¸ú ÷¸½]¸ í¾ —

¬¸™¾¨¸ ¬¸¸¨¸š¸¸›¸ £í½¿ ‚¸¾£ ‚¸¨¸©¡¸ˆÅ÷¸¸¨¸©¸ ² ̂ Å›¸½ ̂ ½Å ¢¥¸‡ ÷¸¾¡¸¸£ £¢í¡¸½ —

¤¸¾¥¸ Š¸¸”õú ¡¸¸ ̂ Å¸½ƒÄ ¬¸¿ˆÅ-¨¸¸í›¸, ÷¸½]¸ £É÷¸¸£ ¬¸½ \¸¥¸ £í½ ™¾÷¡¸¸ˆÅ¸£
ƒ¿]¸›¸ ̂ ½Å ¬¸¸Ÿ¸›¸½ ¢’ˆÅ ›¸íì ¬¸ˆÅ÷¸¸ —

ˆÅŸ¸Ä\¸¸£ú ¬¸¢í÷¸ ¬¸Ÿ¸œ¸¸£ œ¸£, ¡¸¢™ ¢ˆÅ¬¸ú ¥¸¸œ¸£¨¸¸í ûÅ¸’ˆÅ¨¸¸¥¸½ ›¸½ ûÅ¸’ˆÅ ‰¸º¥¸¸ ø¸½”õ ¢™¡¸¸ í¸½,
÷¸¸½ ‚¸œ¸ˆÅú ÷¸÷œ¸£÷¸¸ ¬¸½ ™º‹¸Ä’›¸¸ ˆÅú Š¸¿ù¸ú£÷¸¸ ˆÅŸ¸ ̂ Åú ]¸¸ ¬¸ˆÅ÷¸ú í¾

¡¸¸ „¬¸½ œ¸»µ¸Ä ² œ¸ ¬¸½ ’¸¥¸¸ ]¸¸ ¬¸ˆÅ÷¸¸ í¾ —

¡¸¸™ £‰¸½¿ ¢ˆÅ Š¸£ú¤¸ ŠÏ¸Ÿ¸úµ¸ ¥¸¸½Š¸ ‚¸¾£ ¤¸¬¸ ÷¸˜¸¸ ¥¸¸£ú ”ï¸ƒÄ¨¸£ ‚¸œ¸ ½̂Å ¬¸Ÿ¸¸›¸ ¬¸Ÿ¸^¸™¸£ ›¸íì í¸½÷¸½,
¡¸¢™ ‚¸œ¸ ¬¸Ÿ¸^¸½ ¢ˆÅ, ¨¸½ Š¸¥¸÷¸ ˆÅ¸Ÿ¸ ˆÅ£÷¸½ í¾,
÷¸¸½ ¬¸Ÿ¸œ¸¸£¸½¿ œ¸£ ‚¸÷¸½ ¬¸Ÿ¸¡¸ íŸ¸½©¸¸ ÷¸÷œ¸£ £í½¿ —

‚¿÷¸œ¸¸¢©¸Ä÷¸ ûÅ¸’ˆÅ¸½¿ œ¸£, ‰¸£¸¤¸ ¢¬¸Š¸›¸¥¸¸½¿ ̂ Å¸½ ]¸ú ‡¨¸¿ ‡ ]¸ú ÷¸‰÷¸ú ¡¸¸
¤¸î¸ú¨¸¸¥¸½ ¢¬¸Š¸›¸¥¸¸½¿ ̂ ½Å ¢›¸¡¸Ÿ¸¸›¸º¬¸¸£ íú œ¸¸£ ̂ Å£½¿ —

ˆÅŸ¸Ä\¸¸£ú ¬¸¢í÷¸ ûÅ¸’ˆÅ¸½¿ ̂ Å¸½ œ¸¸£ ̂ Å£÷¸½ ¬¸Ÿ¸¡¸ ûÅ¸’ˆÅ ̈ ¸¸¥¸½ ̂ Åú „œ¸¢¬˜¸÷¸ú ‚¨¸©¡¸ ™½‰¸½¿
‚¸¾£ ‚›¸ºœ¸¢¬˜¸÷¸ œ¸¸¡¸½ ]¸¸›¸½ œ¸£ ‚Š¸¥¸½ ¬’½©¸›¸ ̂ ½Å ¬’½©¸›¸ œÏ¤¸¿š¸ˆÅ ̂ Å¸½ ‚¨¸©¡¸ ¤¸÷¸¸‡¿ —

¬¸Ÿ¸œ¸¸£ ûÅ¸’ˆÅ¸½ ¿ œ¸£ ™º‹¸Ä’›¸¸‡¿......
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Constant Vigilance is the Price of the Safety.

Let there be no accident on
of Human Failure,

Safety is our Mmotto Millions of
Lives Depend on us.

Do not adopt Short Cut Methods.
Short Cut - Cuts Life Short.

Safety.........it can Charm you or it can ALARM you.

Make it your Mission, not to live with and Unsafe
condition Safety in–we win.

Sefety Rules are your Best Tools.

The door of Safety Swings on the
Hinges of Common Sence

Accident prevention - Your No. 1 intention

Think Safety – it couldn’t hurt.

Do not tell others to do your job.

Don’t dare take observe Sefety every where.
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